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ABSTRACT
The preview control problem, in which a controller can use future
information as well as present and past information in deciding a control,
is studied. The problem of tracking command signals is considered, and
the term "preview" implies that the future states of the command signals
can be measured in advance.
In the first part of this thesis, the preview control problem in a
general form is studied using the deterministic and stochastic optimal
control theory.
The problem with a deterministic command generator is shown to be a
special case of the preview problem, and two methods of designing a
controller which achieves the zero steady-state error are presented.
The optimal finite preview problem is studied for both the discrete
system and the continuous system. In this problem, it is assumed that a
controller can make use of preview information with respect to command
signals from a present time i. (discrete case) or tp (continuous case)
up to N a or t time units in the future beyond i or t . Na or ta isL P ai
termed the preview length and usually Na<N or t<T, where N or T is the
entire time interval of interest. It is this last point where we allow
NZa<N or ta<T that distinguishes the optimal preview problem from the
optimal tracking problem. The command signal is assumed to be a Gauss-
Markov random sequence or a Gauss-Markov random-process. The problem is
first studied with the perfect measurement assumption which implies that
the necessary information to decide a control can be obtained without time
delay and observation noise. The results of this study indicate that
fundamental improvement is achieved by preview. The finite preview problem
is then studied with the assumption that the measurements are corrupted by
observation noise and measurement time delays. It is shown that the idea
of separation of control and estimation is applicable to the finite preview
problem. It is shown that the effect of preview is more appreciable in the
case where observation noise and measurement time delay exist than in the
perfect measurement case.
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In the second part of this thesis, an experiment to investigate a
human controller in the preview tracking is presented. A model of a
human in this task is developed from the results derived in Part I (spe-
cifically, Optimal Finite Preview Control with Measurement Time Delay
and Observation Noise for Discrete System). Model-data matching is
performed for the case in which the controlled plant is a pure integrator.
Reasonable values for the parameters of the model were found from this
matching and when combined with the simulation of the model indicate that
the developed model can predict the human behaviour in the preview task
fairly accurately.
Thesis Supervisor : Daniel E. Whitney
Title : Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is the "Preview Control Problem" ?
In designing control systems, it is usually assumed that the future is
unpredictable and unknown, a consequence of which is the feedback struc-
ture of a servosystem for tracking command signals and/or compensating
disturbances whereby a control action is decided by operation upon instan-
taneous error. In many cases, this is a reasonable assumption and the
feedback control system actually achieves the principle objectives of
tracking command signals and/or compensating disturbances pretty well.
However, here the following natural question arises: "What can we do if
we can have "future" information about command signals or disturbances as
well as "present" information ? It is reasonable to expect that we can
achieve better performance, in some sense, in this case compared to the
case where we have no idea about the future. For example, let us consider
automobile driving. If a driver can not look ahead, he will not be able
to drive a car at all. By seeing the road shape, adjacent vehicles, etc.
and by planning ahead, one can decide what kind of action should be taken
to overcome the limited rate of response of human and vehicle dynamics.
We call this kind of problem, where information about future is available,
the "Preview Control Problem". Other examples of preview control problems
include 1) the landing of aircraft, 2) numerically controlled machines in
which cutter command positions are punched in advance on tape, 3) control
of vehicle suspension, and 4) various kinds of process control.
The following figures explain the difference between conventional servo
and preview control in the case of desired trajectory following.
Error Control Action
Fig. 1.1.1 Conventional Servo
Control ActionI r. 1
_t+t >.i La
Time
Fig. 1.1.2 Preview Control
In Fig. 1.1.2, ta denotes the preview length available. In preview
control, a controller can look ahead and use information about the command
signal from time t to time t+ta . The time t is sometimes called the
time horizon and may be finite or infinite.
1.2 Previous Works related to Preview Control Problem
It was mentioned in the previous section that "future" information
improves the quality of control in some sense. Partially because "preview"
does not exist in many cases and partially because the feedback idea has
been very strong, few efforts directly addressed to this problem have been
-21 -
Command Output
yd(t)
Output
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undertaken. However, many optimal control problems can be included in the
category of preview problems in a loose sense as will be later explained.
Oldenbergert 1 1],[21] considered the problem in which the shape of
disturbance is known a priori. He obtained the optimal nonlinear control
which minimizes the maximum error for the second order system. However,
his formulation of the problem was rather for special cases, and the
solution was still complicated. Furthermore, generalization of his work
seems difficult. Sheridan[ 31 proposed three models of preview control
which included future information about command signals. These were 1)
extended convolution 2) fast-time trials with the dynamical model of the
controlled process within the control element and 3) iterated determination
of optimal trajectory over preview spans. He derived these models very
phisophically and pointed out the significance of preview. Bender [4 ]
solved a class of preview control problems for time invariant cases using
Wiener filter theory and a parameter search, and applied it to the design
of vehicle suspensions. Although he demonstrated that a big improvement
can be obtained by looking ahead, his formulation was idealized and not
suited for studying complicated systems. For example, he did not discuss
observation noise which is presumed to be important in preview problems
since it is not common that exact information can be obtained about the
future. The analysis from the viewpoint of optimal control theory has
been investigated to some extent by Hayase and Ichikawa.5 ] They solved
preview problems using developments from the theory of the optimal track-
ing problem. Again they did not talk about stochastic features, and they
solved the problem deterministically.
At this point, it is appropriate to note that many optimal control
problems can be designated preview problems in the wide sense. Roughly
-23-
speaking an optimal problem is stated as follows: "Find a control which
achieves some objectives while minimizing (or maximizing) some criterion."
For example, in the case of the time optimal control problem, the objective
is to hit a specified point and the criterion is time. "Where to hit" is
exactly given, a priori, and in this sense a time optimal controller uses
the information about the future. Among the optimal control problems, the
tracking problem [6 ' [ ] is a special case of the preview control problem.
In the tracking problem, the command signal yd(t) is given a priori from
the beginning over the entire time interval [to, tf]. This point will be
discussed in more detail later.
So it is quite natural to introduce the optimal control theory into
our "Preview Control Problem" which will be formulated precisely later.
Experimental study of preview problems in the field of manual control
has been done to some extent. Sheridan's paper [3 ] includes some of the
early experiments. More recently, Reid and Drewell [8 ] reported the effect
of preview for a random command signal. The more detailed description will
appear later in the beginning of Part II.
1.3 Optimal Control Theory in Manual Control
The analysis of the manual control problem using optimal control
theory has been done by several people. [9 ] ,[10] [11] Although the
concept of optimality is not new in manual control, it is quite recent
that the so-called optimal control theory was introduced in the field.
Before this, the main methodology to analyze a human operator had been
statistical communications theory and classical control theory. [][13
[14] ,[15] Along these lines, human behavior has been well predicted
by a set of quasi-linear models, which is summarized in the report of
McRuer, et al. [ 1 5 ] However, such an analysis was mainly used for simple
tasks, and as people started to analyze more complex tasks the idea of the
modern control approach was introduced as well as an effort to extend the
quasi-linear model.
In their paper of 1969,[91 Kleinman and Baron showed that the optimal
control theory is a powerful tool in predicting human behavior for simple
tasks. Since then the result has been extended to more complex tasks.
One advantage of the modern control approach to manual control is that it
is rather easy to handle complex situations.
However, no attempt has been made to analyze manual preview control by
modern control theory, and it seems that now is the time to make this
attempt.
1.4 Objectives of This Thesis
On the basis of the situation described in the previous sections, the
following investigation is believed to be worthwhile.
In this thesis, the problem of making plant's outputs follow some
command signals will be considered. "Preview" for this problem means that
a controller can have information about future command signals.
In Part I, optimal control theory will be used for analyzing the
preview control system for this situation. In the analysis, both continu-
ous and discrete system ideas will be used. The distinction among the
conventional servo problem, preview problem and tracking problem will be
made clear. The problem will be formulated and solved in a fairly general
fashion, and will be amenable to many applications.
In Part II, the application of the theory developed in Part I will
be made to the manual preview tracking problem. The manual preview control
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experiment is similar to one done by Reid and Drewell, and its result will
be presented. One possible manual preview control model will be derived
from the result in Part I, and the necessary modifications and simplifi-
cations will be made. Parameters in the developed model will be adjusted
so that it becomes a good predictor of a human operator.
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PART I THEORY OF OPTIMAL PREVIEW PROBLEM
CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
2.1 State Space Discription of System
In this thesis, the state space approach, which plays the central
role in optimal control, is used almost exclusively. Therefore it is
appropriate to summarize this idea at the beginning of this chapter.
Readers are suggested to look at References [6], 16] for more detail.
Definition 2-1 The state of a system (or a plant) at any time t is0
the minimum set of numbers x(t o), x2 (to), **, x(t) which, along
with the input to the system for t>t ,is sufficient to determine the
behaviour of the system for all t>to l
Usually, n is called the order of a system. An n-tuple x - [xlX2,
T
*-.x is called the state vector where T denotes the transpose of a
-vector.
vector.
In state space, a (deterministic) system is discribed by either the
following matrix differential equations for the continuous time case or
the matrix difference equations for the discrete time case.
Continuous Case :
x(t) - A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (2-1-1)
y(t) - C(t)x(t) (2-1-2)
where A(t), B(t),-and C(t) are (nxn), (nxm), and (ran) matrices, respec-
tively x(t)ER , u(t)CRm , and y(t)Rr and the dot indicates d.
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u(t) and y(t) are the input (or simply control) and the output of the
system respectively. *
Discrete Case
+ iE + ag (2-1-3)
AL' Cr 2 (2-1-4)
where i, Fir) and Ci are (nXn), (nxm) and (rxn) matrices, respectively,
?EiRn, aRE and yCR r . Suffix i denotes time, and and Yz are the
imput (or simply control) and the output of the system respectively. 
2.2 Optimal Tracking Problem
As will be shown later, the optimal tracking problem is a special
case of our optimal preview control problem. Therefore, it is appropriate
to discuss the tracking problem briefly in order to give some necessary
background. Results are presented both for the continuous case and the
discrete case. The presentation here is in a rather simple form and a
more detailed discussion (inclusion of quadratic form of the state of a
system etc.) can be found in Ref. [7].
2.2.1 Optimal Tracking Problem for Continuous Sstem[6'
Problem Statement:
Given the linear observable system
x(t) A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (2-2-1)
y(t) C(t)x(t) (2-2-2)
and given the desired trajectory yd(t) for t[to, tf], find the optimal
control u(t) which minimizes the cost functional
-28-
1 T fT
Jtc (t (to) ,u(.)) = e (tf)Q(tf)e(tf) + 2Jt e(t)Q(t)e(t)
T
+ (t)R(t)u(t)dt (2-2-3)
where e(t)-d(t)-y(t), u(t) is unconstrained in magnitude, tf is
specified, R(t) is continuous and positive definite, Q(tf) and Q(t)
are continuous and positive semidefinite, and the subscript "ttc"
denotes tracking continuous.
Solution:
For this problem, the optimal control exists, is unique, and
is given by
optT
uPt (t) = -Rl(t)BT(t ) [K(t)x(t) + &(t)] (2-2-4)
The nxn, real, symmetric, and positive definite matrix K(t) is the
solution of the matrix Riccati equation
K(t) = -K(t)A(t)- A'(t)K(t) + K(t)B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)
- cT(t)Q(t)C(t) (2-2-5)
with the boundary condition
K(tf) - CF(tf)Q(tf)C(tf) (2-2-6)
The vector f(t) is the solution of the vector differential equation
-IL T T T
&(t) - -[A(t) - B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t) T(t) + C (t)Q(t)yd(t)
(2-2-7)
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with the boundary condition
&(t f) -cT (t f)Q(tf) (t f) (2-2-8)
The optimal trajectory is the solution of the differential equation
x(t) = [A(t) - B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)]x(t) + B(t)R (t)B (t)g(t)
(2-2-9)
starting at the (known) initial state x(to)= . The minimum value
J* (t,x(t),up t ()) - J*(t,x(t)) of the cost is given bytc - tc 
J~ct x~) _ (') _ T 1fco
Jt*c(t,x(t)) - x T(t)K(t)x(t) + g(t)x(t) + c(t)tc _ - 2
where
c(t) = -y(t)Q(t)d(t) + (t)B(t)R l(t)BT(t)g(t)
c(tf)= Yd(tf)Q(tf)yd(tf)
and is defined for all te[to, tf].3
2.2.2 Optimal Tracking Problem for Discrete System
(2-2-10)
(2-2-11)
Problem Statement:
Given the linear observable system
(2-2-12)
(2-2-13)C
and given the desired trajectory di for i-0,1, --- ,N, find the optimal
control which minimizes the cost functional
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1 T 1 N -1 T
Jtd (Oxu.) QN!Q + io4Qit + 4Ri i1 (2-2-14)
where -Y i A is unconstrained in magnitude, N is specified,
11-i
R i is positive definite, QN and Qi are positive semidefinite, and the
subscript "td" denotes tracking discrete.
Solution:
For this problem, the optimal control exists, is unique, and
is given by
opt T -1 T
op -R + rS+ r ri[Si + g 1 (2-2-15)
The nn, real, symmetric, and positive semidefinite matrix Si is the
solution of the matrix difference equation
= T i + T
Si iMi+li CIQiCi (2-2-16)
T -lT '2-2-17'
i+l Si+1 Si+l i i i+l i + R i] iSi+l(2-2-1)
with the boundary condition
SN CTQNCN (2-2-18)
The vector is the solution of the vector difference equation
~i = <~{I - Si+lri[riSi+lri + Ri] ri} +1 i i (-19M T II 1 S r [TS r + F1r -}.&i~l CTv (2-2-19)
with the boundary condition
T
= CNN (2-2-20)
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The optimal trajectory is the solution of the difference equation
T -iT }i
«= {I - r i[rSi+r i + Ri ] r iSi+ }i
[sr i S + Ri] rI (2-2-21)
~~i i+l 
starting at the (known) initial state x =-. The minimum value,
opt~~~~~~-
Jt (ixu.°Pt)=J(i, ) of the cost is given by
IT T 1J (i = 2SS ~+ L + 2i (2-2-22)Jtd~i~ ' " Ji + ?t + ci
where
C, M cT r rTS FT +T
ci Ci+l 4+1 i[riSi+li + Ri] ii + YdQidi (2-2-23)
T
and is defined for all i, i=O,l1,2, ,N. 
2.3 More on the "Preview Control Problem"
The idea of "Preview Control Problem" was stated in Chapter I.
Here we examine the meaning of preview in more detail. As was previously
stated, we are interested in the trajectory following problem in which
the outputs of a system must be controlled such that they can follow some
command signals. A possible command signal (or desired trajectory) is
shown in Fig. 2.3.1. In the figure, t and tf are the initial time and
the final time respectively.
the final time respectively.
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Yd(t
Command Signal
to tf
Fig. 2.3.1 Possible Command Signal
Depending on the amount of a priori information about yd(t), we can
divide the problem into three cases.
Case 1. Complete knowledge about yd(t). t <tt f
Case 2. Statistics or some characteristics of yd(t) is known.
Case 3. Nothing is known.
The tracking problem in optimal control belongs to Case 1.
It should be noted that the problem in which the command signal is
given by the following type of deterministic command generator (2-3-1),
(2-3-2) also belongs in Case 1.[71,[171, [ 18], [19]
z(t) Fz(t) (2-3-1)
Yd(t) - Cdz(t) (2-3-2)
z(o) z (given)
where 1 nd C arp (pxp) and (rxp) matrices, reSpectively, z(t)r pp and
yI()r 
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Equation (2-3-1) does not have any input, which tells that the ini-
tial state z completely determines z(t) for all t>t 0 . (Look at Defini-
tion 2-1.) Therefore, knowledge about z is equivalent to knowledge about
(t) for all t, and it can be concluded that in the framework of optimal
control this is a special case of the tracking problem. This is a special
case in the sense that the dynamics of the command signal are known, while
in the general optimal tracking problem, yd(t) can be anything as long as
it is known completely from the beginning. Since this is the special case,
the following natural question arises :"Is it possible to design a better
controller in some sense for this special kind of tracking problem?"
Before answering this question, let us recall one difficulty of optimal
tracking problem (page 801 of Ref.[6]). It is well known that the theory
when the total time interval T is infinite is not available even for time
invariant systems in the general tracking problem. But actually it is
possible to design the optimal tracking system if the desired trajectory
is the output of the command generator (2-3-1) and (2-3-2) [19], 20]
In this sense, the answer to the foregoing question is "Yes". Some results
about this problem are in Chapter III of this thesis. In Case 1 , since
we have complete knowledge about d(t) for all tftot f ] , we do not have
to measure Yd(t) at every time.
A typical situation of Case 2. is that the command signals are
Gauss-Markov random processes. This situation is extensively studied
in this thesis. In state space form, it is well known that a Gauss-Markov
random process is expressed as an output of a linear dynamical system
excited by gaussian white noise, which may be called as a random command
generator in contrast with the deterministic command generator stated
-34-
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before. In this sense the deterministic command generator problem of
Case 1 and the random command generator problem of Case 2 have some
similarities. However, the big difference is that in the latter problem
knowing the initial condition of the command generator is not sufficient
to determine the future command signal completely although statistical
knowledge can be still obtained. Thus, in Case 2,measuring d(t) is not
necessarily required to decide control apart from the practical question
of the usefulness of the decided control. But if measuring yd(t) is pos-
sible, the quality of the control will be improved. In Case 3., measuring
yd(t) is definitely necessary. Thus the problem of how to measure yd(t)
arises in Cases 2 and 3.
In measuring d' several cases are possible. Figure 2.3.2. shows
some of the possible forms that the measurement may have.
In the figure, vd represents the observation noise, (which can be
set equal to zero for the noise free case), and ta represents the
"preview" length. In Fig. 2.3.2.,(b) and (c) represent cases in which the
instantaneous values are measured at each time. These correspond to the
conventional cases. In the case of (d), the future value of the desired
trajectory is measured. In the case of (e), the portion of the desired
trajectory from t to tp+t is measured. Cases (d) and (e) are referred
to as "preview" problems.
One might think that (e) is a better method for taking measurements
than (d), where t is the same in (d) and (e), since the measurement is
taken over a larger portion of the trajectory in the case of (e). But
this is not obvious. What is important in this question is the noise vd.
-36-
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If vd(t p ) and vd(tp,a) do not exist, the amount of information we can get
from two measurements are identical. And probably (d) is better than e)
since (d), in practice, would in general be easier to realize than (e).
However, in the general case we can not simply set VdO· and it is rather
obvious that (d) is a special case of (e). The measurement strategy of
type (d), with vd(tp)-O, is the case considered by Bender. [4] In this
thesis, measurement strategy of type (e) will be considered. And in this
case, it is quite possible that measurement is corrupted by observation
noise and or measurement ime delay. In this thesis, the influence of
preview in Cases 2 and 3 will be investigated. The whole idea is well
illustrated in Fig. 2.3.3 in a general fashion. In the figure, optimal-
ity is based on the cost function which represent the degree of tracking
ability and the degree of required control over the time interval which
we are interested in.
It has now become clear what "preview" means in this thesis. The
word "preview" should be carefully distinguished from the word "pre-
diction" or "anticipation". Prediction or anticipation implies that
future information is extended from present and past information, while
preview implies that future information itself is available.
In this thesis, we use the words "finite preview" and "infinite
preview" at several places, and the following definitions explain the
difference in the terminology.
Definition 2-2 (Finite Preview): If it is possible to measure or detect
Yd(t) for tc(tp, t+ta] where t is the present time and ta<tf-to
· p ·p
we say that "the preview of t " is available. This is called "finite
preview". easurement may be corrupted by observation noise or a
-38-
measurement time delay. 
Definition 2-3 (Infinite Preview): This is a limiting special case of the finite
preview. If t +ta-tf this situation is called "infinite preview". Ip LatfV
Note that Case 1. is the special case of infinite preview in the
sense that all future input can be detected exactly at the beginning
since everything is deterministic.
2.4. Organization of Part I.
In the previous section, Case 1 was shown to be the special case
of the infinite preview problem. In connection with this, the trajectory
absorbing problem in Chapter 3, will be investigated. This investigation
will show how the desired trajectory generated by (2-3-1) and (2-3-2)
can be absorbed with zero steady state error.
In Chapter 4, the optimal finite preview control problem with perfect
measurement will be investigated. Perfect measurement implies that all
state variables can be all measured exactly. This assumption is somewhat
unrealistic from a practical point of view, but by employing this assump-
tion we may present a very clear discussion of the foundamental properties
of the preview control system.
In Chapter 5, the optimal finite preview control problem will be
formulated with the more realistic assumption that measurement is corrupt-
ed by observation noise and measurement time delay, and its solution will
be obtained.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the formulations and analyses of the problem
will be completed using both the discrete and continuous models. These
-39-
two chapters constitute the main body of Part I.
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CHAPTER III
TRAJECTORY ABSORBING PROBLEM (An Infinite Preview Problem)
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, it has been stated that the optimal tracking
problem is a special case of infinite preview problems. One difficulty
encomuntered in the optimal tracking problem is the design of a controller
which makes the output of the system follow the desired trajectory with
a zero steady state error over a infinite time. Athans[201 has presented
a way to design the controller, which gives zero steady state errors,
for a single input, single output system where the command signals are
of a polynomial form and can be represented as outputs of a chain of
integrators. The idea has been generalized to multi-input, multi-output
systems by Sandell[2 11 for inputs of the same kind.
In this chapter, two design procedures are presented for the track-
ing problem where the desired trajectory is given as an output of a known
dynamical system. A time invariant, single-input, single-output, control-
lable and observable system is considered, and it will be shown that the
time-invariant overall structure with zero steady state error can be
obtained by choosing an appropriate dynamic controller and an appropriate
cost functional. Kreindler [ 17] discussed this kind of tracking problem,
but he failed to make the steady-state error zero because of an inappropri-
ate choice of cost functional for this purpose. The first procedure in
this chapter is closely related to the regulator problem with determin-
(22]istic disturbances (Johnson[2 ), and the second procedure is closely
related to the procedure used by Kreindler.
-41-
In this chapter, it should be noted that everything is deterministic,
and that "preview" corresponds to the knowledge about the dynamics of the
desired trajectory.
3.2 Formulation of Problem
We consider a linear, time-invariant, controllable and observable,
single-input single-output plant described by
x(t) - Ax(t) + bu(t) (3-2-1)
y(t) - cx(t) (3-2-2)
where
0 1 2 0 -0 0 O c
O O 1 *- 0 01O c°
A= , b 5 c = } (CO 0)
[ - -a - ca2 al)
x(t)CR, (t)ER and y(t)CR 1 .
It is required that the output of the system follow the desired
trajectory Yd given by the following command generator:
z(t) = Fz(t) (3-2-3)
yd(t) = .dz(t) (3-2-4)
z (O) z (given)
where
F 
0 1 0 O'
0 0 1 0
f -fl -f ' ' -f_-
T
cd 
1
0
0 
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z(t)cR (m<n), and YdR 1 .
Note that the generator can produce such typical trajectories as step,
ramp, polynomial, exponential and sinusoidalfunctions.
The problem is to design a controller such that the error
e(t)=y(t)-yd(t)+0 as t, using a reasonable amount of control.
Notice that the cost functional is not yet specified. The appropri-
ate form of the cost functional will be introduced in the solution.
3.3 Procedure 1 (Application of the idea of the disturbance absorber
by Johnson)
The key of the present solution is to get the dynamic equation of
the error. In this section for simplicity we assume
c [1,0,- * .,0], (3-3-1)
that is, yx 1 which will easily yield the equation for error ey-yd.
This restriction is removed in Procedure 2 of the following section.
We define a vector e as
T
e [eI, e2, ' , en1 2' ~ n
[e, e* * (n-l) (3-3-2)
Proposition 3-1: e satisfies the vector differential equation
e(t) Ae(t) + bu(t) + bz(t) (3-3-3)
where z satisfies the differential equation
z(m) + fl z(n) +. + f z + f z = 0O (3-3-4)
-43-
Proof: Let us define z through z in the following way
-- 1 ~~~n
= I1 dI
2 = 1
z -= z
m m-i
zm+1 =
z
m
* (n-m)
Z = Z Z
n n-i m
From Eqn. (3-2-3)
m
rn+i m oI 1z2 fm-lzn= akzkuz =-fz-fz-~-f Zk=lik
"-(-ffm-)z - (fo-flf
-(fm-2-fmlfm l )zmrn-irn-
m
Zmn+i zm+i-l = aikZk
kwe
where
m )z2- ...
- 00
m
- 2kzkk=l
alk fk-1 ' l<_k<m
a - -f a . 2<i<n-m,il o i-1 ,m '
, 2<i<n-m;2<k<m
From the definition
(3-3-5)
m+2 m+l
(3-3-6)
I
}
(3-3-7)
e -enin n - }
(3-3-8)
I
aik- Oi-~k- -fk-I cci-1 '
eIe2
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From Eqns. (3-2-1) and (3-3-6)
m*- - --ax - x-* -a + -(- 
n n n o 1 1 2 n- n + -u(n-mrl),k'kk-i
- -a e1 -a e2-.-*.-a eo 1 1 2 n- n
n-m
-(ao -Iamk-ll (n-m+,l)Z
k-l
n-m
-(a 1 - amk-lCk2 - (n-m+l) ,2)z2k-l
n-mn
-(a- 1 - a -k-l~ -k(n-m-),m)Z +u- l k-Ilm - (n-ml, 
-aoe -ae 2 -a e -Z 0 1 1 2n-in oi
-d lz + u
mrm
where a(n-,m+l)k (k-l, -*-,m) can be obtained in the same manner as
Eqn. (3-3-7) and
n-m
d$= ai - l fak-l ki+l- a(n-m+l),i+l k-i
(3-3-10)
Eqn. (3-2-3) says that zl satisfies the differential equation
z(m) + fm lz(-1) + +flz + fz - 0
Therefore, Z2 --- , zm have to satisfy the same differential equation.
So if we define as
m-1
- dizi+l ,
i-o
which is a linear combination of zl,
same differential equation.
*- , Zm, then has to satisfy the
(3-3-9)
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Eqns. (3-3-8) and (3-3-9) can be written in matrix form as
e Ae + bu + b£. I
^ X ^~"(m-l) TLet us define as z-,, .. ,2(m 1)] Then the following
proposition is obvious from the construction of £.
Proposition 3-2: and the state vector z in Eqn. (3-2-3) are
related by
z = Pz (3-3-11)
where
P1j -dj-1
Pij Pi - l ,J -1- i-l,mfJ-1
where Pio 0 and l<i,j<m. I
Remark: If d (o,1, *** ,m-l), this is the degenerate case
and will be discussed later.
3.3.1 Non-degenerate Case
Let us first assume di is not zero for all i. Then the original
problem can be stated in the following way.
For the system
e(t) - Ae(t) + bu(t) + b£(t) (3-3-12)
find u(t) which minimizes
J 1re2(t) + *[u(t), u(t), '" ]dt, (3-3-13)
0
-46-
where must be chosen so that J has some finite value.
Now the problem was converted to one which has the same form as the
disturbance absorbing problem by Johnson. Thus we can follow his procedure.
In order to solve this, let us define extra state variables as
i-l i-lA
Xn d u d z
n+i - i-l + i-l dt Ati 1 < i < m
xn+i
x
n+m
-xXn+i+l
(m) + (m)MU + z }
(3-3-15)
Define the new scalar control variable v(t) as
v = u(M) + f1 u(m-1) + .*+flu + f u (3-3-16)
Then the last equation in (3-3-15) becomes
xn - -f x - fl x-"'.... -~ 1x v. .....(--7
Xn+m iofn+l 1 fn+2 m-lxn+m +v (3-3-17)
Eqns. (3-3-12), (3-3-15) and (3-3-17) can be written in matrix form as
* d
x - dt
- ax(t)
e 
e
xn+l
0
x
n+=l
- --- I- ~--I A I I
O I F
e
xn+l
xn4
+
1
1
+ _v
[lO1,11',1 ]X - c x 
v
(3-3-18)
(3-3-19)
46-
A
Thus
(3-3-14)
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Proposition 3-3: The system described by Eqns. (3-3-8) and (3-3-19) is
completely controllable and observable.
Proof: Obvious from the form of F and the fact that the plant described
by Eqns.(3-2-1) and (3-2-2) is completely controllable and observable. I
Now the form of the cost functional which should be taken is clear.
That is,
J / x c + rv dt (r>O) (3-3-20)
o
with the condition x(0)x . The well known results of the linear quadrat-
- -O
ic problem gives the following. [6]
Control Law 3-1: Given the controllable and observable linear system
(3-3-18) and (3-3-19), and given the cost functional (3-3-20). Assume
v(t) is not constrained in magnitude. Then the optimal control exists,
is unique, and is given by
vpt -r lbT ' (3-3-21)
where K is the (n+m)x(n-m), constant, symmetric, and positive definite
solution of the following matrix Riccati equation:
..AK - KX + r bK - c *O (3-3-22)
In this case, the state of the optimal system is the solution of the
linear time-invariant homogeneous equation [with x(O)given]
x(t) ' [X - r lb K]x(t) (3-3-23)
The minimum cost J is given by
J - Yi (O)Kx(O) (3-3-24)
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Moreover, the eigenvalues of the matrix
Ac - [A- r-bWK (3-3-25)
have negative real parts. I
First of all, it should be noted that the last statement of Control
Law 3-1 awantees 1(t) + 0 as to , which shows that e 0 as t I , i.e.
the desired trajectory is absorbed by the output of the plant.
Secondly, J* depends on xn+ ( 0),-, xhrm(0) as well as e(0). From
the definition of (3-3-14), this implies that J* depends on w where
w -[uu, ,um ]. Also it should be noted that Eqn. (3-3-16) is
written as
w(t) FN(t) + b v (3-3-26)
u(t) - c (t) (3-3-27)
Twhere b -[0,0, ,  and c-J1,0,',].
-v -v
Let us rewrite (3-3-21) in terms of the original variables. From
Eqns. (3-3-12), (3-3-14) and (3-3-21),
[T Tvopt(t) [ I ( i + 
= T T T T
- glx + (2P - a&3)z+ 2w
T T T
-
" F1 + 4_ 2w_
where 1 ' First n components of the vector -r-'K
-2 - Last m components of the vector -r-2 >
13 ' (g 3 1 , " '3m )T with
n-m
8 3J glJ -=1 i - gl,m+i, J=l,** ,m
(3-3-28)
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and
Using the vpt(t) previously obtained, u°Pt(t) is determined by
Eqns. (3-3-26) and (3-3-27). The structure of the optimal system is
illustrated in the following diagram.
Fig. 3.3.1 Optimal Trajectory Absorbing System by Procedure 1
3.3.2 Degenerate Case
If it turns out that di=O for all i, we do not have to use a dynamic
controller. Eqn. (3-3-3) reduces to
e - Ae + bu
e ce
and we can use the usual quadratic cost functional
J P IreTcTce + ru2 dt (r>O)
0
(3-3-29)
(3-3-30)
(3-3-31)
4 B 2 '- 
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Control Law 3-2: Given the controllable and observable linearsystem
(3-3-29) and (3-3-30), and given the cost functional (3-3-31). Assume u(t)
is not constrained in magnitude. Then the optimal control exists, is
unique, and is given by
up = -r bKe (3-3-32)
where K is the nxn, constant, symmetric, and positive definite solution
of the following matrix Riccati equation:
-ATK -KA + Kbr bTK - cTc 0 (3-3-33)
In this case, the state of the optimal. system is the solution of the
linear time-invariant homogeneous equation [with e(0) given]
e(t) - [A - r b Ke(t) (3-3-34)
The minimum cost J* is given by
iTJ* e (0)Ke(0) (3-3-35)
Moreover, the eigenvalues of the matrix
A - [A - rlbbTK] (3-3-36)c _
have negative real parts. I
Here again, the last statement of Control Law 3-2 guarantees
e(t) 0 as t + A; i.e. the desired trajectory is absorbed by the output
of the plant.
In terms of original variables Eqn. (3-3-32) can be writter as
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uoPt( t) = -r-lTKe
T
T T
= x - rlz
T
g - (, .' gn )1
T
* l (gll, - g Im
n-m
*li j - ijm+i
i-i
(3-3-37)
The structure of the optimal system for the degenerate case is
illustrated in Fig. 3.3.2.
Fig. 3.3.2 Optimal Trajectory Absorbing System for Degenerate Case.
3.4 Procedure 2
In this section, we remove the restriction on c made in the previous
section, and allow a general output vector c. Compared to the previous
section, the presentation of this section is less mathematically rigorous,
and several points are rather intuitive. But in a later section, it will
where
and
with
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be shown by example that the intuitive approach works very well.
A single-input, single-output system is represented in terms of a
transfer function as
Y(s) P(s)Y-s) C(s) -3U((S=) . Q(S) (3-4-1)
where Y(s)-J[y(t)], U(s)-t[u(t)] and C indicates the Laplace transform.
For a single-input, single-output system (3-4-1), Ramaswami and
Ramar 2 3 ] showed the following.
Proposition 3-4 (Ramaswami and Ramar) The necessary and sufficient
condition for complete reducibility of the tracking problem to the regu-
lator problem in case of a controllable, observable, single input and
single-output system is
Q(D)y d 0 , D d (3-4-2)dt
where Q(D) is defined in Eqn. (3-4-1). I
This proposition tells us that the reduciability of the tracking
problem to a regulator problem depends only on the denominator of the
transfer function, and it has nothing to do with the numerator dynamics.
Our approach here is to change the denominator of the original
transfer function by adding dynamic controller so that the complete
reduciability condition holds, and then to proceed in the manner similar
to Kreindler instead of obtaining an equation for the error explicitly.
In terms of a transfer function, the original plant is written as
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+ c B- + s + c+c
(D D + + = (3-4-4)s + ai ·· + a + awhere d(t) atisfies
R(D)y d (D + M1Ur-+o o - +f D + f)Yd 0 (3-4-4)
Thus if the roots of det(sI-A)-0 include all of the roots of
det(sI-F)-0, the condition for "complete reduciability"'holds.
If this is not the case we can choose a dynamic controller whose dynamics
are given by
G (s) = l/M(s)
c
such that
G(s)Gc (s) - C(s)/[A(s)M(s)]
and
A(D)N(D)Yd 0.
If A and F do not have any eigenvalues in common, M(s) can be chosen
equal to R(s):
M(s) R(s) - s m + f ms -1 + f Sm- 2 +* + f + f
rn-i m-2 1 
such that
n-ln-{D + lDn1 ++ ad +a }{D  + D {D'+ f D +-+f D + fo}Yd = 0n-i 1 o m-1 1 d
If some of the eigenvalues of A and F are the same, which is the
most general case, the order of the dynamic controller can be made smal-
ler than m. Let us assume that they gave r common eigenvalues l--rav  co on 1'v ur
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(r< m< n).
Then the dynamic controller to be used is
GC (s)= l/M(s)
whereC
where
(3-4-5)
m-r-m-r 0
and
M(s)(s - X1)(s - X2)- (s - ) = R(s).
r
Here we make the assumption that C(s)mO and R(s)-O do not have any
common roots to avoid pole-zero cancellation in G (s)G(s).
c
M(s) in Eqn. (3-4-5) can be expressed in the following state variable
form:
w(t) F'w(t) + b v(t)
u(t) c w(t)
1 0
0 1
-fi f12
... 0
0
* m-r- m-r-l
T m-r 11
- [w w2 -- w I TcRm- , veR ,and ucR11 m~-r
Using this controller, we can expect zero steady-state error in the
output with v-O as t , as is true for the result of Procedure 1.
where
(3-4-6)
(3-4-7)
F' 
0
0
_f0
0
, b w
0
0
I
T
, C =
w
1
0
0
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The augmented system equations become
dx d A xb c
t = t _ _dt~~~&~~~~ d t w ~  ~~~ JO  [| I
= A + v,
y [c, Ox c^x
.- I
-- i-' -
(3-4-8)
(3-4-9)
nmr R1 ye1
where ikR , veR, yeR where each matrix has an appropriate dimension
Note that the new system is completely controllable and observable
since there is no pole-zero cancellation in G (s)G(s), and that for this
c
new system the complete reducibility condition holds. Thus it is possible
to reduce this tracking problem to the regulator problem, but here instead
of doing this we further augment the system again and solve the problem.
Noting
e = (y - )
2(X - -)
T T T
- [x ,w ,z 
T T
cc 0 -c
££ so -£a
0 0 0
T T
_SS Sd-d
(3-4-10)
we state the problem in the following form.
For the system,
(3-4-11),XI
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x
w
z
, A 
A bc I 0
I -w I
-- -1- -- i__
i I~~~~~~~~~~~~I'
I0 0 , b =
-- - -
I 
]0 0 F
0
b
-
0
where ER n+2m-r vR 1 and each matrix has an appropriate dimension, find
the optimal control v(t), which minimizes.
J lir x + 2 dt (3-4-12)
2'L - -
T-*. o
where
T Tcc 0 -c
0 0 0
T T
-c o c
-__ ~_
, r>0
and v is not constrained in magnitude.
First we present the solution for the case when T is finite, and
then consider the limiting case when T.
Control Law 3-3(T:finite): For the problem ust posed, the optimal
control exists, is unique, and i; given by
v°p (t) -r -K(t)(t) (3-4-13)
where K is the solution of the following matrix Riccati equation:
K ATK - a + Kr T K - , K(T) - 0 (3-4-14)
x L
rls _
Q a
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By decomposing K matrix into
I
where Kll, K12 and K22 are (n+m-r)x(n+m-r), (n+m-r)xm, and (mxm)
respectively. Eqn. (3-4-14) can be decomposed into the three equations:
* T -Ll~hT [h T
K1 11-K - lA+Kll!rbL6 Kl - I' K(T)-O1 10 01 
II
- F+Kl 5 .5r 1K +- 11i2 T - 2K 12+ -i12
.0
T2 -T T T 2(T)
K22 22 -K22F + K2r K12 d' 22(T)-.
(3-4-15)
(3-4-16)
(3-4-17)
Also let us note that En. (3-4-13) can be written as
vopt (t) - -r- 1 [1 (t),K12 (t) ]x(t
- -r- 16T l(t)x^(t) - rTK 1 2 (t)z(t) (3-4-18)
Now let us consider the limiting behavior of Eqn. (3-4-18) for T.
Proposition 3-5: For T0 the solution of the Matrix Riccati equation
(3-4-15) converges to a symmetric positive definite matrix K 1l , that is,
is the steady-state solution of Eqn. (3-4-15).1
a
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Proposition 3-6 (Kreindler7]): The necessary and sufficient condition
that the steady-state solution (K12 ) of Eqn. (3-4-16) exists is
5
where AX and v are the eigenvalues of A -ASr] *TK and F respectively
S
and K is the steady-state solution of Eqn. (3-4-15). 
Let us note that these two propositions are sufficient to guarantees
the existence of the limiting optimal control in the form (3-4-18).
But still the existence of the steady-state solution of Eqn. (3-4-17)
has not been shown, and it is not obvious whether such a solution exists
or not when F has unstable eigenvalues. However, the point here is that
we can discuss the limiting form of (3-4-18), ignoring Eqn. (3-4-17) since
it depends only on K ll(t) and K (t). Finally we obtain, in the limiting
case, 
vopt(t) --r [K K12 x
- ll 12
8 S
T T T
-glx + g2 w + g3z (3-4-19)
where
- First n components f the vector -r Kll 
-1Ku
2 Last m-r components of the vector -r Kll 
S
- T
12-
Using this v (t), u t(t) can be obtained by Eqns. (3-4-6) and
(3-4-7). The structure of the time invariant, optimal system is shown
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in Fig. 3.4.1. and is similar to one obtained in Procedure 1.
Fig. 3.4.1 Optimal Trajectory Absorbing System by Procedure 2.
3.5 Illustrative Example
The case of tracking a cosine wave is shown to illustrate the
procedure. In this case, zero-tracking error implies zero-amplitude error
and zero-phrase error.
Example 1. (Using Procedure 1)
The system is given by
0 1 0
x- 0 0 1
-1 -1 -1
(3-5-1)x + I,
y [ 1 0 0 x, (3-5-2)
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or equivalently
Y(s) _ G(s)
U(s) 3 2 + +
s +s2+s+1
The desired trajectory is given by
--4 0 0
Yd = z,
or more simply yd=cos 2t.
The dynamic controller to be used is
0 1.L4 0
U m W1
The cost functional is
co
J = y d) + 02v 2 dt.
Here dodl=-3. gT( [ml, g2]) in Eqn. (3.3.28) becomes
T
-. [ 1-034943, -1-81833, -l'65083, -0-23314, -0-682
Matrix P is Riven by
(3-5-3)
(3-5-4)
(3-5-5)
K3 3
P a
-12 3
I I0
w + v ,
L I. J
0
~T
o~ 
If) ~ ~ ~ ~ .eO
m~~
00
L i0~~(L °CN 4
a)4.4
L I jLi_ 0
S~~
0 9- ~ ~ ~ -If) ~ ~ E
0~~~1
co ( AS 4 0 (N (0 - cX
I I I I
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and the optimal control v (t) isopt
vopt (t) = -0.34943xI -l. 81833x2 -l. 65083x3 -0 23314w l
-0,68283w + 1- 24069z1 - .92959z2 2 1 2
Fig. 3.5.1 shows the simulation results. d' y, u and v are
plotted.
Example 2. (Degenerate case)
For the system (3.5.1), yd~Cos t
case the problem is equivalent to the
For the system
is the degenerate case. In this
following.
' 1 0 to
e- 0 0 1 e+ 0 u,
-1 -1 -1 1
e - y - d [1 0 0] e,
(this equation can be obtained as
find u(t) which minimizes
shown previously),
J 21- e + ru dt
This can be solved easily using the ordinary regulator theory.
Example 3. (Using Procedure 2)
The system is given by
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0
en
.- 4
.,
4
)r
144
0n
il
IC
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,, -o 1 o
x- 0 0 0 x+ 0 u
y [1 1 1 x ,
or equivalently
2Y(ss) s + 1
U(s) G 3 s +s2+-s+1
The desired trajectory is given by (3-5-3). The dynamic controller
to be used is again (3-5-4) and (3-5-5).
The cost functional chosen is
J = 2~ ° (y yd ) + v dt
Following the procedure, Kl was first solved, resulting in
[g, g] - [0-0036685,-063761, -076668, -012677, 50353].
Using Kll, Kl2 was solved and it gave
T
g3 = [0-9836, -0.0897],
and the optimal control v (t) is given byopt
v (t~m T T TVopt ( t ) = lx + Sew + g3z .opt +1 1' 3~
Fig. 3.5.2 shows te simulation results. yd' y, u and v are plotted.
3.6 Conclusion of the Chapter
In this chapter, two design procedures have been presented for the
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tracking problem whose desired trajectory is given as an output of a known
dynamical system. This study was motivated by the fact that the above
problem falls in the realm of "infimite" preview control. In both proce-
dures, the original problem was transformed into the well known regulator
problem after introducing a dynamic controller and penalizing the input
to the dynamic controller (v) instead of the input to the given system
(u). A desirable trajectory absorbing property was proved for Procedure 1,
and was demonstrated for the two procedures using examples.
The problem considered here is in the class of "infinite" preview
problems since the command generator is deterministic. It should be
noted that once stochastic features are introduced in the command gener-
ator, the nature of the problem becomes that of the "finite" preview
control problem. The results of this chapter may be applied to the
developments in later sections to broaden their scope. This will be
discussed following the study of finite preview control.
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CHAPTER IV
OPTIMAL FINITE PREVIEW CONTROL WITH PERFECT MEASUREMENT (OFPCPM)
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the finite preview control problem, in the sense
described previously in Chapter 2 , is analyzed for the case where there
is perfect measurement. This means that we can measure all variables which
are necessary to define control and that observation noise does not exist.
This assumption is somewhat unrealistic from a practical point of view as
will be shown later in this chapter. However, by removing all uncertainty
as much as possible, we can demonstrate and discuss the essential features
of the preview control clearly, and in doing so fulfill the objective of
this chapter. Furthermore, the unrealistic implications of the perfect
measurement assumption will be removed in the next chapter, where a more
general theory will be developed based on the results of the present chap-
ter. In this chapter, the formulations and analyses of the problem are
done both discretely and continuously. In the discrete case, we first
consider the situation where the desired trajectory can be assumed as a
Gauss-Markov random sequence. Also in the continuous case, we first con-
sider the situation where the desired trajectory can be assumed as a Gauss-
Markov random process. These assumptions are made for two reasons. The
first reason is that this is actually the case in many practical problems
including manual preview control, active control of vehicle suspension
with preview[ 4] etc. 11he second reason, which could be of more importance
than the first, is of a very technical nature. This Gauss-Markov assump-
tion is crucial in talking about the optimality in preview control in
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our formulation. Actually if we remove this assumption we can not discuss
optimality rigorously, and we can obtain only a suboptimal (but still good)
solution. This point is discussed in the present chapter, using examples,
after obtaining the optimal solution for the Gauss-Markov random sequence
or the Gauss-Markov random process.
OFPCPM for the discrete system is solved after transforming it to
the equivalent regulator problem. On the other hand, OFPCPM for the con-
tinuous problem is solved by direct application of dynamic programming.
Structural properties of the optimal preview control system will be
demonstrated with examples. The effect of the preview on the cost func-
tional is shown numerically using an example of discrete form. Frequency
domain interpretation of the optimal preview system is given using an
example of continuous form. Equations which govern the discrete and con-
tinuous optimal preview control ystems are compared and good correspon-
dence between the two cases is shown.
4.2 OFPCPM for Discrete (Time) Systems (OFPCPMds)
4.2.1 Mathematical Formulation of OFPCPM
us
In this section, we consider a discrete time dynamical system with
perfect measurement (all state variables can be measured without noise
and time delay) denoted by :
P
p 1+1 '1ffi+-+ rsuH(4-2 1)=+
(4-2-2)
where the variables in these expressions have the same meaning and
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properties as the corresponding ones in Section 2.1.
There is a sequence of command signals yd (i-0,1, -' ,N) which
i
is a Gauss-Markov random sequence. In the preview problem a controller
can have an advance information (lookahead) concerning signals d 
Zd i at time i where N denotes the lookahead distance. This implies
i+N 
that d *' , are deterministic signals although the sequence
i i+N
is modeled as a randoaprocess at the beginning. Mathematically, this
situation is represented in the following way. We have a command signal
generator (linear shaping filter)( Ad) forced by a gaussian white random
sequence (wd ) in which the initial state vector is gaussian.
~ +r(4-2-3)
2s+l si Hi +i di(2
d
d CY d (4-2-4)
zi is~ di
where x, w and yd are t, s and r dimensional vectors respectively,
F) ?si and C (subscripts s denotes the shaping filter) are (txt),
(txs) and (rXt) matrices, respectively, d -R Y R , EE 10 and
i i i
E-- do ]'W 6ij Wd >0. lllus 8d is rning Na time steps ahead
to E ,r and the state vector x of 3d can be measured perfectly.
p =d~~~~i+N 
It might seem physically unrealistic to say that xd can be
i+N ,a
measured perfectly, especially when the dimension of .8 is not one.d
However, this assumption is required from an analytical purpose in this
chapter. This unrealistic requirement is removed in the next chapter
where we introduce a Kalman filter for the desired trajectory. Thus,
in this problem we can have exact knowledge at time i about {Yd , 
i
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d I and . This implies either we have perfect measurement
i+N a i+N
idevices for { ' ' * d n d x or we have a perfect measure-
. i+Na i+Na
ment divice for Xdi+N and have memory for {d i--- d ) .
ThEbvii lta i+ 4a
The above is illustrate in Fig. 4.2.1.
0* *
012
Initial time
1
+---------Future of interest -
Deterministic
Knowledge*
0 0
0
Statistical
Knowledge like
E(Yd I etc.
k
i+Mn9
.a
N Time
Present time Final time
* This can be obtained either by measurement or by memory.
Fig. 4.2.1 Knowledge about future
opt
We are asked to decide the optimal control mi which minimizes the
cost functional
1 T
Jp,1 = Fi21(N - -Yd QN (Y-N - dNN ~~N
1N -1
+ 2 . < - )TQ T (x. - ) + 4 R, y>l
ino i i
(4-2-5)
4 b
.. .~~~ . -
laI 
I I
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where Ydi is the Gauss-Markov random sequence, i is unconstrained,
N is specified, Ri is positive definite, and N and Qi are positive
semidefinite. The subscript "pd" denotes preview discrete.
Fig. 4.2.2 shows the relation between plant, shaping filter and
subscripts.
To make the discussion clear let us introduce the following notation.
Yd (2),(1 0,1, Na): Command signal at time units in thei
future beyond time i.
Looking at this notation, it is clear that ydi(1) actually represents
ydi+L' Using this Eqn. (4-2-5) can be written equivalently as
Jpd E[ (- N Y- Y())
N-1 T T+-o i(0)) Q (V - ()) + iRi } (4-2-6)A2so ntht ci (0) n (0)) equao -
Also note that we have a dynamic relation for y d () in the equation
i
' Edi ( )'Xci (0)i+l
v
.
¾ (N t)i+l a
a
0 I 0O - 0
o 0 I -... 0
0 )
0 00 0
ArL -
Now the problem formulation is clear, i.e. "Find an optimal control
opt
uit for c which minimizes Eqn. (4-2-6) where d (0) is given by Eqns.
(4--3) p 4)ad(427i
(4-2-3), (4-2-4) and (4-2-7) ."
Xci- (0)I
i(° )
hi(1)
dia)
Y-d (N I )
+
0
0
Cdi+N
d i+Nla
(4-2-7)
--- --
_
71 -
zc
4.
.r4
Ut
..I,*0
4H
a),-,
i
I-,Ir00
1*
-,-H
a,e40
4-.rd4
;z4
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The following remarks are apnropriate here.
Remark 4-2-1: We should carefully note the difference between the present
problem and the tracking problem. Although the cost functionals are
similar in form to each other, the command signals Yd 's are very differ-
1
ent between these two problems. Actually the optimal control for the
tracking problem takes the form (See Section 2.2)
opt p Ui(i' h.5 k s *-- ZdNot
where the ,yd ** , are used to decide u . However, in the
i+l U 
preview problem, we are interested in finding the solution of the form
uiPt ui (i, xZi 1 y ~ )i i Y- -i2i+,l Ydi+N i+Na
in which all available information is used, and typically Nla < N.
Remark 4-2-2: If we do not have the statistical properties of Zd asi
a priori knowledge and Na is smaller than N, we can not really optimize
a cost functional like (4-2-5) where J. includes the error between the
command signals and the system outputs and the control for all i (i=O,
*-, N). For example in the case where nothing about the yd i's is known
di
a priori (Case 3 of Section 2-3), we can not discuss the optimality with
respect to cost functionals of the form (2-2-14) or (4-2-5) even if we
have N (<N) steps of preview.
Remark 4-2-3: Note that for the zero preview case, the problem reduces
to that considered by (Gunckel and Franklin [241 .
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4.2.2. Solution of OFPCPM
The solution can be obtained by Dynamic Programing (DP). Although
the direct application of DP, which will be shown for the continuous time
problem later, is possible, we solve here the preview problem by trans-
forming it to the equivalent discrete regulator problem, the solution of
which is well known.
To begin, let us note that Eqns. (4-2-3), (4-2-4) and (4-2-7) can be
expressed as
Yi+l IY +rd L (4-2-8)
with
i(o)
~d(N 1~)Ydi (La-)
xBds lN 
O I O *- 0lo
O I *.. 0
I
~di~~~~~~~~~~~ ' dI- andr -
II ilo~ ~ Fd
I S
o --- 01I 8-4I.W
I 0
F 00
S
rs-
-La I .'la . .a
where <>d and rd are ((Na Xr)+t)x((NQ Xr)+t) and ((N axr)+t)Xm matrices
respectively, and Y R(N lar)+t. (For N =O, we can simply set - i
~dt~~~~~~~~~~~-$ad - i'Is
- . and r PI .) Now Eqns. (4-2-1) and (4-2-8) can be combined
d s d in ais i
resulting in the following equation.
(4-2-9)Xi+l iXi + i + 
y
-di
-
TT; 
-
TI_
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with
a r ; d E0
T
and Wi-E w4H].
With this new variable , the cost functional (4-2-6) can be
written as
d + 2 {4?1 N + 1 W T
i-o
(4-2-10)
where
Qi -Q xd 
with
Q Ci (nxn mat rix)
(n(rN +t)
(nxt matrix)
matrix)
for Na>0a
for Na=0a
Lq~ :iO
0 T OI
Qdd i =
C T Oi C
si si
((r'N a+t) (r'Nia+t) matrix)
(txt matrix)
x i =: i~
Qxxi
O ' *Q,]I..O
T
[ Qci
xdi T
Ci Qi Cs
and
for N >0
for N =a0.
?i
io
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One might think that this transformation causes difficulty at the
end of the time interval {0,1, *-, N}, since Eqn. (4-2-10) requires the
shaping filter to progress to the time N+Na while in the original
problem it is sufficient for d to progress to the time N. However,
this point does not aise a problem since optimal control does not depend
on (il, *--, N ) as will be shown shortly. Thus, we have a
discrete regulator problem equivalent to the preview problem.
Equivalent Regulator Problem: Civen the system (4-2-9), find the optimal
control which minimizes the cost functional given by (4-2-10). (By
applying DP to this problem, we can find the optimal feedback control.)
Solution of the Equivalent Regulator Problem: For this problem the
optimal control exists, is unique, and is given by
opt ~
kpt = -i (4-2-11)
where
I i+li + Ri1 'iiSi,+l i (4-2-12)
and the (n+rNZa+t)X(n+rN a+t), real, symmetric, positive semidefinite
matrix i is the solution of the matrix difference equation
i ~ ~ ~
i i -1+ i+l '' +R N al (4-2-13)
i+l i+l i+l i i i+ i + Ri] i i+l (4-2-14)
The optimal trajectory is the solution of the difference equation
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ft.l 3i si+l} ix (4-2-15)
starting at the (known) initial state O= . The minimum value
oPtJpd(ip I, u.P t )MJ (i, I) of the cost is given by
1~~~~Jd(i 2) 2 (4-2-16)
where
i? + Tr[W 1 ( N ' = 0 (4-2-17)9i = i+l + rW Si+l],~ 
and is defined for all i, i-0l,- , N. I
Now let us transform this solution to the original variables. After
some manipulation, we obtain the following.
Solution to OFPCPMds: For OFPCPMds, the optimal control exists, is
unique, and is given by
·p .m -[ C, xi d C opt di | (4-2-18)i i
where
T0 ' (I. T T
-d() y(l) * 'Y (Na 1 Xdii [i (0) d(1), · · -i+N
Cx -[rTs r + R 1 -rTs ,xi XX+l i i+ i Xxi+l i (4-2-19)
TS 1 Trixxi+ 1 i
-vs r + RiiT;d Ir xx R1] r1 xd d (4-2-20)di i+l i+ i
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with
TS - Mxxi Mixxi i+l Qxxi
xxi+1 Sxxi+l xx i+l i i XXi+l
T
Sxdi i xdi+l di -xdi xS = Qxd,
M -s -S rpr TS r + iIr rS
xdi+l xdi+l xxi+1 i i Xxi+li i xdi+
T
S -D M d ddS -dddi d dd d +Qd 'dddN ddN1 , Md,+% +1 1 d~ '1d
ST ri[rTS
ddi+l xd i+ 1 i i xx i+
r + Ri ] -1 TS
.i i i xd i+1
The optimal trajectory is the solution of the difference equation
i+i { I - r i [ rTsxx r + Ri] rirTs } ,i i
[ixxt+l i +Ri] i O+-Y Tjris XX t i xdidi di (4-2-27)
starting at the (known) initial state x . The minimum value
-O
J*pd ) (i x ) of the cost is given byd 4 7 '~1t Jd' -'d i-
J (i - + i
.1* ~) . S E 1 T T1pd ( " i Yd E S xxi + < ddiY-di + -4Sxdi-di + 2i
(4-2-28)
S -o
r + R-1rTs
ii xxi+ 1
(4-2-21)
(4-2-22)
(4-2-23)
(4-2-24)
(4-2-25)
Mddi+i . (4-2-26)
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whe re
I-'i+, + Trjrd Wd T
di i+N rdi ddi+l
ta 1+
],N = 0
and is defined for all i, i0, ,N. 
We can discuss more about Eqns. (4-2-23)-(4-2-26).
Solution of Eqns. (4-2-23) and (4-2-24) (Sxd ):
i
For i < N - Na
Sd ' [Sd (0) Sd (l)! ...xdi  xdi O) ' Sxdi I Sd (N a-1)1 dI 
M -[CTQ ~,T(ii+l)CT 1 i+ 2 )CT Q I
i i c C i+1+1 c i 1+2 i+21
1 T(i ,i+N a) T -1TI fr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c Na ia- I+N Ra - l 1
N-N
X a (i,k+N C)CT Qk+iak~l I
c k a )Ck+N aQk+N a (i ,k+l)]kini La La ka
(4-2-30)
whe re
(i, +1) -*- 
c c 9 c
cc9_1i
c i. c i
(Q > i)
with
rk[rs r + ] rkS }kkk k xk.~4 k 1 Xk+l k
4)S(t , +l) 4) -4) S.. )
L P,-l 
(Q > i)
(4-2-29),
IS ]
I Xsi
)-
and
.
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For N - Na < i < N
(N-i+l) - th block
T
= -[CiQ i , I (i ,N) CQNi " N0' ... I
which indicates that u i depends only on Yd ( ) (I=l, **,
i
Solution of Eqns. (4-2-45) and (4-2-26)
N-i).
(S dd ):i
Let us write
Sddi
Sd (0,0) I Sdd (O 1) --- Sdd ((,N )
_dd _d _ _ _ ;_ _ I_ _ _ I _ i , a
Sdd-- A __ -f i(O ,O)-- _
S dd(1,0)
Sdd (Na , )
I - - - -_ ...............
I .
I(NI, 1) I .s
, Sddi(N a 'Na)I
,(4-2-32)
where Sdd (,k)ddi is rxr for O<Q, k<N a-l, Sdd i(N ak)-ST (kNaIa dd (k,N a)
is txr for 0<k<Na -1, and Sdd(N N ) is txt. By writing
D i [rTsx r + R 1
1+1
we can obtain
dd dd (iSddi (O)- ddi 'Sddi (O'k)=sT_ (k,')= (kal, --* ,N )hLa
T T (i+,ki+k) C+ kOi+kddi S dd i+ i+z i+ ¢( 1 iicik ¢
(1 < , k< Na - 1)
Sxd
xd
0], (4-2-31)
I
II
I I
I
I..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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T O T TSddi (Na k)=Csi+N Sddi+l (Na-1 k- )+~s+Nt Sddi+ (Nlas [Csi+N aQi+Nlac i +Nl a L( 1 +a)
ST irD r TT~i+,i+k)C CkQi~s8i+Ni xsi+l ]riDiFic(i+l i+k)Ci+kQik (l<k<N a-1)
Sddi(kNa) Sdi(Nl a,k) (l<k<Nza-l)
and
Sddi (NLa Nl)=ii+N Sddi+l (NLaNLa) s i+NLa La
TT T
- [C i+N aSxdi+l(N La- lsi+N La xsi+l ] iii
[Sxdi+l(NLa-l) Csi+N +Sxsi+ltsi+N
T La La
T Tsi+Ng Laddi+l( a-. Lja-l)CiNL+C i+N Sddi+l(Na-1,Na),siN +i+NaSddi+ (N Na-1)
~SINLSdilL ai+N 'La siNLa dil(Nla' Ul
Csi+N a'
Several remarks are appropriate here
Remark 4-2-4 : From Eqns. (4-2-18), (4-2-40) and (4-2-30), it can be
easily checked that
Na
GdiYdi- 1 Gdi(l) di(l) + Gxsixdi+N , (4-2-33)i-i
where
Gi)- TRi -1iT
Gd ) - [riSxi+ ri +R riSxdi+l(L-1), 1<_L<Nladi i Xi+1 i i --La
(4-2-34)
T -1 lCxs - [riTSxx+ r + Ri] riSxdi+l(NLa)tSi+N
La
-81 -
This implies that the structure of the optimal system becomes as in
Fig. 4.2.3. The following properties come from Eqns. (4-2-21) (4-2-22),
and (4-2-30).
i) The feedback controller does not depend on N or d. It depends
on the choice of the cost functional. Actually the feedback
gains are the same as those obtained in the regulator problem in
which YZd's are all zero.i
ii) The feedforward controller depends on the feedback controller.
This controller can be devided into two parts: one for the
future trajectory for which we can have preview (Gd (1), 1<<N a)
i
and the other for the state of the shaping filter (G s). In
this case, the former does not depend on the latter, but the
latter depends on the former.
These two facts indicate that the "one way separation property" in
deciding optimal control gains applies.
Remark 4-2-5: Eqns. (4-2-18) and (4-2-33) show that the optimal control
is actually a linear combination of , d(1), , Yd (Na) and
i ~~i
x as was expected in Remark 4-2-1. This point is very important
i+N a
in preview control and Slould be distinguished from the tracking problem.
Remark 4-2-6: If the real parts of the eigenvalues of 's (i0 ;.;N-l)
ci
are all less than one, which is usually true, Eqns. (4-2-30) and (4-2-34)
imply that the heavier weight is put on d (U) with smaller .
i
Remark 4-2-7: Eqns. (4-2-31), (4-2-33) and (4-2-34) imply that uiPt does
-i
-82-
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not depend on + , .'Therefore, it is enough that the
':N+N
shaping filter progresses to the time N.
Remark 4-2-8: The expressions for Sdd (t,k) 's (O<,kd4 ) imply that
Sdd (1,k)'s are zero for N-i+l<2dIa, O4 T<Na and 0<4qi, N-i+l<k<Na
at time i (i>N-Nha). Therefore, i-O for iN-N a, *--,N. Actually,
Eqn. (4-2-29) can be written as
~ 'i+ Tr[r Wd Sd (N22 ,N2 ] ¾N 0.
=9 ' + rsi+N Wdi+N i+N ddi+l 
-
growing ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F as(tnsifnt. oi edo ok g lat'is) we cnideta ta la (4-2-35)4.2.3. Infinite Time Results
if ~p, d Q' Ri etc. are all time invariant, we can obtain more
concrete results by letting N ). However in this case Jpd may keep
growing as N tends infinity. So instead of looking at J we consider
· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~pd'
-p /N (4-2-36)pd pd
for each fixed N. Then for each fixed N, the control which minimizes Jpd
also minimizes J' We are interested in the limiting case of N.pd '
For this purpose, the origin of time in the problem is immaterial in view
of the constancy of Z d Q R etc. Thus we can move the origin
P
towards -. Notice that Na is still finite, although N approaches
infinity. In this case, the equations in the previous section have some
desirable properties. To begin with, we make the following quite reason-
able assumption.
Assumption 1: Ad is an asymptotically stable dynamical system.
-84-
Assumption J: [, H is an observable pair where H satisfies
T T
H H = C QC.
The following lemmas are stated without proof here.
Lemma 4-1: S approaches S (steady-state solution) as i tends to -xxi 
if & is controllable, the assumption J holds. And in this case
p
is s{t - rrls r + RlrTs }t (4-2-37)
is stable. s s
Lemma 4-2: Sxd approaches Sxd (steady-state solution) as i tends to -
aprace S
if p is controllable and the assumption J-1 holds. Furthermore, SxdP xd
takes the form
T T T T 2 T T La1 Ti
xd [-CQ CQ _(c,>20 ' ( 'c -lT xs
(4-2-38)
where S satisfies the matrix equation
s5
S (?S O - ( T)aCO C (4-2-39)
xs c xs S c S 
5~~
(For Na 0 Sxd  ).
.Za xd Xs
S S
Lemma 4-3: With the same assumptions in the previous lemma, Sdd approach-
es Sdd (steady-state solution) as i _. And Sdd becomes
Sdd (0 0) ISdd (0,1)i Sdd (0, N a)
5 8 I I S
S I
dd  1, s (4-2-40)
S -dd8
Sdds (N9t a ,0) Sdd.(Na'a.I dds (Na, N2 a)
-85-
with
Sdd (0,0) = Q, Sdd ( 0,k) = Sdd (k,0) = 0 (k=l, ',Na)
B ~~S SS~~ ~~~~~dd LaL - k1T (< <Lls s s
Sdd ( ,k)=Sdd (-1,k-1)-QcK-irDr T(Tk-cTQ (1 k a-)
S S
Sdd (NLk) - CSdd (N a-l,k-1)+~4Sdd (N~ak-l)
S S S
N -1
[cTQc La +T
-1-c Qc +s S
S
]rDrT (OT)k-1T Q]rr c C (l<k<N -1)
(1<k<Nla-l)Sdd (k,Na) = S (Na )
s S
and
dd (NLaNa) TSdd (Na, N a) s
B B
T N Ia T sT ]NT[_(JT)Nla-1 T
-[-C Qa 00 T T ]rDrT[ Qep) CTQC +S * ]
-B c s Xs C s Xs sS
+ CTSdd (N~,a- ,Na-l) Cs+ CTS (NL -1,N l)C
dd
T N) T+~ SCsS dd (N9al'-Las Dsdd (N9aNalC
B 
whe re
D = [rTs r+ R]-1
S
(For Na=0, use the equation for Sdd (N a,NLa) to get Sdd (0,0).)
S S
Lemma 4-4: With the same assumptions used in the previous lemma, Jp
~~converges to~pd
converges to
-86-
Jp* = Tr[rWdrSdd (Na NL) (4-2-41)
s
where Sdd (NgaNa) is given by Lemma 4-3.-l
s
Using these lemmas, we can now state the infinite time result for
OFPCPMds
OFPcPMds (Infinite Time Case): Given the linear controllable and observ-
able system
-1+ -ui v(4-2-42)
=Hi ~Cx~ ~(4-243)
Given the stable shaping filter running N a time units ahead
i+l tDal + r8i (4-2-44)
Zd i+1 - l s i +sai
(N ) - (' x (4-2-45)
i+Na
where E[d1-0 and E[ Wd T ]WS W>O. Given the cost functional
Jpd A N E{2(YN-Yd (0 )) YNYd (0))
N- 1
+1 [(y ~y (O))TQ(y y (0))+u4Ru i} (4-2-46)
2 i d i £ }
where R is positive definite, u is unconstrained in magnitude, and
T T[,H] is an observable pair where satisfies H H-C QC.
For this problem the optimal control exists, is unique, and is
given by
-87-
Uopt [G G (4-2-47)
1 X d
where
T ly T (0) T~l),  T
y = [y(O)I (1)i *. . I(N a-l) i+N
ha
G [r TS r + R-I rT S (4-2-48)
X XX XX
Gd [rTs r + R] rT d d (4-2-49)xx xdP+] s 
5 s
1d is defined with Eqn. (4-2-8), and S and S are given from Lemmasd~~~~ ~~~~~ xx xdS ,
4-1 and 4-2. The optimal trajectory is the solution of the difference
equation
~+l = {i-r[rTs r + R] -lrTsx }x
xx x 
S S
- [rTs r + R r S Yd (4-2-50)xxs xd i
starting at the known initial state x . And ={I-r[rTS r+R] -IrTs }4
-O C xx xx8 s
is a stable matrix. The minimum value J'* of the cost is given by
j* -- T r I' WFrrS (N N( -1pd. 2 d dd ,a N~a)] (4-2-51)00 ~s
where S dd (Nn aNa) is given from Lemma 4-3. 3
8
s~~~~~~
Let us note that uiPt is also written as
N9a
uopt T-T ap _-[r s r+R-l rT{s } 0 
xs S Z=l i s sdi+N
(Na > 1) (4-2-52)
-88-
This form is of special interest since it clearly shows how the control
depends on the state of the system, the future command signals, and the
state of the shaping filter. (cT) ylCT (Q) indicates that the further
future state is less important in deciding control since 4 is a stablec
matrix.
The following equations are in addition to J; very useful quantities
related to the average performance of the optimal system.
E TQe]- r [Q x J+ r x ] - 2rrOTx (d4-2-53)
-i--i r xx xx r xxx r xdd
8 s
T T T rTCG~dE _ - r GTG x ] + 2r G x 1 +r [GdX ] (4-2-54)X X Xx xr -- x d d5 S 5 S
where
T Tx -)x i +r r (4-2-55)dd dXdd d + rddrd
s s
T TX -I X I -rG X 4) (4-2-56)
Xd xd d dd d
s S
X . x .T -rG T- X GT rT+rGX GTrT (4-2-57)
Xx c xx c d xd c c xd d ddd d
S S S S 8
Look at Appendix 4-1 for more detailed expressions of (4-2-53) -
(4-2-57).
In order to see the structure of the optimal preview system clearly,
let us consider the following example.
Example: The system in this example is given by
x1 |l X1 + Atu1 .(4-2-58)
(4-2-59)Yi xi
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The shaping filter is given by
j + 0 di (4-2-60)[Xdi~l Xd + (4-2-60)
12 2
~~ i
Xd (4-2-61)
T
E[ ] 0, E[ w wd ] Wd 6ij
Wi di d i
. 1 At
-W2At 1-2?WAt
and this is running Na time steps ahead allowing NLa steps preview.
Find the optimal control ui which minimizes
1 E{!(~)2 -1 2 2J'd = im NE{I(y-Y ) +2i(- Y ) +0C02u} (4-2-62)
pd N 2 N L Cyd 2+0.02u1N-*- 1i=o i
Note that this example can be viewed as the approximation to the
following continuous type problem. Namely, we are asked to determine
the control for the pure integrator G (s)u-8 such that the output
p s
follows the reference trajectory which is the output of the linear system
( () - driven by the white gaussian noise (or equivalently,
w 2 2
+id(3w
the reference trajectory cn e taken as a random process with a spectral
density JGw(jw) G(-Jw) . ).
-90-
In our example, At-0.0265, &=4.0, C=0.7 and Wdl.0. Using these
numbers, we find
1 0.0265
-0.424 0.8516
Applying the results for the infinite time case, we can obtain
-0.8294, and other feedforward gains can be obtained by use of Eqns.
C
(4-2-38), (4-2-39) and (4-2-49). Instead of listing these gains, we
shall examine some of the structual properties of the optimal preview
- 'system.
Fig. 4.2.4 shows how the cost functional and the mean square error
are affected by different Na' .
0 e +0.02u Time Average
0.06 -w~ ~data from0.06
A e computer
0.Q~~05 -~~ simulation0.050
~'^~ ~0.04 0 2J'j
0.03 
Ensemble Average
0.02 E[e2] /
0.01 
0.00. ~~~~OO 0 '- ' ' ' ..
0 5 10 15 20 25
2
Fig. 4.2.4 J'* and E[e 2] vs. N (Optimal Preview System)
pd La
The curves were obtained by Eqns (4-2-51) and (4-2-53) which
represent the ensemble average quantities. We can see that both curves
saturate around Na=15 and beyond this point further preview does not
improve the cost or mean square error too much. In order to see this
-91 -
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point more clearly, the optimal system was actually simulated by a digital
computer. Figs. 4.2.5-4.2.7 show the behaviour of the optimal preview
system. Also the mean square error and the mean square control were
2
calculated by taking the time average in each simulation. e and
e +0.02u2 are plotted in Fig 4.2.4. We can check that the time average
quantities are well predicted by the ensemble average quantities which
are represented by curves in Fig. 4.2.4. In Figs. 4.2.5 -4.2.7 , circled
sections explain clearly the behaviour of the preview control system.
One might think that the cost is not much improved by preview. This is a
consequence of the fact that we assumed that we know the dynamics of the
shaping filter.
The overall system as presently designed is optimal in the sense of
minimizing (4-2-62) with a particular class of yd' : namely command
signals which can be represented as the outputs of (4-2-60) and (4-2-61).
It is of interest to examine how this optimal system responds when another
class of yd's are applied. For this purpose, we examine the response of
this optimal system to a step change of the reference trajectory. In
Fig. 4.2.8 , step responses with different N 's are shown.
We can see that the system starts to respond before the step change
occurs when we have preview. But for small Na this is not necessarily
a good response in terms of steady state error. This is not a surprising
result since the system was not designed for the step type reference
trajectory but rather for the random trajectory which is the output of the
shaping filter (4-2-60) and (4-2-61).
Next we shall study the response of the system where the incorrect
shaping filter is used to decide the control gains. This is the case,
-95-
C
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25 20 15
0
0 .C 0 . ~ 4 ~ I 1 _ _ _ _ j _ _ _
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* Number indicates N. Time ( i )
Fig. 4.2.8 Step Responses of the Optimal Preview System
for example, where we would like to design the optimal preview system
which meets the random reference trajectories but we do not know the
characteristics of the trajectories well. Suppose at the design stage
we do not know the equations of the shaping filter under consideration.
Then we assume some shaping filter in designing the overall system. So
let us assume the following shaping filter,
xd - (i d (4-2-63)
i+l i i
T1is choice was motivated by the fact that this shaping filter forces the
overall system to have a desirable steady state property for the step
change of a reference trajectory. In this case, however, we can not get
J'* in the form of (4-2-51) (Sdd (N a, Na) does not exist.). But for
S
finite N, we can design an optimal controller with the shaping filter
(4-2-63), and the optimal control for N-o can be determined as the limit
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of that for finite N although J'* may blow up. In order to distinguish
the second optimal controller from the first, we shall call the second
.... one "suboptimal" throughout this example. Now let us examine how this
suboptimal system reacts to a random trajectory generated by the shaping
filter (4-2-60). Figs. 4.2.9 - 4.2.11 show the simulated results, and
2 2 2
- the time average of e and e +0.02u are plotted and compared to those
of the optimal system in Fig. 4.2.12.
Command Signal : Random Trajectory
2 2
* e +0.02u
o e +0.02u
A e
-AA e 
O
S
Optimal
Suboptimal
Optimal
Suboptimal
.
A
A
5
A
I
10
Nla
Fig. 4.2.12 Comparison between Optimal and Suboptimal Systems
(Tracking to Random Trajectory)
These figures show that the incorrect choice of a shaping filter
at the design stage degrades the performance when enough preview is not
available and that the choice of a shaping filter does not matter when
enough preview is available. This is veryimportant from a practical point
PI
0.10
O.I
005
AAA%V %v I
r
I
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of view. If we know that we have a long preview we can select a shaping
filter with simple dynamics thus simplifying the design, while still
giving a system that is close to optimal one.
Now let us examine how the suboptimal system (second design) responds
to the step changes of a reference trajectory. Since a step type function
satisfies Eqn. (4-2-63) with wd =0 except at the time when the change
-i
occurs, we can expect that the response of the suboptimal system is good
for this kind of a reference trajectory since the suboptimal system was
designed assuming the shaping filter (4-2-63). Fig. 4.2.13 shows the
step response of the preview system designed with the shaping filter
dynamics (4-2-63).
0 1.0 20 30 40 50 60 70- 80 90 10
* Number indicates Na Time (i)
Fig. 4.2.13 Step Response of Suboptimal Preview System
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As expected the suboptimal system has a desirable steady state to
the step type reference trajectory. However, it should be noted that
this occurmred since the original plant has no damping (pure integrator),
and that in the general case of preview control problems this is not
true. This point will be further clarified in Section 4.3.
In Fig. 4.2.14 effect of preview for step change of command signal
is shown in the cases of two designs stated above.
Command Signal (N-100)
First Design
(2nd order
Shaping Filter)
Second Design
(/) 1)
.
A
A
15
Nia
20
N 2 2
Jei+O.02ui
it-O
0
0
O
A
!I
25
Fig. 4.2.14 Effect of Preview for Step Change of Command Signal
In Fig. 4.2.14 , we again find that e2 and e + .02u depend little
on the choice of the shaping filter at the design stage for large Na.
Now let us examin more clearly the amount preview needed to ensure
the saturation of E[e 2 ] and J'* in Fig. 4.2.4 and the insensitivity
I0 N
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of these quantities with respect to the dynamics of shaping filter to be
chosen at the design stage. Looking at the weighting on the future state
in Eqn. (4-2-52), we can see that it is related to the impulse response
of the closed loop part of the structure (see Fig. 4.2.3 ) and that the
weighting on d () does not depend on the shaping filter. The impulse
response of the closed loop part is show in Fig. 4.2.15. Also Eqn.
(4--2-39) mplies that S which determines the weighting on the state
Xo s
of the shaping filter decreases as N increases.
1.0
A,
0.5
nn
K *
0
0
0
S
I *e@@-,. 0 **h i?-0* 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Fig. 4.2.15 xil x ycxi Yi xi )
By defining the time constant (TN ) of the discrete system in analog-
ous fashion to that of the continuous system, we can obtain N=5^6 inter-
5vals or time steps in this example (5 0.392). In Fig. 4.2.13 N 15
c la
2
seems large enough to saturate E[e I] and J'*, and we can conclude that
about 3T is a sufficient preview length to ensure the saturation andN
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the insensitivity as discussed earlier. Actually, t 10.05 in our example
C
and Eqn. (4-2-52) implies that the further preview beyond N 2a=16 has
little influence in deciding the control to be applied. Another point
to be noted is that TN depends on the choice of 0 and R (in this example
the ratio Q/R), and they must be chosen carefully when the system is
designed.
From this example, the following has become clear.
1. The saturation of the cost function and the mean square error to
the preview length.
2. The dependence of such a saturation point and saturation value upon
the feedback point of the optimal system, which in turn implies their
dependence upon the choice of a cost functional.
3. The insensitivity of the performance to the variation of the shaping
filter when Na is sufficiently large.
These facts seem to be applicable to the general preview problems as
well as to the above example because of the form of the optimal control
(see Eqn. (4-2-52).
Finally, one more comment will be made. Eqn. (4-2-52) says that
N2
I @T)Q& 1Q d (Z) must be calculated on line to decide . By defining.2= -d i
N~,a T -1 1
~gi i(c) Q Y(I M) (4-2-64)
it is not difficult to derive the following recursive equation:
=T~T ( Na 1 r
4i)l - CQ Yd +C CT Yd (N2,a) (4-2-65)c i c ~~~~~~~~i
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Then what is necessary to decide u pt is d (0) and d (Na), and actuallydi Ydi
the amount of computation in deciding uop t is quite reduced. However,
-iEqn. (4-2-65) is not recommended to decide u pt in practice since is
an unstable matrix. Thus it is better to use Eqn. (4-2-52) as stated.
4.3. OFPCPM for the Continuous Time System (OFPCPM s)
cs~~c
4.3.1 Mathematical Formulation of OFPCPM
In the previous section, OFPCPMds was developed, and it may be used
as well for the study of the continuous system if we approximate the
continuous system by using a discrete system. However, it is interesting
to study continuous systems without making approximations.
We consider a continuous time dynamical system with perfect measure-
ment (all state variables can be measured without noise) denoted by C:
p
dx(t) A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t) (4-3-1)dt -
C :
p
Y(t) C(t) x(t) (4-3-2)
where the variables in these expressions have the same meaning and
properties as the corresponding variables in Section 2.1.
Here the command signal vector d (t) (t <t<tf) is a Gauss-Markov
random process. In the preview problem, a controller can have a preview
of the command signals y(T) (t<T<t+tLa) at time t where ta denotes the
preview distance. This implies that yd(T) (t<T<t+tLa) are deterministic
signals although they are assumed to be random at the beginning.
Mathematically this situation is represented in the following way. We
have a command signal generator (linear shaping filter) (S ) forced by
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a gaussian white random process in which the initial state vector is
gaussian
dxd (t)
dt - A (t) Xd(t) + B (t) W(t) (4-3-3)
C
-(t) = cs(t) d(t) (4-3-4)
where xd(t), W (t) and yd(t) are t,s and r dimensional vectors, respective-
ly, As(t), B(t) and C (t) (subscripts s denotes the shaping filter) are
(txt), (txs) and (rxt) matrices, respectively, E[Wd(t)]-=0 and
T
E[d(t 1 ) (t2)]=Wd(tl)6(tl-t 2), Wd(tl)>O. Sc is running ta time units
ahead of C . We assume that we can have exact knowledge about yd(T
p
(t<T<t+t a), and X(t+tta) at time t. This implies either that we have
a perfect measurement device for yd(T) (t<T<t+t a) and Xd(t+ta) or have
a perfect measurement device for X(t+ta) and have memoty for (T)
(t<T<t+t). Here again, the requirement that we know Xd(t+ta) exactly
might seem physically unrealistic. In this chapter, this requirement is
made for analytical purposes, and will be removed in the next chapter.
Fig. 4.3.1 explains this situation
We are asked to decide the optimal control.u?5 which minimizes the
cost functional
Jp+ E[I(z(t) -yd(tf))TQO(tf)(Y(tf)- y(tf))
t f
+ 2f {(y_(t)-(t))To(t)(y(t)-d(t))+u (t)R(t)u(t)} dt]
t o ~~~~~~~~~~~(4-3-5)
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t
o
+
initial time
Future of interest
Deterministic
Knowledge*
t
+
present time
Statistical
Knowledge like
E[wd(T)l etc.
- time
tf
+
final time
* This can be obtained either by measurement or by memory
Fig. 4.3.1. Knowledge about Future
where Yd(t) is a Gauss-Markov random process, u(t) is unconstrained,
t is specified, R(t) is positive definite, and Q(tf) and Q(t) are posi-
tive semidefinite. The subscript "pc" denotes preview continuous.
To make the discussion clear let us introduce the following notation
yd(t,t) (Q<t): Command signal at 9 time units in the future
beyond time t
Looking at this notation, it is clear that yd(t,9) actually represents
yUsing this, Eqn. (4-3-5) can be written equivalently as+).
Using this, Eqn. (4-3-5) can be written equivalently as
Yd(t)
t 0
L-~~~~~~~L a-------------------------------A
-
S Ill | -~~
A
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1 T
pc =E[l(yQ(tf) - -d(tf'O)) O(tf)( y(tf) - d(tfO))
Itf T T+l-of{2(t-_d(t ,))T()(t) (y(t) d(t ,O)) + ttut ) 
(4-3-6)
Also let us note that we have a dynamic relation for yd(t,E) with
the following partial differential equation,
a (t ") ayd(t ,9.
)t ' ~E O~~~~ <--E<ta
with the boundary condition,
Y-d (tt a) Cs (t+t9,a) (t+ta )
(4-3-7)
(4-3-8)
Now the problem formulation is clear,
opt
u(t) for Cp which minimizes Eqn. (4-3-6).
are x(t), y (t,t) (O_<t a) and d(ttg).
given by (4-3-3), (4-3-7) and (4-3-8)."
Note that the continuous case version
still apply for this problem.
i.e. "Find an optimal control
Measurab]e quantities at time t
yd(t,9) and X(t+ta) are
of Remarl s 4-2-1 and 4-2-2
4.3.2 Solution of OFPCPMCs
We solve this problem by the direct application of DP. In solving
this problem, we divide the time nterval [tt, tf] nto two parts,
legion , [to, tf-ta) and Region II, tf-ta, tf]. It is obvious that
the optimal control in the latter subinterval has to be the same as that
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of the optimal tracking problem, which is already well known although
in our derivation it takes a different form from that in Section 2.2.
We will seek the solutions in the two subintervals, and match them at time
t f-tf la'
To obtain a solution by D.P., we define the optimal cost to go from
time t in the following way.
Jp*c(x(t) (t,- ) ,xd(t+ta)t)=rt( F
t<T<t
-- f
+
+ f { (y (T )- Vd (T,0)) TQ(T)(y(T)-yd (T,))+uT(T)R(T)u(T)}dT]
t
(4-3-9)
where yd(t,) implies xd(t,Z), 0<<tga.
In the following, we simply write J* c(x, d, t) instead of
J* (x(t), (t,) Xd(t+tZa) t). Furthermore, J*I denotes the optimalpc ' d' ' ' pc
cost to go from Region I, and J*II denotes the optimal cost to go from
pc
Region II. In this chapter, we will sketch how to obtain a solution in
Region I. The more detailed derivation of the solution over the entire
time interval Ito tf] will be presented in Appendix 4-2.O'f
In order to apply D.P. in Region I, it should be noted, first of all,
that for a sufficiently small time increment At, Eqn. (4-3-3) is written
formally as,
AXxl(t+ta)=A(t+t )xd(t+t9a)At+ll (ttz)d(t+ta)(t+ta) (4-3-10),
and that
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_t+t ) = 
tQa
Wd ) dT
is a random vector with
E[Awd(t+t a)] - f
d P a
= 0.
(4-3-11)
(4-3-12)
and ta+t +At t+ A+t
El 1(Vtta) 4t.jdtta)]h/ t E[_T 1)T 2 )] dT dT2t +ta ti+taI La i9 La
Wd(t+tLa)*At dij (4-3-1
where t i it+ t and t j lt + t .
o o
From the definition of JI,
PC
1 ~~TE[((tf)-yd(tf ,0)) Q(t f) (y(tf)-d(tf ,0))
+ jt {( (T)-yd(T,O)) Q(T)(y(T)-(T,O))+u (T)R(T)u(T) dT
-J*I d' (x,d t) > 0 (4-3-1pC-Yd - '
3)
4)
where the equality sign holds for the optimal u(T). So
tfmin E((o))TO(t ((-(,O))+ (T)-( (T)((T)-(T,0))
u(a) Y
t<a<t~t_ _-<to
T
+U ()R(T)U(T)} d - J(x, 0 P - d )
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t+At
min E[ 1f
u(OC) t
t <CO<t
- f
(y(T)(T TO)f(T) (r(T)-T ,O))+urT)R(T)U(- ) dT
+ ((t)-t,)+f(T)-yT ,O(XT) (y(T)-zT ,0))
+2~ ur~~ 2TRTUI t+At
+ u (T)R(T)u(T) 
- (x yd' ~d t)] 0
- - ~P C (X - ~ 
Applying the principle of optimality,
At
min E [if (( CO -Yd( ,0))(T T) - O) )+T mt Eo~f Wt~)-- R()u() Tu(a) Wcft+t Za) t 
_
t <_<tf
+JcI (x (t+At) ,d(t+At, > ,4t+t +At) ,t+At)
p*c(x(t) ',dA ') ,xt+tPa),t)] = 0 (4-3-15)
Dividing both sides by At, and taking the limit
obtain the functional equation for the optimality.
min[2 {(y(t)-v(t ,O)%(t)(y(t)-y~t ,())+u T (t)R(t)u(t)}
u(t) -_
AJ*I
of At-O, we can
+ lim E pc ] ] = 0 (4-3-16)
At-+O Awt+t At
To proceed, we assume that .J*I(x, y, , t) tkes the following, form
in Rel~on l.~PC
in Re pgion .
or
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taT
J*1 - (t)K(t)x(t) + (tQ)K (tl)yd(tQjdQ
0
+ltfa It a (t ,l)Kl(t glg2)Y.d(t'92) dt d 2
0 0
+ (t+t Kd (t )-(t+t )+x(t)fF(t,9) t)dM+_(t)
0
t a
+ t+t (t,) dt + (t) (4-3-17)
0
After carrying through the necessary manipulations and matching
equations for Regions I and II, we obtain the solution for OFPCPMCs
(See Appendix 4-2 for detailed manipulations and matching.)
Solution to FOPCPM : For this problem, the optimal control exists,isCs
unique, and is given by the following.
tla
u op t (t)--R- 1 (t)B T (t)[K(t)x(t)+LF (t,)d(t, )d+ 2(t) (t+t )],
0
t t<t -t (4-3-18)0- f La
t -t
opt -l Ttfopt (t)--R (t)B (t)[K(t)(t)+F (t,l) t(t, )d+F2 (t) (t f)
0
f-t a<t<tf (4-3-19)
An nn, real, symmetric, and positive definite matix K(t) is the
solution of the matrix Riccati equation
dK T -l T
dt -K(t)A(t)-A (t)K(t)+K(t)B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)-CT Q(t)Q(t)C(t)
(4-3-20)
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with the terminal condition.
K(tf) CT(tf)O(tf)C(tf) (4-3-21)
An nxr matrix F (t,L) is given by
aF(t,) = -[A(t)-B(t)R 1 (t)B (t)K(t)] t F1 (t,i) (4-3-22)
with the boundary condition)+
with the boundary condition
F1(t ,O) -cT (t)(t) (4-3-23)
and
0 < Z< t -t for t f-t <t<tf
for t<tf-t a
An nxt matrix F2(t) is given by
dF2(t) 1 T T
dt - -[A(t)-B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)] F2 (t)-F2(t)A (t+ta)
to<t<tf-t a
dF2 (t)
dt ~ t t~/ 2 tJ f la- -- f
(4-3-24)
(4-3-25)
with the terminal condition
F2(tf) - -CT(tf)Q(tf)c(tf) (4-3-26)
The optimal trajectory is the solution of the differential equation,
w
-.F1(t ,t L )C a (t+t 91a) 
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dx(t) -1 T
dt [A(t)-B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)]x(t)dt_
tta
-B (t)R- (t)B T(t) [| F(t, )yd (t , ) d+F2 (t)?d (t+t a) ] ,
0
t < t< tt (4-3-27)
o - tta
dx(t) -1 T
- '[A(t)-B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)]x(t)dt
t -t
-B(t)R- (t)BT(t) [f F (t ,)yd(t ,)dZ+F2 (t)d(tf) ],
o 0 tf-ta < t < tf (4-3-28)
starting at the known initial state x(t )=I. The minimum value
J* (x(t), Yd(t,), d(t+t a), t) of the cost is given bypc
ta
1 2 (t)K(t)l(t)+J a T(t,Q)K+(t,L)yd(t ,)dQ+
tQ tg a
1 I a y 9ad91
+2- f yd(t,2 K (t ,l, 2 )yd(t ,' 2) d 9 dQ2
o 0
tga
+I TK (t+t )K ()Xd(t+ta)+X (t) t ,lo )y d (t ,)dR+E 2 - d ?dt+t9,ga)
tia
+ITtF T rtt) t9)
+x- (t)2 (t)-d(t+t9g a)+ t o F3(t , )d(t ,)d +lg ( t )
t < t < t -t (4-3-29)O - f-ta (4-3-29)
t -t
=~~~~~~~J~~~~jj~_ . TT ( tJ* =xT (t)K(t)x(t)+2 4 , (t,z)yd(t ,)dL
PC 2- ,
t--t tf-t
+ If f d(t, K (t',l'Z 2 )Zd(tl) d 1 2+x Kt)Jt?0o d K 91 2)(t l) d d2+d(o o
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t-t t-t
+x (t) F1(t ,)y +x (t+ 3(,)(t,)dQ,
o o 
tf-t < t < t,f L a- -f (4-3-30)
where K(t,Q), K(t,' 1, 2), Kd(t), F(t,), F2 (t), F3(tZ) and (t) are
determined by the following equations.
A rxr matrix K(t,Q) is given by
;K+(t,Q) ;K+(t,)
.t.. - a (4-3-31)at at
with the boundary condition
K(t,O) Q(t) (4-3-32)
0 -< < tf-t
< <t a
- Qa
for t-ta < t < tff Qa- - f
for t < tft -to-- f-tQa
A rxr matrix Kk(t,$lt,2) is given by
3K-(t,lt 2) 3K-(t,l,Q 2 ) aK-(t ',1' )
-- - - ( ) + RT , 2 )
+ FT (t )B(t)R' (t) BT(t)F (t "92)
1. ' 1 
with the boundary condition
Kt(t,, 2) - Kk(t,,O) 
and
0 < 1 ,2 < tf-t
0 <_ Q1, 2 < ta
0
for t-t a < t < tf
for t < t < tfttao- f~a
and
(4-3-33)
(4-3-34)
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A tr matrix F3 (t,i) is given by
aF3 (t,) aF3 (t ) T -1 T
at 3 t As (t+tLa) F3 (t,)+F2 (t)B(t) R (t B ) F1( t )
-CT(t+t)Kj(t ) t+t t 
- 1CC(tt tL.KL (t 9"t ) I
- s 't a 2 s z a )'
t < t <t -tato ~ _ ta
aF3 (t,Q) F3 (t,) T-1
at = + F2(t)B(t)R (t)BT(t)F1 (t ,),
tf-t < t < tf
(4-3-35)
(4-3-36)
with the boundary condition
F3(t,0) 0 (4-3-37)
0 < < t-t
0 < t < a
for tf-t a < t < tf
for t < t < tf-to -- -tQa
An txt matrix K d(t) is given by
dKd (t) TT1 T
dt - -Kd (t)-A((t+t) -At+t a)Kd(t)+F2 (t)B(t)R (t)B (t)F 2 (t)
d ) (t ,t C A t+t a)F3(t t C (t+t a
-cT.(t+t )K (tt t)Cs (t+t )-F3 (t,t )Cs (t+t ).8 P , , ,a s L
-CT (t+ta ) T(t,t)a )
dKd (t) - Ft) (t ) R-1 (t) BT(t) F2 (t)dt 2 F2
t <t<t -t
tf-t at <tf
with the terminal condition
Kd(tf) - CT(tf)Q(tf)C (tf)
and
(4-3-38)
(4-3-39)
(4-3-40)
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A scalar (t) is given by
F(t) -Tr[Wd(t+t )BT (t+t )Kd(t)B (t+t)] (4-3-41)
with the terminal condition
(tf - ta) 0. I
In this solution, the optimal control and associated equations in
Region II must be identical to those of the tracking solution in the well
known form with the differentiability assumption of Zd(t) etc. (See Sec-
tion 2.2). This is possible to show, and the detailed manipulation is
in Appendix 4-3.
This solution seems to be quite complicated at first sight, however
some of the equations which appear in the solution are quite easy to
solve. Once K(t) is obtained, the following transition matrix can be
calculated.
t (tt) = Ac(t)c(tt o) %c(tt) =' I (4-3-42)
where A (t) - A(t)-B(t)R (t)BT(t)K(t).
c
Also let us write the transition matrix for the shaping filter as
( t ot) So
· °
t- (t,t ) A (t)$ (t,t o ) , s(tot )(4-3-43)dt s ' a s o s o o
To make the discussion clear, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption A-1. A(t), B(t), C(t), A (t), B s(t) and C (t) are all conti-
nuous and differentiable.
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Assumption A-2. R(t) and Q(t) are continuous and differentiable.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. 
Although it is possible to obtain the solution without the differen-
tiability assumptions, they are required in our present derivation of the
solution. However, the solution for OFPCPM in our form has the desir-cs
able property tat it may be easily compared to the solution for OFPCPMds.
The comparison of these two solutions will be shown later in Section 4.4.
The following relations for the transition matrices c t ,t 2 ) andc l1t
ts(tl ,t 2 ) of the linear systems,
x(t) Ac(t)x(t) and (t) = A(t)d(t),
are given by
dt 1 ) A(t )10ts J ( t I(,t 2) A (t ) (t i t )
dt c 1 2 c lc 2 dt2sl2 sl 2
d T(t t ) =- (t l,t2)A (tl) -- lS (tl' 2) - (tt)A s1
dt 2 c 1 2 c 2 c 2 dt2 S t2 a V 2 s 2d T- T dT T T
Using these relations and Assumptions A-1 and A-2, the following
lemmas are easy to check.
Lemma 4-4: Solution to Eqn. (4-3-22) with the boundary condition (4-3-23)
exists, is unique, and is given by
Fl(t,l) -T(t+Q,t)c (t+)Q(t+Q) (4-3-44)F. ' t~) 43C4
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Lemma 4-5: Solution to Eqns. (4-3-24) and (4-3-25) with the terminal
condition (4-3-26) exists, is unique, and is given by
2 (t) = -C(tft)C(tf)Q(tf)Cs(tf) tf-tat<t f (4-3-45)
F2 (t) -T(tf,t)CT(tf)Q(tf)C(tf)(tft+ta)
t- T
+f f-taO T (u't)F (at a)Cs (+ta) %s (+t tfta du
t
t-~~ ~t <t<t -t (4-3-46) 
o1- f-tLa
Lemma 4-6: Solution to Eqn. (4-3-31) with the boundary condition (4-3-32)
exists, is unique, and is given by
K4(t,) - (t+L) (4-3-47) *
Lemma 4-7: Solution to Eqn. (4-3-33) with the boundary condition (4-3-34)
exists, is unique, and is given by
t+min(Zl, )
Q(1 ' 2 ) tQC Ct+ 
t
(4-3-48)
T
KP(t, l,1 2) = K (t,' 1, 2) 
Lemma 4-8: Solution to Eqns. (4-3-35) and (4-3-36) with the boundary
condition (4-3-37) exists, is uniaue, and is given by
t ~s }(t C (9flC(>_) B~a R\+ (a Q, daat+Q) Q( t+Q.),t -t <t(t f (4-3-49)
f ,la- f 4 )
tI~ ~~~~i+)QtX
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I tt~f%, Mo,r]T)dOB(T)k T) I t ) (t V.)
t 
... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. t
t <t<tf-t (4-3-50)
where
tm min{t - ta t+1} Im f La
Lemma 4-9: Solution to Eqns. (4-3-38) and (4-3-39) with the terminal
condition (4-3-40) exists, is unique, and is given by
.
t
Kift) * - T) B(T)RJT)*T() T)dT+C5 yQ(y( , yttt (4-3-51)
tka
-|t, ~tst ( T ) B (T) RT ) ( T) F(T) )-aTs (T+i) C )t
x ~~~~-F3(T, t,) Cri)(Tta 1,t) 5rt, tta) dr 
to t < tt, (4-3-52) 
Fig. 4.3.2 shows the structure of the optimal preview control
system. Note that the continuous case version of Remarks 4-2-4-4-2-6
still apply for the present problem.
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4.3.3 Infinite Time Results
If C , Q, R etc. are all time invariant, we can have more
concrete results by letting T=tf-t o. For the same reason as in the
discrete case, we consider
J' = J /T (4-3-53)pc pc
in stead of J for each fixed T. Then for each fixed T, the controlpc
which minimizes J also minimizes J' . And we are interested in the
pc pc
limiting case of T- -. As in the discrete case, we can move the origin
of time toward -, and can discuss the steady state behaviour of the
solution. Also we need Assumptions Sl and Jl made in Section 4.2.3.
Notice that ta is still finite although T approaches infinity.
The following lemmas are stated without proof here, but some of
them are easy to check by letting t-- in the lemmas of the previous
section.
Lemma 4-10: K(t) in Eqn. (4-3-20) approaches the steady state solution
K as t tends -oo if C is controllable and Assumption Jl holds. Also K
s p s
is given by the positive definite solution of the following matrix
Riccati equation
KA+ ATK -KBR-BTK + CTQC - I
In this case, the eigenvalues of the matrix
A - A - BR-1 BTK (4-3-54)
c s
have negative real parts.
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Also the transition matrix c(t1,t2) becomes stationary, and c
depends on the difference between t and t2. So we write the transition
matrix as
(T) (4-3-55)
where ttl1-t2.
Lemma 4-4' : With the same assumption as in the previous lemma and
Assumption S, F(t,I) approaches the steady state F () as t tends -,
and
Fl (t) -Q()CTQ
C
(4-3-56) 
Lemma 4-5' : With the same assumption as in Lemma 4-4', F2 (t) approaches
the steady state F2S as t tends -, and
2. -'I-T(t,)/ c(a)C QC (a)da
0
(4-3-57) 
Lemma 4-6' : The steady state solution of K(t,L) is given by
Ks (9) =Q (4-3-58) 
Lemma 4-7' : With the same assumption as in Lemma 4-4', K
.
(t, 1 ,Z2)
approaches the steady state K ( ,L )s as t tends -, and
min( 1 2
)
Ks (1, 2) = -QC m c(1-T)RR B Tc(2-T)dTCT O (4-3-59)1
0
Lemma 4-8' : With the same assumption as in Lemma 4-4', F3 (t,.) approach-
es the steady state F3( ) as t temds -o, and3S
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F3 1o (Y IRt_ TQd¶
0
-_f'g(Z)sigC( ,a+T-, ) )BR 1BT (o)dOadC Q
_~C~( TtO (4-3-60) 
Lemma 4-9' : With the same assumption as in Lemma 4-4', Kd(t) approaches
the steady state Kds as t tends -, and
0 oKds/'(Z{-ls~iT T TsF (tia) Cs+C"T (th }~(~Z -3-61)'
Using these lemmas, we can now state the infinite time result for
. .
OFPCPM
Cs
OFPCPM (infinite Time Case): Given the time invariant linear control-
Cs
lable and observable system
dx(t)
dt Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) - cx(t)
(4-3-62)
(4-3-63)
Given the time invariant stable shaping filter running ta time
units ahead
dx (t)
dt As x (t) + B w(t)dt-s-t s-d
Yd ,T
_d(t) - CR ?(t)
s dt
(4-3-64)
(4-3-65)
where E[d(t)l-0 and E[w(tl) d(t2)]W(tl-t2), W>_.
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Given the cost functional
J' li {E{2([(tf)-d(tf,O)) Q ((tf)-d(tf ,0))P C. ¶r40d0-d
T T
+ (y(t)-d(t,))Q(y(t)(t,0))T+uRu it} (4-3-66)
ti-T
where Q and R are positive definite and u(t) is unccastrained in magni-
tude.
For this problem, the optimal control exists, s unique, and is
given by
ta
opt. Rt)- BlT[K [(t) - -B [lBT1 K [ L)dtMy (4-3-67)
0
where K F1 s(), F28 are given in Lemmas 4-10, 4-4' and 4-5'.
The optimal trajectory is the solution of the differential equation
dx(t) -a
d_t) ' (A-BR-1BTK )x(t)-BR-1BT[Fis ()y (t )dZ+F2s (t+t ]dt (A-BRaB 0
(4-3-68)
starting at the known initial state x . The eigenvalues of
-0
-1 TA -A-BR K have negative real parts. The minimum value J'* of the
PCC 
cost is given by
J'* Tr[B8WdBKdJ (4-3-69)
C~l 2 T[sld de
where Kds is given from Lemma 4-9'. 1
Let us examine some characteristicsof the optimal preview control
system. In classical control design, the steady statte error due to a
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step response is often used as the performance measure of the control
system. Let us eamluate this kind of measure of the optimal preview
system. For this purpose, we assume that the system is a single-input,
single-output system, and that the optimal system has been designed for
the first order shaping filter with C=1. For this optimal preview
control system, we examine the steady state error for a constant Yd(t).
Let us notice that a single-input, single-output system,
n-I
c s +***+cs+ 
G(s) _ ni____ 1 0
n+ a n-+ +s4 a'n-i 1 0oG(s) n sn-1++as + an -. +--+ 4 a,
n 1 1 0
(4-3-70)
can be represented in the canonical state vector form, in which
dx(t)
dt - Ax(t) + hu(t)
y(t) - c x(t)
0
0
t
0
0
1 0 * -0
0 1 0
*1· 0
0
01
0 1-
-a, . . .* -I n- -
0
a
0
1
T
and c
(4-3-71)
(4-3-72)
C0
c1
-.
C__ _ 
The shaping filter is assumed to be
where
A 
n-L -
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dYd(t) dt aid''  ~~~~(4-3-73)dt ask yd( t ) + Wd(t)
The cost functional is given by
1T
J'* lir E [ e2 (t) + ru2 (t) dt 1 (4-3-74)
o 0
where e(t)=y(t)-yd(t,O), and the weighting of the error was set to 1.
According to the solution, the optimal trajectory is given by
dt = (A-br -lbTK )x(t) + br- lbT T () T (t,) Odt 8 ~ LJ CJYd~~0
co
+ CT(t(a) c(o)cT s(a) do Yd(t ,ta)] (4-3-75)
y(t) = c x(t) (4-3-76)
We are interested in the steady state error for a step change of
yd(t). For this purpose, we calculate the steady state value of Eqns.
(4-3-75) and (4-3-76) to d(t)-a-const. This choice of Yd(t) has nothing
to do with the shaping filter (4-3-73) assumed in designing the optimal
preview system. The steady state output of the optimal preview system
(4-3-75) and (4-3-76) becomes,
T ¶ 1 T 1T -l T Ty -cAr b[-AT cT+{AT -(AT-a I) (t )c (4-3-77)
where A A - br LbTK.
c - _ s
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Therefore
-1T Te -[-cA \r D TA cT)+cA'r T{AT AT-a I] l}T(ta)c ] aC~  ~ ~~- c C Sa - - c- - c ~~C s cla.
(4-3-78)
From Eqn. (4-3-78), we find that the error is composed of two parts:
one is independent of preview (Type I) and the other is dependent of
preview (Type II). The Type II error tends zero as t a gets larger since
| I l(t 2 a) [ |approaches zero as t gets larger. In particular, if a
is zero this error disappears even for finite preview. This is a
consequence of the matching of the shaping filter used in design and the
particular yd(t) we are considering now; i.e. a(const) satisfies Y-0
Since the Type II error approaches zero as ta gets larger, the Type I
error is of interest. In our choice of C, A and b, it is easy to see that
cAb - -c / (a + r k -
- c -- o o In
where k is the (1-n) element of K . However, by looking at the equationIns
for K carefully, we can find8
.~~~~~~~~~ 21
k - r a + r a cin o 0 0
Therefore
-1 -1 T T-1 T
1- c A br b A. c
- c c
2
C
= - 2 0 (4-3-79)
a + c
o o
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This shows that the Type I error vanishes if a is zero ; i.e.
0
if the original system includes a pure integrator. The Type I error
does not depend on the shaping filter assumed when designing the optimal
preview system.
This example shows that the Type I error still remains in the preview
optimal controller, and what is improved by preview is the Type II error
in Eqn. (4-3-78). This is true not only for a step input but also a
ramp input, or a reference input modeled as the output of dynamical system
etc. In Chapter 3, we developed design methods to absorb error for these
kinds of deterministic reference inputs. So combining the results in
Chapters 3 and 4, it will be possible to develop a design procedure which
improves both Type I and Type II errors ; improving a Type I error by
proper choice of dynamic controller, and improving a Type II error by
preview. This would be an interesting problem for further research.
4.3.4. Frequency Domain Interpretation of OFPCPM
CS
The results for the continuous problem with infinite time interval
is very suitable to investigate the frequency domain characteristics of
the optimal preview control system. For this purpose, we restrict our
attention to a single-input, single-output system given by (4-3-71) and
(4-3-72), and also we assume that a shaping filter is a first order
dynamical system and C 1. Let us show the following result first.
S
Frequency Resonse of OFPCPM : The transfer function of the optimal
preview control system is given by
preview control system is given by
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t
Y (s) .
I d ~~~~~~0
,la at s
Fl (L)e d+F 25 e I
where Y(s)-ay(t)], Yd(s)=Zyd(t)] ; denotes the Laplace transform and
s inside parentheses denotes Laplace variable.
Proof : Taking the Laplace transform of Eqn. (4-3-68), we get
t
La 
sX(s)-AcX(s)-bR lT[I F1s (l)yd(t,t)dle dt+F2 s xd(t+tl )e Stdt]
o o o
teta oo
- T t aStd Q+ s Stla]
-AcX(s)-bR b [ Fl(L)f yd(t+t)e dt dc+F2 sXd(S) e ]
o o
tea
-AcX(s)-bR-l b [ Fl (l)e Yd(S) d+F2Xd(s) estla
o0
Noting yd(t)=xd(t), and rearranging we obtain
t
X(s) - -(sI-A )'bR lbT[f
0
la
Fl s (t)e d + F2 eStea].
Y(s)=cX(s), and the result follows. I
If we have an infinite preview, Eqn. (4-3-80) reduces to a very
simple form.
Freqvency Response of OFPCPMs (Infinite Preview) : The transfer
function of the optimal preview control system in case of infinite preview
is given by
-1 TG(s) - c(sI-A )-lbRlbT(-sI-A ) c Q
- C - - C (4-3-81)
This can furthermore be defined for a multi-output,multi-input system
by writing
(4-3-80)
A5-
_ 
I
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Y(s) - G(s) Yd(s).
s stays in the domain -m < Re(s) < m, where
m = min{l Re(X) | : 's are eigenvalues of A} > 0.I~~~~~
Proof: A is an asymptotically stable matrix, thus m>0 and Eqn. (4-3-71)
C
has a domain of definition.
co co
F2811 11- o (o+t a)CQO (a) doll < I- T(a+ta)C.Q dIOC -- a - - TC ta
Since m>O, A exists and from the definition of ve obtain
.c C
c1 dt c( )
-c dt = ~ (t).
_W d4 (c+t ) T
IlF2sl < Ir- da c d cCOi0
= -IT(tea) A cQ||C a C 
From this lIF2 se
st
IP.a[ 0 as ta o, if s stays in the domain of
definition. Also from the condition that I Re(s) I < m,
t.,
lim I
t 
Fls(Q) e dQ
' / sT() e dQ CQ
o
0
= fT(Q) e( 9) Q dQ CQ
0
-1 T
- (-sI- A) CQ
c
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osince *c(L)e dL-(sI-A ) . And Eqn. (4-3-81) follows. 1
0
Let us, now, consider the following example, and examine how
frequency response changes with t a.
Example: The system in this example is given by
G (s) 
p 25
[ l(t) 0 xl(t) 0
d
=l I .+ u(t)
x2 (t) 0 0 x: (t) 1
(4-3-82)
(4-3-83)
The shaping filter
'(4-3-84)y(t) = x(t)
is assumed to be
1
G (s) - 15 s+a
Xd(t) -axd(t) + Wd(t)
(4-3-85)
(4-3-86)
(4-3-87)Yd(t) - xd(t)
and this is running ta time units ahead allowing time ta preview.
The cost functional is given by
1 rT 2
J' - lim E [ e2 (t) + u (t) dt]
XM TV)o o.
(4-3-88)
where e(t) y(t) - yd(t).
or
or
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In this example, we consider two values for a : a=2 and a0. The
second case is considered to be the limiting case of very small a.
Strictly speaking J'* can not be obtained for a0, but still K , F()PC s
and F2 s can be obtained. And we can still find G(s).
According to the procedure, we can obtain.
Y(s) ta taS
2G( Iis~s)*2(+l 1 ( 1+(Cl+C2s)e ]+C 3eG~s) ¥d() =a2 + r~s+l s2_2-s+l1 
(4-3-89)
where t
a L  a t a
C -e/ [sin a + cos 
/_ 
1~~~
Wr a Ea
C / e sin a
2 1 /i
1 . e/9,a [c os 9~C * 1 e (-9a[Cos ta + (l+/Ha) sin - ]
3 l+a(a+/2) /2 /2
(Aq for detailed derivation, see Appendix 4-4.)
Eqn. (4-3-89) shows that the optimal preview system has the
characteristic of nonminimal phase shift whenever t >0. Two extremum
cases of Eqn. (4-3-89) are of interest.
When ta O, G(s) becomes
G(s) - 1 (4-3-90)
(s +/fs+l)(1+a(af 2))
which indicates that the optimal preview system reduces its gain as the
command signal's bandwidth (a) increases and that the phase shift does
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not depend on the command signal's bandwidth (a). This can be inter-
preted to mean that when a command signal has appreciable high frequency
components, an optimal control becomes very conservative, reducing its
gain to prevent large error due to a phase shift at high frequency.
Thus, the optimal preview system designed for a command signal with large
bandwidth (a) does not have a good steady state characteristic for a step
response, since the behaviour of the optimal system at low frequencies is
approximated by /(l+a(a+4/2-)). This is a consequence of the design of the
optimal preview system. It is optimal with respect to command signals
which are outputs of the shaping filter (4-3-85), but this does not imply
that it is optimal or good for other types of command signals.
When a in Eqn. (4-3-90) is very small, G(jw) is required to be
approximately equal to one in order to follow command signals with narrow
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
bandwidths like a step command signal. In particular, if a is assumed to
be zero in designing the optimal preview system, the steady state error
for a step response becomes zero. This occurs because of the following
two reasons as discussed at the end of the previous section : 1) a step
input Yd(t)-a satisfies yd(t)0,and 2) the plant (4-3-82) includes a pure
integrator.
When t a - o, C(s) becomes
i ~~~1G(s) 2 - - (4-3-91)
8 +s+1 s -/s+1-
which does not depend on the shaping filter. This transfer function has
a characteristic such that the phase shift is zero for all frequencies
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and G(j) 
L4+l
In Figs. 4.3.3. and 4.3.4. and in Figs. 4.3.5. and 4.3.6., frequency
responses are plotted for different preview distances in the cases of a2
and a-0O, respectively. From these figures, we can see how the performance
is improved by preview. When a is nonzero, improvement is done mainly in
two ways ; one is to bring up the gain toward 0 db at low frequency and
change the phase shift characteristic. At small preview, the phase shift
becomes small at low frequency and large at high frequency. Large phase
shift in the high frequency region does not matter since the gain is very
small at high frequencies. Thus as preview gets longer, the small phase
shift region becomes larger. When a is zero, the improvement is done
mainly by changing the phase shift characteristics in the same way as for
the case when a is nonzero. Also we can see that the structure of the
optimal system becomes less sensitive to the dynamics of the shaping
filter as ta gets larger. This indicates a very important point from
a practical point of view. Namely, we do not have to worry about the
characteristics of the reference trajectory (shaping filter) too much in
designing the optimal preview system when we can have enough preview.
Even in the extremum case that we do not have any a priori knowledge about
command signals, we can just assume any shaping filter in designing the
optimal preview system, possibly one which makes computation easy, and
design the nearly optimal preview system assuming that long enough preview
is available. As in the discrete case, the question of how much preview
is enough is closely related to the closed loop part of the preview system
or Ac, which depends on the choice of Q and R. When Q and R are specified,
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the theory in this section determines A . Therefore, if one wants to have
c
a certain quality in tracking command signals, Q and R must be carefully
determined or a designer has to repeat several iterations to find desirable
Q and R. The selection of Q and R is related to the trade off between good
tracking ability and an appropriate break out frequency to cut off possible
noise.
4.4 Discrete System vs. Continuous System
Table 4.1 is furnished to make the comparison of discrete and
continuous cases easy. The solution for the discrete problem has been
transformed to a different form so that it easier to make a comparison.
To avoid confusion, we assume N a>0 in this section.
From the table, we can see that the two sets of equations which
determine solutions of optimal preview control problems have good corre-
spondence with each other. The main difference appears at the end of the
time interval [to, tf]. However, if we note Remark 4-2-7 and the manner
in which we treated the continuous problem at the end of the time interval,
we can understand why they are different. It is appropriate here to
mention the correspondence between the equations for the discrete problem
shown in Section 4.2 and those appearing in this table. Sxd in Section
di
4.2 s actually
" x1 1 ** (o) S ( -NK . '; .xdI '" [Sxdi (0) ' Sxdt 'xd i 9.a- 1(1) ... ) , ~ I
Sdd in Section 4.2 is actually
di
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Sddi
I '
s- ( ),
i1
1 (91
bds I
S (M) I
si
S i(Ll,L 2 )i
L. -iS () - i Sd
- 2 ds I 
O < <Nta - 1
I <1'A2< Na-
Using this notation, it is easy to check that the equations in Section
4.2.2 can be decamposed into the set of equations in the table.
4.5 Summary Chapter 4
In this chapter, the finite optimal preview control problem with
pe f ect measu rement was f o mulated both f o r discrete and continuous time
systems, and its solution was obtained. The difference between the
present problem and the optimal tracking problem was made clear di ring
the presentation. It was shown that the time invariant optimal structure
can be obtained when the system, shaping filter etc. are all time invari-
ant and the te intewral of interest is infinite. Several cments of
caution concerning the practical use of the optimal preview control were
made in Sections on infinite time cases. Using examples, structural
properties of the optimal preview system were investigated. In an example
of a discrete system, the effect of a shaping filter and preview distance
.
j
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were examined, and it was shown that the shaping filter dynamics used in
deciding optimal gains is less mportant as the available preview dis-
tance gets laxger. Also the relationship of the satu ration of the cost
and the mean squared error to the preview distance was illustrated by the
example. In an example of a continuous system, the f requency response
was found and it was shown that the optimal preview controller improves
both gain and phase especially at the low frequency region.
The comparison between the discrete form solution and the continuous
forn solution was furnished to make it easy to see the relation between
the corresponding equations.
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CHAPTER V
OPTIMAL FINITE PREVIEW CONTROL
WITH MEASUREMENT TIME DELAY AND OBSERVATION NOISE (OFPCDN)
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a optimal finite preview control problem was
solved with the assumption that measurement is perfect; i.e. no observation
noise and no measurement time delay. Also, the effect of preview on the
performance was shown from several point of-views. However, when we want
to apply the preview control in practice, measurement is not always
acquired in such an idealized way, and as it has been pointed out the
_- ~ perfect measurement assumption is somewhat unrealistic. In many cases,
the measurement is corrupted by observation noise and/or measurement time
delay. Especially, it is sometimes difficult to measure future values
and the difficulty in obtaining the measurement might vary depending on
how far in the future we are trying to measure. Also the measurement of
all state variables of the plant and the shaping filter may not be possible
in many cases. In Part II, we will consider human preview controllers.
-However, the human is a highly noisy controller and also has a reaction
time etc., so one possible way to analyze a human in a preview situation
is to use the theory which will e developed in this chapter.
In Section 5.2 , OFPCDN for a discrete time system is treated in the
same manner as for OFPCPM, i.e. the preview problem is transformed into
the equivalent LQG (Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian) problem the solution of
which being well known, and the solution of this equivalent LQG problem
may be transformed back, to yield the solution of the original problem.
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Several tricks concerning these transformations are included. The time
invariant case is studied, and using the same example as in Chapter 4,
the effect of noise and time delays are examined.
In Section 5.3 , OFPCDN for a continuous time system is treated.
The approach taken is rather direct and we do not make the transformation
used for the discrete time case. The treatment of the problem is not
mathematically rigorous, but quite reasonable. The preview problem is
viewed as a special case of combined lumped-distributed parameter system
problems. The filter which generates the estimator of the reference wave-
form is obtained by a characteristic function approach employed by
Tzafestas[2 5 ] [26] Equations which appear in the continuous case are
rather complicated, but we can make a good comparison between two solutions;
one of the discrete system and the other of the continuous system. It is
of interest to compare these two solutions obtained via different approaches.
From the analogy between the two cases (discrete and continuous), the
results for the infinite time case of the continuous time systems are
obtained.
5.2 Optimal Finite Preview Control with Measurement Time Delay and
Observation Noise for Discrete System (OFPCDNd)
5.2.1 Fonnulation of OFPCDN
- da
Since we are already familiar with the preview control, we first
formulate the present problem mathematically, and then consider the
meaning of the equations later. However, it should be mentioned that the
present formulation is a translation of Fig. 2.3.3 into a mathematical
language.
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We consider a discrete system given by the following dynamic relation
and observation equation :
+ =i + + (5-2-1)
- ° Cid L-da + 1vi
(5-2-2)
+
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~._
= Zida + V
where, da is a measurement time delay, da > 0
{x da da+l .x } , i are independent,
x-da' xda+l ' x are gaussian with
E [(£Ju. NE[.-k, x--g x (k=-da,--.,0 and £=-da. **,O)*47~ (-~jY'I=Pxxk,9
wi and vi are gaussian and white with
TE[wil=0, E il=Wi 6 ij, Wi_
_ T
E[vi] =0, Ei ' ]V i 6ij, v i>O.
and the rest of the variables in the expressions have the same meaning
and properties as the corresponding variables in Section 4.2.
A sequence of command signals y (i=0,1,*',N) is modelled as outputs
of a command signal generator (linear shaping filter) ( 8d )
= ~ x + r w
S. -X d +d Hd (5-2-3)i+1 s i - i
-~^~~ =y s C (5-2-4)
s i XdiJ~ _~~~~~~Y d i S ?S
.... - where the variables in these expressions have the same meaning and
properties as the corresponding variables in Section 4.2. As in OFPCPMd,
Thse have to be defined becaus of the delayds
*These have to be (efined because of the delay
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this shaping filter is running N time steps ahead of f. As for the
la ~~~~p
measuring command signals, we assume the following form.
d ((t( <K _ < N 5-2-5)e'd :-Edi) =-vdi~b + (! ) , 0 aid i-db i
where, db is another measurement time delay, db>O, and Yd (1) is defined
in the same manner as in Section 4.2. Related to Eqns. (5-2-3) - (5-2-5),
the following are given
db d , w1 ddb+l, '-i' y(L) are independent,
-db --db+ a
.,x i8,xare gaussian with
2!d :=d d W i d- db _db+l N
=dLa
E [Ed E j) (P ~dd (k--db, ,N la and'i k k I I, I-db,*· -'Nta)
Wdi is gaussian and white with
i J[i . -0, E[~Jmwd J >
vd (L) is gaussian and white in time with
E[d ()] - O, E[Zd (k)d ()]-Vd (k,)6 ij(k-O, ,Na and
i ,iL~n
aO *- ,Nta), Vd(t)>O
where V (k,Q)>O implies that
Ng a Ng a
Qzo k-o i
for any choice of } (ai's have the same dimensions as Vd(L))
, ,~Ng
{~--0 ''
Also it is assumed that all random variables associated with and
P
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all random variables associated with .d are independent.
d
optWe are asked to decide the optimal control u which minimizes the
cost functional
1.T
~~~Tpd 2 (~Y-1d (0)) QN N dN N
1 T'1+2 I o{(-d (0)) Qi(-Yd (0)) + i Ri i} ] (5-2-6)+io ( i i Y X
where xdi() has the same meaning as in Section 4.2, and E] is the
expectation taken over all underlying random quantities which appear in
Eqns. (5-2-1)-(5-2-5). The optimal control has to be selected from the
set of admissible controls. The admissible control can only depend on the
past observation data, and it has to be of the form
= i ( z (2); j=O,l, **, i) (5-2-7)
The OFPCDNd can be stated in the following way "Given the system ,ds p
given the shaping filter .d with the observation d', find the optimaldd
control among the set of admissible controls, which minimizes the cost
functional (5-2-6)."
Let us note the following remarks.
Remark 5-2-1 : In OFPCPMds, , Zd(Q) and sdi+N were all required to
decide H. But in OFPCDNds, ui can only depend on the past observation
as in Eqn. (5-2-7). From a practical point of view, the present formula-
tion may be more realistic in many cases than that in Section 4.2.
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Remark 5-2-2 : Again notice the difference between the present problem
and the stochastic tracking problem. In case of the stochastic tracking
problem, the command signalsydi's are all deterministically given a priori
from i=O to i=N while the system has the driving noise and the observation
noise. In case of the preview problem, however, only statistical quanti-
ties are given a priori and further information on di's is given by the
noise-corrupted measurement (5-2-5) and usually N <N.
Remark 5-2-3: There are time delays da and db in the observation equations
(5-2-2) and (5-2-5) respectively. For example in case of manual control
problems these represent the time delay of the human controller.
Remark 5-2-4 : Here a question arises again as to how to deal with the
problem, especially,Eqn. (5-2-5), around the final time N. Actually two
ways are possible. One way is to assume that the observation (5-2-5) is
possible for all i with one requirement that d produces the command up
to XdN+N . Another way is to put the restriction that i+Z<N. This
point is not important in deciding control, however a little difference
arises in the estimator for the desired trajectory at the end of the time
interval. In the present formulation, we deal with the problem in the
first way. A little modification is required to deal with the problem
in the second way, and it will be stated briefly in the next section.
Remark 5-2-5 : In some cases, the observed quantities do not exactly
represent the outputs of the plant or the shaping filter, which appear
in the cost functional (5-2-6). Namely, the observation equation for the
plant may take a form
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i-da -da I+ v
where da is not necessarily the same as C da The ame type of thei-das-d
observation equation may be possible for the shaping filter. However,
this situation can be easily treated. Replacing C and Csi, which appear
in the equation associated with estimators, by C and C, the results
in this chapter remain all valid for such cases.
5.2.2 Solution of OFPCDNd
~~~~~~. s
The solution can be again obtained by DP. As with OFPCPHds, we solve
the present problem by transforming it to the equivalent discrete stochas-
tic regulator problem whose solution is well known.
is equivalently expressed in the following form, in which a time
delay does not appear.
i
- + 
11+
00p
+ (-da)
.-.
i (-1l)
t+l
0 I 0 ... O 
001 ... 0'
.1
* 10
I:00 '' 0 *- @0 0
'
.. .. 0.. 1 C . i
0 0 - ,
I
t (-da)
v
0
i (-1)
x
+
0
ri
i+
0
Hi
I~~~~~~~~ I '1 I
- Zi; + 'tu + w da > 0 (5-2-8)
i- i- ---
E- I : 0*--0] +i
' Cj 4+ !t 'da > 0 (5-2-9)
U
, 
, ^ _ _
_ _ 
I
I
I
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-- ~~ rI
where t(j) e R (j-1,, -da), O , r, and are ((daXr)+n)x((daXr)+n),
((daXr)en)Km and rX((daXr)+n) matrices, respectively, and e R(dar) + n.
ti( j )'s are introduced here to handle the measurement time delay. (For
dasO (no time delay), set x'=x, '-=, r'-r, w'-w and C'-C in Eqns. (5-2-8)
and (5-2-9).) Also we can obtain
xi, w, v are independen
x' is Nx', P )
--o - xx
. . 0
-
C-da -da
0. 
0.
C·
-·-I
x
-0 
and P' 
't,
(N(m,a) means gaussian with mean m and
covariance a2)
C p IF C 
-da ac '*' I-doX da. ir- a, -
:da,-da. '
* 'I o '____C-da+l,-da+l'
:. -. :l - I
S IT
.. _ . _ _ Is 's _ _ r 
· o, -da I * I I
* ~ ~ ~~~~~~I 1
* ~ ~~~~ °iT I~~~~TC- I i Ie 
I I
nYL
wi' is a zero-mean gaussian and white vector withdair
_- -1
W
covariance
01
Wi }nL
d with d is equivalently expressed in the following form in which a
time delay does not appear.
, I
}r
I . ~ c
_
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O0 I 0.--- 01
IO O I... 0' 
aI
· *~~* I
I I
IO O O * *0I
0 iI
i
_ I _ 
0
0
I di
= Y' +r' wd. d i di iNx :'d~i+N
C'
di
yl'
:xi
= I IC Y' + vdi -di -i
Cd =
-I
I 0
0 . 0
LI
(db>O), C Cd
'3. d
'CI=
I
I
I 
0 C
s
0
(db-O)
i+N.B
wilere Y 4di and r have the same meaning and properties as the
.pdi cdi d l
corresponding quantities used in Section 4.2 z C R(N a+l)x r
·d i
Y I R(Nta+db ) xr +t and. E R(Ng a+ l ) x rYci 
-ndv C R . (For db=O, set Y' =Y
1
y'
-qti+l
I
9i+1(-d)
i+(-I)
Ydi+Hisl
s(-db)
0
0
(-1)
Ydi
+
I
Q' 
0
1.
,db > O
Z
=-di
zi (0)
(N 
£d L
wi+Na
(5-2-10)
(5-2-11)
+
(0')
ai (NLa)i
+1 (-&)
rdI
I
n .
L
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' =. and d rd Furthermore, if Na-0, set Y x = , rrd = and Nia) -d -d'd ' da ~ d'rs1 d£ ird i i i i
and C =C .) Ali
Yd ' d , Vd
0 i i
Y'
0
is N (Y
so we can obtain
are independent,
P' ),
ddO
Csd · -xCis . d
_d _, d__ b
C ·S-1
C 
s '- d
. -
N ia-1 N -1
and P' =dd0
C
i ~b db ,-db -db
-db -db-d 
- --- ---- t -
C
sd* pb aI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_-I
so o-db As~
____. Lp_ c __ t
r1-db 1, -dbI
_ I 
r-db dbI
Ra~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I -
I
I
I
i
I
I
_ -- -I
I dd
tr
is a zero-mean guassian and white random vector with covariance
<hx r
I0 t 0
t
I
0 lr w rT
I didt
,xr t
0'
I
I
I
I
I
I
{
0 
0
0
IF .
, S
I 1+ I i ,N
idbxr
)t
=y'
0
r
3
Ww
It
(Ib' r
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v' is a zero-mean gaussian and white random vector with covariancedi
Vd (,O) I v
1 - - -I
I
Vd (1,0) 
* I
_ ~~~* _ _ _ _ ~I
V 'I
Vd (NiaO)[
i
d (0,l1)- 0di I
* Vd (0, N a)
I (0,
I *
1·I
I
. 0 I Vd (N aN9a)
I a
r
Ir
I-
Here we have
Now, p and
equations
equations .
8d can be combined resulting in the following new
x+ iXi + 
W ^i +l
zCY C
-4 X{LhI Yi
1 r't
ii I ii
Ti [o---
[cI 0]
Ci
IC- - - - --
iL) ICdiii
are independent
x is N(, Po)
i is N(O, 
--i 1
with
with
0 Hi-.-and
X--
P
Wi ; ow~ _ ) 
'1 d
L , d i
V
=
V i>di 0.
I'
-i
where
I'I
i=
1-i
(5-2-12)
(5-2-13)
]I
>0
~ > 
r
Ilu Ij
X0 - ±, I ,
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v is N(O, )
V v ' Vi > 
I di
with
With this new variable Xi, the cost functional (5-2-6) can be
written as
1 T 1 N -1
JdpE[2 XNQ4XN XQix + Au{iXi R Iio (5-2-14)
where
O I O O i O01 0 0 0 
I I I
o, 'o ', oa
I xx I I 
t-- -- __ 
-- t-- - - --1 -
o I oQx I I ddI0 0
---1~~I I
0 [~d 1 ~d -Q
.
I Q~~ddixdt_
} r x da
} n
} r x db
}N ax r + t
and Qx 1 Qd and Qdd have the same meaning and structure as the
corresponding ones in Section 4.2.
The admissible control is written as
(5-2-15)
Then Eqns. (5-2-12), (5-2-13), (5-2-14) and (5-2-15) represent the
usual LQG (Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian) problem, and it is well known that
the feedback solution is obtained by DP. (For example, see Refs. 27 or
28.) In the following, '_ denotes the conditional expectation of _
given the observations up to time J.
I
^v
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Solution of the Equivalent LQG Problem : For this problem, the optimal
admissible control which minimizes Jpd is given by
pd
opt- i/1
2./i /i- + ki (i - i li/i-l)
"i+1/i ' ii/i + ?ii' XO/o' X
where
(5-2-16)
(5-2-17)
(5-2-18)
(5-2-19)
(5-2-20)
the (n+(da+db+N a).r+t)X(n+(da+db+N a).r+t), real, symmetric, positive
semidefinite matrix i is the solution of the matrix difference equation
i
Si i i+l + i ' ~ - N
MIl S - Si[F S I + R]f Si+lili+l i+l i i+l i i
(5-2-21)
(5-2-22)
and the (n+(da+db+NLa) r+t)X(n+(da+db+N a)-r+t), real, symmetric, positive
definite matrices Pi, Ni are given by
I'V ~ T+ ~ikN ~~~~~~~ P:giveni+l i i : given
1 i - wi i il i i
(5-2-23)
(5-2-24)
i - [?Tji+li + Ril-1 I'TjWj+li
ki -- WA [Fiaik + V, I-' - WiFivi-1
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Finally, the minimum value of the cost functional Jd is given bypdisgvnb
jd(xo, 0) T SO X + Tr[S P]
N-1 X P X X X% X
+ Tr [S i+l(w i +r GPi ) (5-2-25) 
i-o
Now let us transform this solution to the original variables.
After some manipulation noting the forms of Bi 3' b etc., we can
obtain the following.
Solution to OFPCDNd : For this problem, the optimal admissible control
ds
which minimizes Jpd is given by
opt i - . (5-2-26).
-i~~~~i
Here again we can obtain same equations such as Eqn. (4-2-19) -
(4-2-26) which we will not list again. These equations determine control
gains.
£/i can be found from
-/ i
i a__' il C_ (5-2-27)~--i/i \. - Ar--2 '
daXr
ii 4/ + K' "'' '-.x' (5-2-28)
(i - tiix-i/i-JI -- /o --o
I I I re!  Eil/i 'x + i (5--29
. i+l/i -i-i/ i ii -2-2 )
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K' = P' ci TV1xi xxi i i
N -'p' ' + W'
xx i i xx i i i' p' :xx0
given
P' = N - N ' C !iCN C + V C'Nxi
xxi xxi xxi i i xx I i i xx
can be found from
dbxr
0 
Kt I
O, I O
0 I
Na xr+t
= Y
-di/-i
a
-di+l /i
K' - P id dd
+ Ki(zdi
= Cyly Y4/j
^I
-C Y ) Yddidi/i_1
~, y'
di di/i
C'i
d i
-1
V .
di
Ndd = ~, p, , W'ddi+ 1d dd i d + dNdi+l 'O iP i di £ d P o
Pdi, NdiP~ i . - N CT[ N, d CiTddi i -i -di di
] -1c'
Vdi di
Finally the minimum value of the cost functional J* is given byp d i i v n b
(5-2-30)
(5-2-31)
(5-2-32)
y
dli/i
yt=,dij/j
yt!i
~i/i
(5-2-33)
my '
0/0 0
(5-2-34)
(5-2-35)
(5-2-36)
: given (5-2-37)
Ndddd (5-2-38)i
1
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2- xx- --o xd -d
o 0 -d Sdd i00 0 o
+ Tr[S P ] + Tr[S P.dd I
xx xx dd 
N-1
+ {Tr(Sxx
i-o i+1
(Wi + GP )I
+Tr[S dx riGd Pdd d ]T
+T[Sdd dW rWd d
i+l i i+1 I
p , I x ,' X and ' = xXXi - - --- dd ---
- A
n
Fig. 5.2.1 illustrates the structure of the optimal preview system
for the present situation.
Let us write P'xxi in the following way :
P (-da,-da) !P (-da,-da+l)l. IP (-da,-1) P (-da, -XX xx I xx XX
~~- -..... . . ..... I  .·.......
Pxx (-da+l ,-da) I
XX~~~~~~~~~ ~~I I '
....... - t
-. * ~ I I
. I . I-----~-- 
P (, -a) P (0, -a+l) I P (0, -) IF (0, 0)
xx I xx Ixx
Pxx~(, -da) i| IPxIxx i(5-2-40)(5-2-4o)
J*,o 4 ',d . _ %10
where
(5-2-39)
I
Ra r+t
N ; r+t
P'
xxi
3
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0
A
0
-,
0
0
0
$Z4
04
0
4.4
0
0
1.4
1.4
4
$Z4
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Pxx (k,Q4) is
xi
rxr
nXr for k - O, -da < < -1
rxn for -da < k < -1, = 0
nXn for k Z - 0
Using this, we can rewrite Eqns. (5-2-31) and (5-2-32) as follows.
Equivalent Expression of P'
xxi
For da>2,
a) P (k,)P xx (k+l,+l)-Pxx (k+l,-da+l)BP (-da+
i+1 ' ) <i
-da < k, < -2
b) Px (k,-l)-Pxx
i+1 i
T(k+l,O)C T-P (k+l,-da+l)BP (-da
i xi Xx
xxi+(-1 ,k)P il (k,-i) -da<k<-2
xx xxj~~~~~~-
c) P (-1,-l)C iPx ( '0 ) Ci-CiPxx i (0,-da+l)BP (-d
xxi+ xx i-p x (
xi+1d) P (k,0)-P (k+l,0)CT-P (k+l,-da+l)BP (-da+xx i~lxxi i xi xxi
T
P (O,k)=PT
xi+1 xxi+l
(k,O) -da<k<-2
e) P (-lO)-C P (O,O)T-CiP (0,-da+l)BP (-da
xx i+l ,0)- i i i xx i
P (O ,-1) -PT (-1,0)
xxi+l xxi+l
f) P (O 0)T _+-P (0,-da+l)BP
where B [P (-da+l,-da+l) +V 1-
xxi 
For da-l,
xi)i xT T T
a) P (-!,-1)MCiPxx (0,O)CI-CiPxx (0,O)C1BCiPxx (OO)C i
xxi+l I i i
b) P (-1,O)-C 1 P (0 , CP (0,0)CIBCiP (0,0)~I
Pxx (O,-l)PTx(-1,0) 1
where for da <k<--1, -da < z < -1
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c ) P (0·' T T TI~~~~~~~(0,0)~ W-4P (0,0)l+iixiClxx iPxx i+ -,PXX CiBCiPxx (0,O) i
ni+l.
where B - CiP (O,O)Ci+Vi]-J
i x
(5-2-42)
For da=-0,
N~1+1(00) -~ (0 ) T
xi+l i
P (0,0)-N (0,0)-N T T -lP~~XX (0,xx 0N i+ 1'' X°) O Cexx (OO)Cj+V(] CiN2 (0,)
xxi+( 
(5-2-43)m
We can also rewrite Eqn. (5-2-30)
Equivalent Expression of K' :
xi
K' 
Pxx (-da, -da)
Pxxi (-da+l,-da)
xx -0
PYy (0,-da)
as follows.
-l
vi
phi
Kx' P (0,0) T -1cv
xi xxi CiVi
da>l
da-0
A similar process may be applied for the P' and K' .
di
expressions are convenient to use when we study the infinite
the next chapter.
The following remarks are appropriate here.
(5-2-44)
(5-2-45) 
These
time case in
I Remark 5-2-5 : t should be noted that the control gains Gx and Gd do
not depend on the time delay. The estimators xi/i and Yd , however,i/i
are affected by the time delay.
-
Xi
.
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Remark 5-2-6 : Transition from Eqn. (5-2-20), (5-2-23) and (5-2-24) to
(5-2-27) - (5-2-38) shows that the Kalman filter for Eqns. (5-2-12) and
(5-2-13) can be separated into two ; one for ' and the other for Ad
This separation property follows from the fact that the stochastic quanti-
ties in p are uncorrelated from those in .
Remark 5-2-7 : It was assumed that the shaping filter produces the command
signals up to yd . and that Na preview is possible at every time.
dN+Nta8
If we assume that the shaping filter produces the command signal only up
to y , we have to decrease the dimension of C each time when N-i<NadN diLa
I O
up to -o] (db>O).
.0 '
2 r
5.2.3 Infinite Time Results
If p Ad Q R Vi W etc. are all time invariant, we can have
more concrete results by letting N. As in the previous section, instead
of looking at Jpd' we consider
p
Jpd Jpd/N (5-2-46)
With respect to the equations associated with control gains, the
discussion in Section 4.2.3. applies here as well. (Lemmas 4-1 - 4-3
except Eqn. (4-2-41))
Therefore in this section we look at the filter equations for the
infinite time case.
From the structure of ', F' and C', the following proposition is
obvious.
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Proposition 5.3.1. (Time Invariant Case) I is controllable and observable
if p is controllable and observable. 5
The observability of Up guarantees the existence of the steady state
solution P of Eqns. (5-2-31) and (5-2-32). It is given by the positive
xx
Ssemidefinite solution of
semidefinite olution of
Pi = N t - N' C'T[C'N ' c'T+v]-iC'N '
xx xx xx Xx xx
S~~ ' = S P S T
N' . l ,p, AT + W'
xx xx8 S
(5-2-47)
(5-2-48)
To obtain the steady state solution, we proceed in the following way.
First, let us note that W can be written as
W D DT (5-2-49)
where D has a maximal rank.
pair, and that ( , C) is an
the following result is well
We define Zx by the
filter equation.filter equation.
E . -z T E + Xi+l i i /ii i
We assume that ( , D) is a controllable
observable pair. Using these assumptions,
known.
following equation, which is an usual Kalman
x0/0
: given (5-2-50)
-E~X- E x - Ex C [CE C +vTl'ci+ l ! i+l i Xi+l/i 
(5-2-51)
As i, Ex converges to E if ( ,C) is an observable pair. Moreoverxii 
it is positive definite if ( ,))is a controllable pair. E satisfies
X
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x = )T+w-(~ x +w)c [C( z  1+W)CT+V] c(( ,'+W)
X X x XX
(5-2-52)
With this , the following can be easily checked using Eqns. (5-2-41)
x 
- (5-2-43).
Steady-state Solution for P'
Xi
P (-da,-da)-=C CT
xda+k kC ()da+k (a+k-k+d
j o
(k
P (0 0)-( da E (,,T)da+ I ()Jw(oT)J
j=o
da+k TJ) da+CT. (Dk-k-1 da+9,-l
Pxx (k,)=c() da+k (T) da+cT+c k- [ ()iw(T) ] CT
j=0
P (i,k) - PT (k,9,)
p (,k)- ()az (re'r) da+kcT+ ( ) -k ( )J W ('l') J ] CT
XX Xxx x j=o
P X(k,O) _ PT (O,k)
xx xx
-1
where 2 Tj is defined to be zero. g
jo
(k < -1)
It is also easy to check that
0) J W 06, ] C
(k>tl, k<-l)
k _ _, ,)j J
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A
xl~
-il =
A
Ci-dal i
C[ 4 ida/i + ~.ui-daI
CI' ' + r +
-1i-da/i + -i-da
c4a-JA da-2
C[ Xii-da/i + I (
J=o
da-l
L X i-da i + o
J=o
rUi-da+l]
)3 ru
-i -j
'({l) j -1t
(5-2-54)
where -da is given by
A AAI
xi-da/i i-dali-l + Kx[i -Ci-dali-l
K = Z cT -1
x x E CVX X
A A
i-da+li -dali Ui-da
(5-2-55)
(5-2-56)
(5-2-57)
AUsing Eqn. (5-2-27) - (5-2-32) and (5-2-53), we can see that xii
is given by the following.
Estimator for xi (Infinite time case) :
A A daE T -
-xi! i =-i/i-i+(a) XC V [ii-Cxi-da/i-l]
A A
Y.~ +ru
-i+l i -iN/ i Hi
(5-2-58)
(5-2-59)
For da>O, use Eqns. (5-2-55) - (5-2-57) to produce Xi dail In this
case, Eqn. (5-2-58) can be written as
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A A (a) [--A I
x a
(5-2-60) 1
This expression is in a desirable form to understand the structure of
the filter for xi
.
We can see that the delayed state estimate Xida/i
is produced by Kalman filter, and xi/i is produced from the state of
Kalman filter for the delayed state. It can be shown that this form
represents the discrete version of the estimator for xderived by
Kleinman[2 9 ] for the continuous case. Fig. 5.2.2 shows the structure of
this estimator for da>0.
Kalman filter for the delayed state Predictor for the state
xF
A: Unit time delay (da>0)
Fig. 5.2.2 Structure of Estimator when Time Delay exists
I
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When da-O, Eqn. (5-2-58) and (5-2-59) show that the estimator is the
usual Kalman filter.
By repeating a similar discussion, we can obtain similar results for
~dthe estimate Yd assuming that d is controllable, observable and
stable.
Estimator for Yd (Infinite time case):
A
Ydi/i d
·/ -i/i-i
+ db d d d [d didb/ i-lT-(CV d Cd1'/l 5-2-1'+(~d~dbd~l l[~i
A A IN
Yd - i Ydii+l/ i i/i (5-2-62)
where E is the positive definite solution ofd
Id dd1d dWd[d
T ,T C+T l W 
([IT)~ r f C Cd ( (P+r w i1 + I C 0 (d-dd+rdWdd ('dEd+ddI d)dd+Vd] lcd(id ddd+rdwdrd)
(5-2-63)
A
For db>O, use the following to produce k-db/i-1
A A A
1-db i - k-db/ i-1+ Kd[- di- Cd-db/ i-1l
K =d /Vld - dCd d
A ~A
k-db+l/ i D A -db /i
(5-2-64)
(5-2-65)
and, furthermore Eqn. (5-2-61) can be written as
A
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A A dbA A (5-2-66)
i/i = i/i-l' + (d) -di-db itdb/i-1]
Now we can state the infinite time result for OFPCDNds.
OFPCDNds (Infinite Time Case) : Given the linear controllable and
observable system
2\+1 SK + + wi (5-2-67)
Y4 i = 1(5-2-68)
-i Yi-da +-i (5-2-69)
where necessary statistics as have been stated with Eqns. (5-2-1) and
(5-2-2) are all given, and especially Wi=W and V.=V for all i.
Given the controllable (i.e. controllability with respect to s
S~~~~~~~~~~~~
and Es ), observable and stable shaping filter running N a time units ahead
x 3 =Sx + rsw (5-2-70)
'i+l s-'i r'd
Yd i s ?d (5-2-71)
~i i
with the measurement equation
i() = () + d (i) 0 < < Na (5-2-72)
i i-db i
where necessary statistics as have been stated with Eqns. (5-2-3) -
(5-2-5) are all given, and especially Wdi Wd, Vdi(k,)=Vd(k,) for all i.
i d~i
Given the same cost functional as Eqn. (4-2-43).
For this problem, the optimal admissible control is given by
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opt 
UOpt -[ Gd] (5-2-73)
~i -[G !Gd] E..i
qil
where Gx, G and associated equations are exactly the same as in OFPCPMd
.x d ds
for the infinite time case.
A
The estimates xt and Y for-xi and are given by Eqns.eetii a .d =iii
(5-.2-56) - (5-2-60) and Eqns. (5-2-61) - (5-2-66) respectively.
Finally, the minimum value of the cost functional J* is given bypd
JI* T~~~~~ Tr[d rwdJd - Tr[Sxx (W+rGxPxx ) + Tr[dx rGdPdd d+Tr[dd rd d]
(5-2-74)
where Pxx = P (0,0) (5-2-75)
db-1
Pdd db7dr b + I (d)Jr rTT()j (5-2-76) 1dd ('d' Ed N ~ d rddd d1J=o
The following equations, in addition to J, are very useful quantitiespd'
related to the average performance of the optimal system.
T TE[e!Qe ] - Tr Qxx I+ [Q X ]2r[Q X
-2i] -{T [Qxxx ] + Tr[QddXdd 1-2Tr[Qxd xd (5-2-77)
a 8 8
~~~~~~~~~~T Li,[ Ru - TrGTGx (X -Pxx)1+2Tr[GGxXxd ]+TrGdCd(Xdd -Pdd ) ]
"~~~ x x dXx dxd
S S a
(5-2-78)
where P and P are given by Eqns. (5-2-75) and (5-2-76), and Xxx 
xx dd
s
Xxd , and Xdd are given by
8 S
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Xd = T rXdwr (5-2-79)dd d dd d "ddd
s S
X = x '~ X T G X T (5-2-80)
xd cxd d dxdd (5-2-8)
S S S
x ~ (D(X p D)¢T-rG XT DT_ X G rT (5-2-81)
xx c xx xx c dxd c c xd d
8 S S S
+rGd (Xdd -Pdd)Gdr +P T+w
S
with =-G .
C X
In order to examine the structuralproperty clearly, let us consider
the same example as in Section 4.2. This time, however, we include the
effect of a measurement time-delay and observation noise.
Example : The system is given by
xi+l - x1 + 0.0265ui + wi (5-2-82)
Z i = Xi-da +Vi (5-2-83)
In this example, W=0.0007, V=0.35.
The shaping filter is given by
rx lrl 0.06 11 F 
Xi +l 0 2 + w (5-2-84)
22d[d0 -.424 0.8516 Ixd 1 i
Xdi+ 1
Ydi" xi 
where W d 1.
Observation of the command signal is given by
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Z(.) = ( .) +Vd() 0 < < N (5-2-85)di - d d )
~~~~~~~~~~~_ A i i-dbYd + Vd()
i-db+
2
where Vd(k,,)j
~
0.01k + 0.35 for k-
(0 k
We are interested in the behaviour of the optimal admissible control
which minimizes Eqn. (4-2-43), where the expectation is taken over all
underlying random quantities.
According to the procedure, the optimal controller and estimators
2
were calculated, and in Fig. 5.2.3 the effect of N upon * and Ee ]pc
~- ~ is shown. In the figure, results from the previous section (perfect
observation) is also shown for comparison.
Fig. 5.2.3 shows that Na has a more appreciable effect upon J'*
PC
~2
and E[e ] when noise and time delay exist. The saturation of J andpd
E[e ] for large Na still exists in this example. The point of saturation
shifts depending on what kind of noise is assumed as well as on the choice
of R and Q. le latter point was explained in the previous chapter.
It is rather difficult to discuss the effect of noise generally, since
it depends heavily on what kind of noise, especially the observation noise
associated with the desired trajectory, is involved. However, this
example indicates that the effect of preview becomes more appreciable when
noise and time delays exist. This is not surprising, since in this case
preview contributes in two ways : one, the same type of improvement as
experienced in the noise-free and time delay-free case and two, the
improvement of estimators. The contribution from the improvement of the
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second type is considered to be more significant than the first when an
appreciably large observation noise associated with the reference
trajectory exists.
I
da-db=O
da-db=O
da-db=3
Fig. 5.2.3 Structural Properties of Optimal Preview System
I
-_ _ 
_ _
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5.3 Optimal Finite Preview Control with Measurement Time Delay and
Observation Noise for Continuous System (OFPCDN )
Ls
5.3.1 Formulation of OFPCDNCs
In this section we consider the continuous version of OFPCDN. In
practice, especially when we use a digital computer, it would be appropri-
ate to use the discrete approximation and the results from the previous
section for analyzing a continuous system. However, the formulation and
the solution for the continuous case is of interest by itself, and they
are presented in this section. The presentation of this section follows
the work of Tse [ 3 0 1 in which the conventional LQG problem was studied.
We consider a continuous system given by the following dynamic relation
and observation equation :
dx(t)
d- A(t) x(t) + B(t)u(t) + w(t) (5-3-1)
C :
P ~ z(t) - C(t-Ta) x(t-Ta) + (t)a - a
= y(t-Ta ) + v(t) (5-3-2)
where, Ta is a measurement time delay Ta >0, {x(a),to-T<_o<t } w(t), v(t)
are independent,{x(a) t-Ta_<<t is gaussian,w(t) and v(t) are the
' a - --
gaussian white processes,
E Ix(a) Il -x(a) for (to -Ta <o<to ) El(x(a)-x( l )(x(o2) ( 2 )) xx (12
(t o-Ta<i, 2 t o )
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E[w(t)]=O, E[w(tl)w (t2)]=W(tl)6 (tl-t2)
E[v(t) ]=0, E[v(t )v (t2) V(t1) (t 1-t 2 )
and the rest of the variables in the expressions have the same meaning
and properties as the corresponding variables in Section 4.3.
The command signals Yd(t) (t <t<tf) are modelled as outputs of a
command signal generator (linear shaping filter) ( )
C~~~~~~~d- (t)
dt = A (t) 'Ed(t) + B t) Q (t) (5-3-3)
Jc
yd(t) = Cs(t) 5d(t) (5-3-4)
where the variables in these expressions have the same meaning and
properties as the corresponding variables in Section 4.3. As in OFPCPM 
this shaping filter is running t time units ahead of C . As for
ka p
measuring the command signals, we assume the following form :
6c : 0-<R'-<t~~~~~~~a (5-3-5)(tc : ~d(t' Z)=Q(t-b' )~v (t'Q) '0<-<tZa(53)
where, Tb is another measurement time delay, Tb>0, and yd(t,Z ) is defined
in the same manner as in Section 4.3. Note that Yd(t,Z) satisfies Eqns.
(4-3-7) and (4-3-9). Related to Eqns. (5-3-3) - (5-3-5), the following
are given.
{x d ( ) ; to- t<a<ta }, w(t), v(t) are independentd 0 b-o tr--Za 
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d(a) to-0 <a<t a} is gaussian, d(t), Xd(t,l) are gaussian and
white in time,
T
=d =d) o b Q- - Et' (d 1 d ) ) (xd (2) -Xd (<2))
Edd (0'2) to b-l ' 2 -tia
0
TE[!d~~l~o El>tl) d(t2)'-Wd(td)6(tI t2)1 dt 1 -E[d(t,&)]O, E[yd(tl, ) d(t2 2)]V(t tl Al ,2 )L (t -t2),
-d -c lL d 22 dltV~i 2 1 2
Vd(tl, &L2)>0 (This implies f f mT(t' Q)Vd(t, Y, R)r_(t, )dgdt 2>00
for all m(t,Q))
Also it is assumed that all random variables associated with C and
p
those variables associated with 3c are independent.
optWe are asked to decide the optimal control u°P (t) which minimizes
the cost functional
J =E[ 1(y(tf)-(t,)) (tf)(y(tf)--d(tf,0))
l tf TT+if.(Y() d(t,)) Q(t)( y(t)- (t,0))+u(t)R(t)u(t)}dt]
t
o (5-3-6)
where Yd(t,Q) has the same meaning as in Section 4.3 , and E] is the
expectation taken over all underlying quantities which appear in Eqns.
(5-3-1) -- (5-3-5). The optimal control has to be selected from the set
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of admissible controls. The admissible control can only depend on the
past observation data, and it has to be of the form
u(t) - u(t,z(),d(aCt): to < a < t) (5-3-7)
Thus OFPCDNcs can be stated in the following way : "Given the systemCs 
C, given the shaping filter Sc with the observation 0c, find the optimal
control among the set of admissible controls, which minimizes the cost
functional (5-3-6) ."
Let us note that the continuous version of Remarks 5-2-1 - 5-2-3
still apply here. Here we should mention that we assume that the shaping
filter produces the command signals up to yd(tf+tga), allowing ta time
units preview for each time.
5.3.2 Solution of OFPCDN for Zero Time Delay
cs
In this section, we will state how we can obtain the solution of
the present problem in the case where time delays are zero. First, it
should be mentioned that our derivation of the solution is quite formal,
and not mathematically rigorous.
Let us notice some properties about the conditional expectation.
Since all random quantities associated with C and those associated with
P
Sc are independent,
i) E[x(t) z t Zd = E[x(t) z tdt t
i) ,[Yt ) I zt z E[yd(t,) lzd (5-3-8)iiiEXa (t )t ,
iii) E[x (t+ta)I , Zd] - E[Xd(t+t)f z 
-7-d Ra t dt dt
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or more generally,
i) E[f(x(t))lztzdt] E[f(x(t))Izt
t
ii) E[f(Zd(t,i))Iztzd] = E[f(yd(t,R))z d
t t
(5-3-9)
iii) tzd E[fEf(d(t+tia))lz ]
.E "ta zd dt.
iv)E[xt)) E1(x(t)) Xd (t )) ztzd ] -E [(x (t) Iz t]E[yd (t , z d
t ~~~~~~~t
etc.
where z {Z(o): toa<t}, Zd {(O,L): t<ot O<<ta}, and E[AIB]
indicates "the conditional expectation of A given B." (These relations
can be shown in rigorous fashion. For example, see Loeve[3 1 ].)
Also note that for the random variable x(t), the conditional expec-
tation E[x(t)Izt] is a random variable through z t . Therefore, it makes
sense to take its expectation E{E[x(t)jzt]}, where the outside expectation
is taken over zt Conceptually, E{E[x(t)Izt]} is considered as the
expected value of "x with the plan of observing z(a), t <o<t." It is not
''`O- 
difficult to imagine that this expected value of x is independent of
whether we plan to observe z(a), t <a<t, or not. Mathematically, this0---
is expressed as
E[E[x(t) zt]] = E[x(t)] (5-3-10)
t
where the expectation on the right hand side is taken over all underlying
random quantities. The inner expectation of the left hand side indicates
the conditional expectation, and te outer expectation on the left hand
side indicates the expectation over zt (As for properties of the
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conditional expectation, see page 40 of Ref. [32].)
Eqn. (5-3-10) can be justified formally by assuming the existence
of conditional density and making use of Bayes' rule :
E[x(t)] -f x(t)p(x(t))dx(t)
3(t)
.] x(t)p(x (t)zt)p(zt)dz t x(t) zt
| f x(t)p(x(t) z )d3 p(zt)dz
z x(t) t t t
f | E[x(t) zt ] p(z t ) dz t
t
= E[E[x(t)Izt]]
The same type of equality as Eqn. (5-3-10) holds for each quantity
in Eqns. (5-3-8) and (5-3-9).
Using the foregoing relations, we can rewrite the cost functional
J as follows.pc
Jpc EL[E[(Z(tf)-tf,O))TQ(tf)(y(tf)-(tf, ))[zt Zd ]
f t
+E[2 _[d(~)-y (t,o)) Q(t) ((t) -d ( t O) ) zt'zd ]dt ]
t
+Eif fu T(t) R(t) u(t) dt] (5-3-11)
t0
We define the conditional mean and covariance as follows.
x(ti t) - E[x(t) lzt]
(5-3-12)
Ex(t) - [(x(t) -x(t|))(x(t) -x(tlt)jzt]
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_d(t,ZLt)E[(Zd(t,2) Izd. ]t
(5-3-13)
(t,,,Z)-Ej(yd(t,Q) ' (t,Qjt))(Q t ~ (t,Q~t))T|d 
Y 1 2 ' 'd Idt
_(t+tat) = E[xd(t+ta)IZdt
t
(5-3-14)
Es (t)=E[ ( (t+t a)-~x (t+t a I t) ) (d(t+t a)-~ (t+ta { t))Ti z -]
dt
Let us consider the term
E[E[((t)-d(to))Q(t)(t)t)-yd(to)) Iztzd ]] (5-3-15)
dt
This can be written
EE[y (t)Q(t)y(t) ztz d 1 ]-2E[E[y (t)Q(t)d(t O)ztzd ]
t t
+E [E [(t ,)Q(t)Zd (t,0 ) | zt,'Zd(t) ] }] 53-6+E[E[ T ~~~~~~~(5-3-16)
Here the first term becomes
E[E[x (t)C (t)Q(t)C(t)x(t) zt]]
E[E[((t)-(tl t)+x (tit))TCT(t)Q(t)C(t)(x(t)-x(t t)
-+x(t t)){z t]]
=E[E[(x(t)-x(tl t))T CT(t)Q(t)C(t) (x(t)-x(tl t)lz ]
+2E1 (X(t) -x(t t))TcT(t)Q(t)C(t)x(tlt)Izt]
+E[x~t {t)CT(t)Q(t)C(t)x(tlt)lz t (5-3-17)
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Using Eqns. (5-3-10) and (5-3-12), we obtain
E[(x (t)^(tI t)TCT(t)Q(t)C(t)(t It) Iz t
- E[xT(t)C (t)Q(t)c(t)R(tIt)Izt]
-E[x (t It)C (t)Q(t)C(t)(tIt) z It
= x(t[t) (t)Q(t)C(t)!(tIt)-R(tIt)CT(t)Q(t)C(t)z(tt)
0 (5-3-18)
Since
(x(t) t It)) TT(t)Q(t)C(t) (x(t)-x (t It))
- Tr[CT(t)Q(t)C(t)(x(t)-x(tlt))(x(t)-(tlt))],
we can find that Eqn. (5-3-17) is written as
E[ Tr[C (t)Q(t(t)(t)Zx(t)] + (tlt)CT(t)Q(t)C(t)x(t~t)].(5-3-19)
The second term of Eqn. (5-3-16) is written as
I.
(5-3-20)
Similarly, as the first term of Eqn. (5-3-16), the third term of
Eqn. (5-3-16) may be written as
E[ Tr[Q(t) (t,0,) + (t Ol,0t)Q(t)Xd (t,0lt)]y YdY (5-3-21)
Combining Eqns. (5-3-19), (5-3-20) and (5-3-21),
E[ExTW T t)Qt)-d~'O)zt'd]
a Ejt)C't)CTLt)(t)A t'OIt)
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E[E [(t)-y-(tO))TQ(t) (z(t)-y-(t )) | zt , t
T
= E[ Tr[C (t)Q(t)C(t)E (tit)] + Tr[Q(t)E (t,O,O0t)]
x y
- * ~~~~~~+T(t t)CT(t)Q(t)C(t)XA(t It)
,~~~~~~~~ A-2_(t It)CT( t )Q(t)yd (t ,0 |t)(t ,o t)Q(t)d (tO It)]
-E[ Tr[C (t)Q(t)C(t)£ (t)] + Tr[Q(t)E (t,O,O)]
x ~~y
+(C(t)x(t [t)-Td(tO t))TQ(t)(C(t)x(t It)-d(tO It))]
(5-3-22)
Similarly, we can show
[ - [ (ty(t f)-Yd(tf, 0))TQ(tf)(Y(tf)-d (tf O))[Zt ]z ]df tf
- E[ Tr[C(tf)Q(tf)C(tf)X(tf)] + Tr[Q(tf)E(tfOO)]
+(C(t f)x(tf Itf) (tf,0 tf)) Q(t)(C(t f)x (tf tf) d(tf,0 Itf))
(5-3-23)
From Eqns. (5-3-22) and (5-3-23), the cost functional can be written
as
JpcE[I(C(t W t Q(t f)x(tftf)- (tf,[tf))pc ,
lC 2 f 'X ^ ^ X 
.
+ J{ (C(t)x(t I t)-t.ol e)(t) (C(t)x(t| t)-t ,0 l t:D4ut)R(t)u(t) }t
to
~~- * ~1 T+~[ Tr[C (t£)0(tf)C(t t)St]+TriQ(tf)E (tf,0O0)]
*S ~~ +ftJ{Tr[CT(t)Q(t)C(t)E (t)]+Tr[Q(t)Ey(t,0,O)]}dt]] (5-3-24)
to x y
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Next we have to derive expressions for A(tlt), z(t), Z(t,ZRt) etc.
Here let us recall that we have assumed T =Tb=0O in this section. Fora b 
T =0, it is well known that (tIt) and (t) for the system C are
a x p
generated by the Kalman filter which takes the following form.
Kalman Filter for C :
p
dt dA(t)x(tlt)+L(t)(z(t)-C(t)(tlt))+B(t)u(t) (5-3-25)
(tol o ) 0 0 0-
T -'O
L (t) = ? (t)C (t)V-(t) (5-3-26)
x X
x (t)A(t)E (t)+Ex (t)AT(t)+W(t)-E (t)c(t)V-l(t)C(t)E (
Ex(to)- E (5-3-27)
The process (z(t)-C(t)x(tIt)) is called an innovation process, and
it is well known that
r(t) Q z(t)-C(t)x(tIt) is a gaussian white process
with
E[r(t)]-0 and E[r(tl)r T (t2)] - V(tl)6(tl-t2).
Tle filter equations for yd(t,k) and _d(t+ta) are coupled, and
are given as follows. (Detailed derivation of these equations are given
in Appendix 5-1)
Filter for yd(t,Z) and d (t+t a) : (ta>O)
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Ad(t,Qlt) a (t,~ It)
at aQ
5laia
+f f (t, 2sl)vdt(t Sl S)(z (ts)-(t 21 ))s ds
0 < <t ka
(5-3-28)
i(t Ilr It (2) 
0A~~~~~~~
,X, td ( to z Q Ito ) k ( X( ) (to+ X Xd ( to+ ~)
d-d (t+t a It)
A (t+t )X (t+t
+f Es y(t ,s l)v d(tsl s2 )((t,s 2 ) -(ts2 |)) d 2
(5-3-29)
Xd(to + t a Ito) = d(to+t a)
-~~~~~~~~~
y(t,t aIt) - Cs(t+t ^(t+tIt)
at y(t'Ll'Y,-5j3QE1~ t"1'R) a I (t+ aa tQ )> +
tt a
-f (t, i1S1 )V(t,Sl,s 2 ) y (t ,s2 2 )dS1ldS2 (5-3-30)
o o
00tk o _ 1<2< t~
a
sy(t, t)-As (t+ta) sy(t, ,) + a s(t )
-f f Esy(t,sl)V(t s ,g)ds 1 ds2 0<<tg a (5-3-31)
-fa a sy(t,s )Vt,s 1s 2 )zT (t s2)dslds2 (5-3-32)
0 0
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- Cs(t+ta) ) y(t' )
E (t, )CT(t+t a )
sy S k
= E (t)CT(t+t a )
Y (t , 1 2 )
EBy (to )
F~s t0)
' Ey (2'1'92)
SY0
so
t"V( 8' ds' I
fV(t,sl,s')V t(tis',s 2) ds-
0
(5-3-33) 1
For ta-O, the filter is required only for (t), and it is given by
the Kalman filter which takes the following form. (It is possible to
derive the Kalman filter formally from the filter equations for t > 0
by taking the limit. This is included in Appendix 5-1.)
Kalman filter for 4 (tta=O) :
d A(t)(tt) + L(t)(Zd(t)-C(t)(tt))
d t x -d It) + (5-3-34)
_(to Ito ) d
L(t) - Z (t)cTV- t)
s s s d
- M
and
EY_(t,,t a
r
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*- k E8 (t)~ A(t) EUt)+EAt)Ajt)+B (t)Wj t)Bjt) -E (t) 4t )V-'(t) C(t) Est
(5-3-35)
s 0 so
The process (d(t,t) - %(t,Zjt)) can be called an innovation
process, and it can be shown that
rd(t) - .d(t,t) - yd(t,QIt) is a gaussian white process
with
E[rd(t l)]=O and E[d(tl, 1 )r(tan , t2) = Vd(tl,1,' 2)6(tl-t2 )
(See Appendix 5-2 for verification.)
The foregoing filter equations tell us that covariance matrices
~. ~ are independent of observations and are deterministic, therefore
E[[Tr[CT(tf)Q(tf)C(tf)Ex(tf)] + Tr[Q(tf)Ey(tf,,O)]
tf
+/{Tr[C (t ) Q (t )C ( t )E x (t )] +Tr[Q(t)E y(t,O,O)]}dt]]
to
1- [TrCT )(t tf)C(tf)E (tf)] + Tr[Q(tf)E (tf OO)]
~[Tr[ tf Zx )1 + ,0 ,0
T
+/{Tr[C (t)Q(t)C(t)Ex(t)]+Tr[Q(t)E (t,0,O)]}dt] (5-3-36)
t o
Covariance matrices are also independent of u, and minimizing J is
PC
equivalent to minimizing
Jp E(c(tf)(tfltf)dA (tfOtf))Q(tf)(C(tf)x(tftf)- A(tf,01tf))
+/{ (C(t)x(tt)-%(t,Ot)) Q(t)(C(t) (t[ )-y(t,Ojt))+u(t)R(t)u(OdQ
to
(5-3-37)
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in which A(tlt) is given by
dx(t It)
dt = A(t)x(tit) + B(t)u(t) + L(t)r(t)dt 
x(tol t ) = 00 -0
E[r(t)] 0, Efr(t)rT(t 2) = V(tl)6(tl-t 2 )
and '(t,XIt) is given by
(5-3-38)
y(t,zlt)
atat
Yad +1 N(t',,'s)-d(t,s)ds, O<<tga
0
Id(ttait) = C(t+ta)Ad(t+tz t), d(tol t
d'_x(t+t t) tZa
0dt - A (t +t t)+ M(t s)(t ,)ds
d (to+t al to) ' -d(totQa)
E[r(t,Q)] -O, E[rd(tl,Z)r(t2i2)] Vd(tl'plt (t
~~~~~~tl Z ' d2) 6 t
tia
t
N(t,YZ,s) f Ey(t,z,Sl)Vdt,Sl,s)ds 1
t
M(t,s) f Zsy(tS)V t,sVd t,s)ds 1
0
or by
d (tI t)
dt A(t)-(tjt) + L(t)[d(t)
C A (t) (t t A A (.| ' t t)(t) Id(t ) d ,0lIt) Xd(toIto)X
s ~d Y-d ?Ed 0 0)-x·
'~~~~~~~~~
E[d(t)]'O, E[d(tl)d(t 2) ]"Vd(tl)6(tlt 2)
t Za-
. (5-3-40)
0
v
On
I
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Now we have a stochastic preview control problem with perfect obser-
vation and gaussian white driving noise. This problem is very similar
to the one considered in the previous chapter, except that gaussian white
driving noise appears in the plant equation and in the future reference
trajectory. However, these differences do not matter too much, and DP
will still be applicable.
As in the previous section, we have to separate the time domain
into two regions, Region I (t <t<tf-tLa) and Region II (tf-t a<t<tf).
One point to be noted here is that in our present problem the solution
in Region II is no longer identical to that of the tracking problem
since the driving noise terms r(t) and d(t,t) have to be taken into
account. In the following, the solution for this equivalent problem
is summarized. (See Appendix 5-3 for detail.)
Solution for the problem minimizing J subject to qns. (5-3-38)-(5-3-40):
opc
The optimal admissible control u P (t), which minimizes subject
PC
to Eqns. (5-3-38) - (5-3-40), is given by the following.
u -l(t)At)[K(t)x(tlt)+f tQ)t,Zt)d+F~t)xt+ta It)].
0 a
<t < t -ta
o -- f-t~a (5-3-41)
opt ^tft
u (t)-R (t)Bit) [K(t)x(t t)+/ F l(t,Z) t,jt)dZ+F 2 (t) ttf-tIt)],o ~~~~y
tf-ta <  < tf
(5-3-42)
K(t) is given by Eqn. (4-3-20)-Eqn.(4-3-21) (5-3-43)-(5-3-44)
]i(t,k) is given by Eqn.(4-3-22)-Eqn.(4-3-23) (5-3-45)-(5-3-46)
F2 (t) is given by Eqn. (4-3-24) (5-3-47)
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F2 (tf-t) a F2 (tf-t a)Cs (tf) (5-3-48)
Y
dF2y(t) -dY = -[A(t)-B(t)R- (t)B T(t)K(t)]F2 (t), tf-tga_<t<tf (5-3-49)dt 2 f -t ka-~t :9: T
F2 (tf) - -CT(tf )Q(tf) (5-3-50)
The minimum value J* (x(t t), (t,kIt), d(t+t It), t) is given by
J* 1- xt It)K(t)x(t It)+' f^yTttQit)K+ tQt) dQPC 2- 2 -(Z( -
t Lakta
0 1 J Lt pL (t* 1 L K pt 1,A.2J) d ( L,2 |jt) d ld2
+_ (t) (tx~ f Z d(tt) ('d(tttIt)) dQ
T T
+2f dt' t <t<t-t (5-3-51) dd
0 0 t9,a
iAT A IT
+N 2(t+t Lat)Kd(t)t| +tYat, Q- (t|t)o F(t Q)dt lt) d
t -t+j(t t)F ( t) (t+ t |t)A(t+t F d~
0 1sd | t)! 0 ((t y
l~( tf t <t< tf-t (5-3-52)j*II~xT (tlt)K(t)X"(tjt)+l! tf (t, 9 t)K+(t,~'lt) dt
+1tft Y-t tdd2
2+f f I tt, t) (t ' Yl2(t,~ Y21tdl
IT ^
1(~t- Tt)K d (t)A (t t ft It)
tf-t
+xT (t It) f F(t,k)A (t, Z1tt) d+9T (t It) F (t) (t t ft I t
y (t ~q4~(t'tft It)f F3 ()A (t,9.1t)d +z-(t)
tf-ta < t < tf (5-3-52)
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Km(t,Q) is given by Eqns. (4-3-31)-(4-3-32), (5-3-53)-(5-3-54)
KQ(t, , 2) is given by Eqns.(4-3-33)-(4-3-34), (5-3-55)-(5-3-56)
F3(t, ) is given by Eqn. (4-3-35). (5-3-57)
T
F3(tf-t a, ) (tf)F3 (tf-t a, ) (5-3-58)
aF3 (t, ) F3 (tf)
Y a +Fy (t)B(t)R- (t)Bt)F (t, Q) (5-3-59)
F3 (t,0) 0 F3 y(t,0) 0 (5-3-60)
Kd(t) is given by Eqn. (4-3-38) (5-3-61)
Kd(tf-tga) CT(tf)Kdy(tf-tga)C(tf) (-362)
dKd() ? -1T
dy - F2 (t)B(t)R -1 (t)BT(t) (t) (5-3-63)dt "Fy F2y~
Kdy(tf) - Q(tf) (5-3-64)
And 9(t) is given by
for ta >0,
d-9 Tr[V(t)Lx T (t)K(t)L (t) ]
a aadt 1 r d
+ Tr[t2)N(t,,.K (t,)N(t,,2)] ds1 ds2 d
o o o
+f f /f Tr[V d(t,$1,s2 )NT ,1SI)K 9.(t, Zlk2 )N(t,9Z2, s2)]dsldS~d~ 20 0 0 0
tRta iaT
+f f Tr[Vd(tsl,8 2)M (t ,sl)Kd(t)M(t,s 2) ] ds1 ds2
0 0
+2f f / Tr[V d(tS 2)MT (tsl)F 3 (t,Z)N(t,L,s2 )] ds1 ds2 dL),0 0 0
t < t < t-t a0- f-- (5-3-65)
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d? ~T
dt -{Tr[V(t)L (t)K(t)Lx (t)]
dt x x
tfl thaA
+f f Tr[Vd(tsl,s 2 )NT(t,Q,s)Kt(t,R)N(t,L,s 2)] ds1ds2d0 0
-ttf- a
+ i t t Tr[Vd(t'sl's2 )NT(t'lsl)K (t'Zl 2 )N(t '2 s2 )d eTI
+f f Tr[Vd(t,sl,s2 )NT(ttf-t,sl)Kdy(t)N(t,tf-t,s2)] dds 20 0
trtto
+2f f f Tr[Vd(t,sl s2)NT(t,tf t,sl)F 3y(t, L)N(t,s 2 )]dSlds2 d}o o o d S ' 2 f' I3y 2t' '
t f-t &a<t<tf
(5-3-66)
5'(tf) = 0 (5-3-67)
and for t-O,
d(t)--{Tr[V(t)L (t)K(t)L(t) ]+Tr[Vd(t)L (t)Kd(t)L (t) ] } (5-3-68)dtd d 
with Eqn. (5-3-67). I
Now we are ready to give the solution of the original problem.
~ Sirnoe J and J are related bypC p c
*, K Jpc' Jpc+2[Tr(C (tf)Q(tf)C(tf)Ex(tf)]+Tr[Q(tf)E (tfp,0)]PC PC 2 f yr
t
+r tTr[CT(t)Q(t)C(t)E (t)]+Tr[Q(t)Ey (t,O,0)}dt] (5-3-68)
to
the following is concluded.
Solution to OFPCDN (ta T"b-O) The optimal admissible control u°Pt(t),
which minimizes J sulb loct to .ins. (5-3-1)-(5-3-5), is given bypc
0-'
4.J
J- -- --- -- -1--
=-4
co
rI 
0p 640 v
14 4-
~-4 0 %vU) Z A
0 i 4
r4 -H 4
,14 > 0
4
rZ4 14-Uco IP
oU - co
o4J
.4v
,I-I o4i 
)I41 N
r404.J
i-4 0)
LfSZ
-'-4
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Eqns. (5-3-41)-(5-3-42) with Eqns. (5-3-43)-(5-3-50). In the expression,
x(tt), (t,'It), (t+t It) etc. are given by Eqns. (5-3-25)-(5-3-35).
The optimal cost is given by
j 1_ Tt a - T
it/at/aT4ff x (2 )+ 01 yd(L)d2 d2k), ~-* I
0+0f 2 o( )K(t ,l2 +(tt+tKdo ) )(t+t)
taT ( F1P (to,0d (lVZ+2 TA (O2)FdP d 2 +2 (to~ +t9 )(to)2P +t-ta
o~~~~~~t a
Xo ( ota) F 3io 2)to~id(to tk))o
+ [Tr [CT (tf)Q(tf)C(tf)x (tf) ]+Tr[Q(tf) y(tfOO) ]~~~~tfL
+ {Tr[CT(t)Q(t)C(t) (t)]+Tr[Q(t)Xy(t,O,)}dt (5-3-69)
to x yto
in which each term can be calculated using Eqns. (5-3-53)-(5-3-68). I
Fig. 5.3.1 shows the structure of the optimal finite preview control
system for the present problem (tL >0) when t<tf-t a (The similar
diagram can be drawn for tf-ta<t<tf.)
5.3.3 Solution of OFPCDN for the General Case
cs
In this section, we seek the solution of OFPCDNC when measurement
cs
time delays exist. It is now almost clear what modification have to be
made when time delays exist. Once we find the conditional expectation
of x(t), Zd(t,t) and (t+t ) given zt and Zd, the development for the
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case, when the measurement time delays are zero, can be shown to be valid
for the general case.
Thus we start with the conditional expectation of x(t) given
Azt {z(a) t <a<t}. In order to handle the observation process with a
-- 0--
measurement time delay, we adopt the following representation.
ag(th) , a (sh); -Tt <h<0 (5-3-70)
at ah '
E[(to0 ,h)] - C(to+h)i(tO+h) " (h)
TE[(_(to hl)-o (h ) )((t oh2) (h2)) 
c(t +hl) xx(hl,h 2) CT(t+h 2)
= t (to0 h1 h2)
(i(h),xx(t,hl,h 2 ) are given with Eqns. (5-3-1) and (5-3-2))
(t,0) C(t)x(t) (5-3-71)
z(t) - C(t-Ta)X(t-Ta) + v(t)
" (t,-ra) + v(t (5-3-72)
where i(t,h) is an r-dimensional vector.
If we consider Eqns. (5-3-1), (5-3-70)-(5-3-72) together, we can
derive the filter equations for (t,h) and x(t) in a similar manner as
emplayed in seeking those for Yd(t,l) and Xd(t+ta) in the previous section.
In the derivation of the filter quations, we use the Learning Theorem
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' ~ ~ (Modified Version I) in Appendix 5-4. After performing the necessary
manipulation, the filter equation is given as follows. (See Appendix 5-5
_ . ~for the derivation.)
.:> ~ Filter for C ( >0) The conditional expectation of x(t), given zt,p a
is given by
dx(t It)
d-t ' A(t)x(tIt)+B(t)u(t)+Z x(t,-Ta)V 
_W -(t-at)
(5-3-73)
b~~~~~~
ai(t,hit) a(t,hlt) ^
-t ah +Z(th,-Ta)V (t)[z(t)-(t,-TaIt)] (5-3-74)
x(t o1t) = x (t hIto) 0 (h)
where 0(t,Olt) = c(t)x(tlt)
where-
dT
d-s (t) A(t) x(t) + (t)AT(t) + W(t)dtx x x
-E (t,-T )V (t)£ W (t,-Ta) (5-3-75)
_Zx(t,_a)-1 ()ZT
a ~ ~a a
atgZ (t,h,h2) - ~? Z(t,hlh 2)+ h-zE(t,hlh 2)at 2 h 1 2 h2
-Z(thl ,-Ta)V (t) (t ,-ta,h2) (5-3-76)
atEX(t,h) A(t)E X(t,h) + a-hZx(th)
- X(t,-Ta)V (t) (t,-Ta h) (5-3-77)
E (tOh)-C(t)E (t,h), E(thO)-E T (t,h)C (t), Ex(t,O)Ex(t)C (t).
F. ,,)Ci ZX& it ,h) X&t ~ O)
X(to), S (to,hl,h2 ) and Zx (to,h) are given. I
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Again the process (z(t)-(t,-Ta It)) is called an innovation process,
and it can be shown that
r(t)-z(t)-j(t,-TaIt) is a white aussian process with E[r(tl-O and
,Tt
E[r(tl)r (t2)1-V(t)(tl-t 2 ). (See Appendix 5-6 for the verification.)
Next we obtain the filter equations for zd(t,2) and d(t+ta) when
tb>0. For this case, let us note the following first.
Zd(t-Tb,E) = Zd(t,L-Tb) (5-3-78)
Thus if we imagine that (t,p) is defined for -<p<ta, we can write
Eqn. (5-3-5) as
(i) = Y- (t,E-Tb) + d(ta) 0_<L<ta (5-3-79).
Now we can find the filter equation easily by applying the Learning
Theorem (Modified Version II) in Appendix 5-4. Since the derivation
is almost identical, we simply state the result in the following. (No
appendix.)
Filter for Yd(t,) and d(t+t ) (ta>O) :
A (t.qt) A (t ,. t)
w
at at
%%a 
+ Z (t C S-l-b)V(t's2 > (Z(t,s)- d(t,s2-Tbt))dsds
0 0 bd
(5-3-80) l
(to Eto ) (9 - (to+s) i(to+) -b<<tY-d 0 Y(2) - C 0 ?Sdto " Tb~-'<tl
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dk(t+t Za It)
dt - = A (t+t )t+ta It)
dt s 9,a 4 ,a
o o+f f E (ts -T )vA(t s (t s -T It))dsps2
A t I t+(5-3-81)
-~ (tO +t a t) = (t +t a )
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a~ aYd(t tgat) - C (t+t a) (t+t a | )
A d~~~~~~~~sat'y(t ' 2) = a5lE(t,~lt2 ) + z -2Zy(tZl92 )
-f f z (t Q,l-T)vt(t ,s2)y(:,~2 T 2) 1d200 2
(5-3-82)
,_~~ ~~-Tb) < 1', 2 < t a
sy(t,) = A (t+t ) (t Z) + a-sy(t 4)Sy ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s a)ZSy
-y (ts ,'- b)VktSss 2)Zy (t,s2-Tb,)dsld 2
(5-3-83)
-T b < 2, <t a
d__(t) A (t+t a ) 8(t)+E s(t)Am(t+t a)+B s(t+t ,a)Wd(t+t )Bs(t+tta )dt s (t~t)Zss
f 0 Sy (t'S l-1) Vts 1,s 2 ) (t Sy 2-% b)dsIds2 (5-3-84)
· ' tt ac 1 tt9.a Sy 's2 9,
Z (t 2t a~R) 3 C (t, )C (t+t)
Z (t,,t T Ty 9, Y s 
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sy (t ,ta) = Zs (t) c(t+ta )
2y(t° 1,Q2) Yo (1 ' 2)y 0 ' yo) ,
?: (t ,Z) = (.)
sy 0 sy°
S (t o ) 5 0
and tiaf V(t,sl,s')Vt(t,s',s2 ) ds' I 6(sl-s2) 
In a similar way, as for Tb=0, it can be shown that the innovation
process
0 < <t a
is a white gaussian process with
E[r (t,Z)]=O and E[rd(tl, 1)r(t ,2)]Vd(tl,1,42)6(tl -t2).
-ii - 1 l-d t2 2 d 1'1 2 1t l-2)
When t a=0, the filter equation for X(t) with Tb>O can be derived
in exactly the same way as was done for x(t) with T >0. To accomplish
this, we represent the observation process as
this, we represent the observation process as
ar(t,h) rl(t ,h)
t t ;-Tb < h < 0 (5-3-85)
En(to ,h)] J C (t +h-)i(to+h) = r (h) ;
E[(n(t ,h1)-r( I) )((t o ,h2)- no(h2))T
-C8 ( t 0 1 ) tol 2 ) Ts
C (t +hl)dd(hl 1h ) CT (t +h2 ) ' Z:o (h1 h2 )8 · ·)do 28 ~ 
r(t,0) C(t)xd(t)
I -
.So
r tX b tZ "( -
(5-3-86)
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Zd(t) Cs (t-Tb)X(t-)d(t)
= (t,-%) + d(t) (5-3-87)
where (t,h) is an r-dimensional vector.
Filter for d(t) ( >0) (t =O) Thle conditional expectation of d(t),
given Zdt, is given by
d (t It)
d ()~d(t t)+ ( b)Vd (t )[ (t )- ~( t- It)]dt s T( b 
(5-3-88)
) _(tht) +I (th b)Vd(t)Zd(t-(t-b I dt)
Dt ail +En~th-r) ' -t[ d
(5-3-89)
_l(tojt o ) = do, (to ,h Ito ) = o(h)
(t,0oIt) = C(t)d(tIt)
where
d T T
dt s(t) = Ax(t) (t)+Z (t)As (t)+B (t)Wd(t)B T (t)
-l T
s(t,-rb)Vdl (t)ET (5-3-90)
-E (t,hl1,h2 ) - l(thlh 2 ) + a E(thlh 2
1 b d T1
-l ~~~~~(5-3-91)
-Zr (t l,-rb) Vdl(t) d (t,-~b ,h)( -
(t,0,h)-Cs (t)E (t,h) -0 (th)cT(t) (t,0)=Z(t)C (t) .s nZ ~ ~ - (to) Tb hlh)vd tZ (tT,h) (5-3-92). 
s(t ), ' (tohlh2) and T (toh) are given. I
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Again the innovation process
r(t zd(t)-1(t,-Tb t) is a white gaussian process
with E[d(t)]=O, E[rd(tl)4(t2 )]=Vd(tl)6(tl-t2 ). This can be shown exactly
in the same manner as was shown for r(t) in Appendix 5-6.
The foregoing filter equations show that all covariance matrices are
independent of the particular observation and are deterministic. Also
they are independent of u. Therefore all discussion made in Section 5.3.2
apply to the present general problem (non-zero time delays), once we
replace the covariance matrices for the zero time delay case and the
Kalman filter gains, L(t) and L (t), in Section 5.3.2 , by the associated
s
quantities presently derived. In particular, we replace L (t) and L (t),
x S
in Section 5.3.2., by E (t,-T )V-1 (t) and Z (t,-tb)Vd (t) respectively.X a ST) b d
Finally, the solution is given as follows.
Solution to OFPCDNs (a>' b>0) : The optimal admissible control
u opt(t), which minimizes J subject to Eqn. (5-3-1)-(5-3-5), is given bypc
Eqns. (5-3-41)-(5-3-42) with Eqns. (5-3-43)-(5-3-50). In these expressions,
x(tlt), (tIt), t(t+ta It) etc. are given by Eqns. (5-3-73)-(5-3-77),
(5-3-80)-(5-3-84), (5-3-88)-(5-3-92). The optimal cost is given by the
expression (5-3-69). Each term in the expression can be calculated using
Eqns. (5-3-53)-(5-3-68). Tle covariance matrices and Kalman filter gains,
which appear in Eqns. (5-3-65)-(5-3-69) have to be replaced in the manner
stated above. I
Remark 5-3-1: It should be noted that the form of control is not affected
by the presence of noise or time delays. In case of perfect measurement,
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x(t), yd(t,l) and Xd(t+tta) were used to decide control. These are
replaced by the estimates x(tjt), (t,ilt) and X (t+t ait) in the present
general problem.
Remark 5-3-2: Although it was not proved rigorously, the analysis in
this section indicates that the "separation theorem" still holds even in
the case where measurement time delays exist. However, the filter
equations have'to be modified to take time delays into account.
5.3.4 Infinite Time Results
Again it is of interest to see what form the solution takes when
Cp, c , Q(t), R(t), V(t), W(t) etc. are all time invariant and tf-tow.
As in the previous problems, instead of looking at Jpc we consider
j' = (tf-to (5-3-93)pc pc f 
and discuss the case when t -t - .
f o
With respect to the equations associated with control gains, the
discussion in Section 4.3.3 will apply to the present problem as well.
In this section we consider the limiting behaviour of filter equations,
and particularly we would like to show that for the present case, the
filters become time invariant. It is not the purpose of this section
to prove the cmnvergence of covariance equations in a mathematically
rigorous manner. Instead, we first show that the filter equations for
the continuous time problem can be viewed as the limiting case of the
filter equations for the discrete time problem. We already know that
the filter equations in the latter case converge, and have a time invariant
structure in the infinite time case. Thus we expect that the filter
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equations for the continuous time system converge and have a time in-
J
variant structure in the infinite time case.
First we consider the filter equations for C . If T =0, it is well
p a
known that Ex(t) in Eqn. (5-3-27) converges to as t-co if C is observ-
alx sdta xs p
able, and that X, satisfies the algebraic equation
AE +ExA T+W-Ex CTV CEXs=O, EX > 0X X Xs x Xs - (5-3-94)
Let us consider the case when >0.
a
Suppose that the continuous system is approximated by the discrete
system. The approximation will take the following form[2 8 1.
= -x + ru+ w
:: ~ i -1i i-i -4 (5-3-95)
i+l (h) - i (h+l) -da < h < -1
_(0o) Ci ?
i- = CidaX-da + i
= i(-da) + 
xi X(ti)' -i w(t)dt, y = Tt v(t)dt,
tL-L
A
At ti+l ti Ah hi+l-hi, (i = I+A(ti)At,
ri ( t, C ' C(tt-'a), da -Aar1 iB( )At i-d A a t'
.E[W w] ,. :. = AtW(ti)
E[y1 .- iJ v V(t i )
~j i  i 't
(5-3-96)
(5-3-97)
where
(5-3-98)
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Defining x as
x I=
(-da)
_i (-da+l)
< (-1)
x
_-i
we find that Eqns. (5-3-95)-(5-3-98) are equivalent to Eqns. (5-2-8) and
(5-2-9).
Using these relations, we have from Eqns. (5-2-28)-(5-2-32)
A+ll i+l il i+ £+KXi [zi-ci(i4l j+ri i]
Kxi xxiCi Vi
Nxxi -ipxxii + Wi
P N.'-N.'CT[C'N' CIT+V-lCtTNXX Xixii ix  ixxi i i ix
(5-3-99)
(5-3-100)
(5-3-101)
(5-3-102)
Using the above, we find
^ t A 
-4-i i+l-4l i
At
ri
+p' cr T(vAit )-1 [l-Cj('| i+At) 
Nx xixi NXiCiT [CINXxi (:iTAt+VIAt]-CiT N;XiAtN' P' iN' ClT ~ ,~x~c i 1 CN~A
(5-3-103)
(5-3-104)
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P '-I ~iT- I ~'-I ~T-I
xxi-Pxxi 1 (A4t I+_ pI + ,PI
At A t A Pxxi At At xxi xx i At
A
+ - iN' CT A At+C' uN' CiT At]-1 ' '
At Xxi+li+l Vi+l i+ XX-i+ i+ i+lNxxi+
(5-3-105)
Here let us notice that the dimension of x' increases as At becomes small
Ta
since da " . Also notice that t=kh if h is considered to be the in-
dependent variable. In the present case,
dependent variable. In the present case,
010 I O - lo
O O I .- 0 iO
. I.
1.
. ~ ~ I-lII
00 .. 0IC
o- o - I
- , ... I i.
0 .* I (.R~~~ i
0
0
Wi
0
- i
7L
pimension of this part increases as At - 01
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ci' I 00 .. 0 0 ]
Thus it is not difficult to see that in the limit At+O, the following
holds.
I -+ [(t,h), - -<<0
1
Nxxi xx i and xx (thl,h 2 ) Ei(t h2 1
(t,h1) 'EX(t)
o l°I
O i
.0 1
I
- ')L--
.._I
I
E
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Eqn. (5-3-103) reduces to
a (th t)= _ hZ (t,h,-a) V(t)-l[z(t)-(t,-T Ialt)] (5-3-106)
d (tIt) = A(t)x(tl t)+B(t)u(t)+Ex(t,-Ta)V(t)- [z(t)-~(t,-TaIt)]
(5-3-107)
Eqn. (5-3-107) reduces to
d -Z (t) A(t)E (t)+E (t)A T)+W(- (t,-t )V(t) ET (t- )
dtx x x X~ a ' a
(5-3-108)
a aa
Bt z(t'hl'h2) -Ei('hlh2) + E (thl'h2)-Z (thl'-Ta)V- t) Z(t Ta )ht 1 2 3h '  3h 2 221a aL
(5-3-109)
at A(t) (t,h)-ah"x(t,h)-Ex(t -Ta)V (t)a (t -a h)
(5-3-110)
E (t,O,h) = C(t)E (t,h), (t,h,0) = T (t,h)c (t), Z(t,O)=Ex(t)C (t)
These represent exactly the same filter equations obtained in the
previous section. Thus, we can consider the estimator for C as the limiting
P
case of the estimator for c . We can expect the following for thep
infinite time case ; i.e. the filter equations for C converge to the
p
steady state solutions as t if C is observable and the system is time
invariant, as was true for the observable &.
p
The following result is easily checked by setting Eqns. (5-3-75)-
(5-3-77) equal to zero.
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Steady State Solution of Covariance Equations (5-3-75)-(5-3-77) (Time
Invariant Case) : Zx EX s and are given by
XS' XF&5
T
T 'a T
Z = (Ta) T(T a ) + O(O)WO () do
a o
+h
X(h) (Ta)o (Ta+h) +(-h)f (O)WT()dCTE4 ( - I?( a)E0 4 T+h)c -.40(-h~f4()4 (o)da
8 0 -0 
(5-3-111)
(5-3-112)
T +h2= ~~~TTa 2 T T
.' (h1,h2 ) C(T+hl)E T( Ta hh2 )CT+Ct(hl - h2 ) )(a)WO T (a)daCT
(5-3-113)
-T < h < h < 0a 2- 1
Z (h2 ,h l ) - (hl,h 2)8 s
where Z satisfies
0
AE +E AT+W-z CTV-1C - 0, > 00 0 0 0 0- (5-3-114)
This tells us that the filter gain becomes
X(a)V-1 T (Ta) o c -1E (-T ) V -$CrT) E CVxES a a o (5-3-115)
And moreover, Eqn. (5-3-74) can be written as
t+hA~ ~ ~ ~ ~(t,h) C'[$(h+a)X (t-T t)+f +(t+h-a)Bu(a)doj, - <h<O (5-3-116)
t-T
a
where (t-T t) is given by
- a
d(t- -It)
ta - A(t-Tal t)+Bu(t-Ta)+Lx[z(t)-C(t-T it)]dt -- a - - -i (5-3-117)
I
.J. 
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L = . C V
x o
(See Appendix 5-7 for verification.)
This form makes it easy to understand the structure of the filter.
Eqn. (5-3-114) is looked at as the Kalman filter for the delayed state,
x(t-Ta ) and Eqn. (5-3-73) gives the estimator of x(t) based on (t-Ta it).
~~~~~~~~~~~a
From Eqn. (5-4-20), Eqn. (5-3-73) may be written as
d~(t It)T-
dt -= A(t)x(tjt)+B(t)u(t)+D(Ta)EoC V [z(t)-[(t,-Ta t)]
= A(t)x(t t)+B(t)u(t)+O(Ta)Lx [Z(t)-C_(t-Ta It)]
[29] ffrn prah
This form was also derived by Kleinman[ 29 ] by a different approach.
Fig. 5.3.2 illustrates the structure of the filter for x(t).
Kalman Filter for the Predictor for x(t)
delayed state x(t-Ta )
-T~as
e Ta represents a pure time delay of T
a
Fig. 5.3.2 Structure of Estimator
for x(t) for the stationary case (Ta>0).
I
I
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Next we consider the filter
We may employ the same procedure
procedure is exactly the same as
For ta >0, Sc can be discretized
One point to be noted when ta>O
I
udi '
I
II
II
I 1,O
I
I
I
I
equations for the desired trajectory.
as was used for Cp . For ta=0 the
for C , and is not discussed here.
in the same way as for the case of t a=0
is that
Y-A + (Tb>) (5-3-118)
and the dimension of Zdi as well as Ydi increases as At-*O0, where the
trajectory is discretized by At which is equal to At. In this case, to
preserve the physical meaning, the covariance matrix for observation
noise has to take a form
di(tlt2) d(tilAt,2 At )di 1 2 At d i t, 2At (5-3-119)
where Vidi(l,92) is defined with Eqn. (5-2-11). From that definition
it is easy to see that
Na A -1
AI Vx Vd (. 1 .I)V_(2.',2 ) - 62,2
t O'
A -1 6
N a Vd (Z','2= I, 
I -o (At) Al
(5-3-120)
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From Eqns. (5-3-119) and (5-3-120),
VA -l
Vdi(2lQ 2) t
limr = V (t,9,i') (5-3-121)
A- o0 At (A,)2
Using this, it is easily shown that the continuous filter equations
can be derived as the limiting case of the discrete filter equations.
Especially, the (At) factor in Eqn. (5-3-121) makes it possible in Eqns.
(5-3-28)-(5-3-32), (5-3-80)-(5-3-84) to translate summation into integral.
Thus we can expect the following for the infinite time case : if c is
c
observable and the problem is time invariant, the filter equations for
the desired trajectory converge to the steady state solutions as t + I.
This was shown earlier to be true for the case of observable Jd The
covariance matrices associated with the above steady state filters are
given by setting the right hand sides of Eqns. (5-3-28)-(5-3-32), (5-3-80)
-(5-3-84) to zero.
Thus we can conclude that the estimator have the time invariant
structure in the infinite time case. The conditional expectations of
a) the current system state, b) the future command signals and c) the
state of the shaping filter are produced by these time invariant filters,
and they are fedback of fedforward to decide the optimal control. The
optimal feedback or feedforward gains to be used in deciding the optimal
control are identical to those used in Section 4.3.3 where the infinite
time case was studied for OFPCPM .Cs
Finally the optimal cost J'* is given by
PC
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J'* -{Tr[VLT KL ] + Tr[VdL Kd L ]
s s s 8 s
+Tr[CQCZ x ]+ Tr[CTQCsE ]
x s
a a
(t a=0) (5-3-122)
T ~~i~%T +
J'*.-{Tr[VLT K L ]+f f f Tr[Vd( ,sK)NT(Sl)K (2,)N(Zs )]d d dEpc x s s xs 000 d 2 1 o 2 1 , 2
%w ~A~tt aT s
+f f f f Tr[Vd(sls2)NT (Zl,sl)Ki (Z1,22 )N(t2,s2 )] ds 1ds 2di 1dE 20 0 0 0 
t~tps
+f Tr[Vd(ls2)M (l)Kd M(s2)]d ld2
tstat~va
+2f f f Tr[Vd(81,S2 )M T (sl)F3 (Q)N(Q,s2)]ds 1ds2d0 0 0 s
+Tr[CTQCZ x ] + Tr[QZ (0,0)]
s Y
(ta >0) (5-3-123)
given by Eqn.
E:
xs given by Eqn.
sCTV-1
L : axs ,D(Ta )E zJv -1o 
(5-4-2) for T a0
a
(5-4-19) for T a >0
for T -0
a
for >0 (Z0 is given by Eqn. (5-3-114)
a0
(the steady state solution of Eqn.(5-3-32) for Tb=0
s the steady state solution of Eqn.(5-3-84) for Tb>0
b
y : the steady state solution of Eqn. (5-3-82)
a
ES : the steady state solution of Eqn. (5-3-83)
sY
where
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n' _1
i L
L
s
s
for Tb= 0 (t a0)
for Tb >0 (tia~0)
: the steady state solution of Eqn. (5-3-92)
Sns
N(Y.,8) - ; (I's )V.(sl,s) dsta t
N(,s = y (~Sl)Vd (SS) ds 1
M(s) = I r (s )Vd(Sl,s) ds1
0 Sys
5.4 Conclusion of Chapter 5
In this chapter, the preview control problem was analyzed using a
more realistic assumption than that made in the previous chapter. The
observation noise and measurement time delays were included. The analyses
were made both for the discrete system and continuous system. For both
cases, it was shown that the optimal preview control strategy can be
devided nto two distinct procedures: 1) obtain the conditional expec-
tations of a) the current system state b) the future command signals
c) the state of the shaping filter which is generating the command signal
running Na (or ta) time units ahead) 2) optimally feedback or feed-
forward these conditional expectations as if they were a) the true states
of the system b) the true future command signals and c) the true state
of the shaping filter. It was also shown that the optimal feedback and
feedforward gains used in the second procedure was exactly the same as
those found in Chapter 4 for the optimal finite preview control problem
with perfect measurement.
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The discrete time problem was analyzed by transforming it to a well
known LQG problem and the steps involved in the transformation were
presented. The case whentp, d' Qi Ri etc. are all time invariant and
No, was studied, and it was shown that the time invariant overall struc-
ture can be obtained. The effect of preview length upon the cost and the
mean square error was studied using the same example as in Chapter 4, and
it was shown that saturation of the cost and the mean square error against
preview length still exists.
The continuous time problem was analyzed more directly than was the
discrete time problem. Although it was not proved in a mathematically
rigorous fashion, the need for conditional expectation was shown, the
conditional expectations were obtained and the solution was presented.
The case when measurement time delays were zero was studied first, and
these results were extended to the case when measurement time delays are
not zero. The estimation problems of the command signals and the state
of .3 with nonzero preview were considered as the special case of coupled
c
lumped-distributed parameter filtering problems with a randomly excited
boundaries. Their solution was obtained by using the Learning Theorem
of Tzafestas and other modified Learning Theorems. This result can be
easily extended to a more general case of the coupled lumped-distributed
parameter filtering problem withl a randomly excited boundary. It was
shown that the filter equations for a continuous time system can also be
derived by taking the limit of the filter equations for a discrete time
.;ystem. From this analogy, it was expected that the filter equations
for a continuous time system approach the steady state, and the steady
state solution was obtained.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION OF PART I AND REMARKS
In Part I, the theory of the optimal preview control problem was
presented.
In Chapter 2, the meaning of preview was explained, and the particu-
lar preview control problem of interest to us was stated verbally. It
was explained how preview control problems are related to tracking prob-
lems, and how the former are different from the latter. As background
to the preview problem, the solution of the tracking problem was very
briefly stated.
In Chapter 3, a special kind of tracking problem, in which the com-
mand signals are generated by a deterministic command generator, was
analyzed. Time invariant, single-input, single-output, controllable and
observable systems were considered. It was shown that the time-invariant
overall structure with zero steady-state error can be obtained by choosing
an appropriate dynamic controller and an appropriate cost functional.
In Chapters 4 and 5, an optimal finite preview problem was studied.
In Chapter 4, the problem was analyzed with the assumption that perfect
measurement (no observation noise and no measurement time delays) of all
state variables is available. Analyses were made for both discrete time
systems and continuous time systems. Using examples, the improvement of
the performance through preview was illustrated and explained from both
the time domain and the frequency domain points of view.
In Chapter 5, the preview problem was analyzed with the more realis-
tic assumption that measurement may be corrupted by observation noise and
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measurement time delays. Here again, analyses were made for both discrete
time systems and continuous time systems. In both cases, it was shown
that the optimal preview control strategy can be decided in the following
two distinct steps 1) obtain the conditional mean estimates of current
states of the system, the future reference trajectory and the shaping
filter, 2) feed back or feed forward these conditional mean estimates,
instead of actual states, to decide the control. Furthermore, it was
shown that the estimator for the system and the estimator for the command
signals and the shaping filter can be separated by assuming that all
random quantities associated with the system are uncorrelated to all
random quantities associated with the command signals and the shaping
filter. Also it was shown that gains used to decide control are exactly
the same as those obtained in Chapter 4 for the perfect measurement case.
An example using the discrete case showed the effect of preview length
upon the cost functional and the mean squared error.
In concluding Part I, it is appropriate to mention several Remarks
for further investigation.
Remark 6-1 : In our formulation of the problem, we did not include the
cost for obtaining future information in the cost functional. In some
cases, this could be an important factor to include, especially when it is
rather hard to get future information. Whether the improvement of
performance in the sense we treated the problem can justify the use of
extra devices or equipment to obtain future information has to be decided.
This was not considered in the theory developed in this thesis since it is
not of much use to discuss this point in a general fashion. Rather, such
questions have to be considered case by case. It should be remembered
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however, that such considerations are important in practice.
Remark 6-2 The preview control problem treated in this thesis is the
so-called the "forced paced" tracking problem in which the system tracks
the command signal or desired trajectory with a constant speed and the
controller can not change the speed of tracking which implies how fast
the system proceeds in the future direction. If we allow the controller
to change the speed of tracking the command signal, the problem becomes
the "self-paced" tracking problem. The analytical work for the "self-
paced" tracking problem has not been done to date, and it is an open
field to attack. This problem is expected to be more difficult to formu-
late and solve than the "forced paced" tracking problem, since simple
observation of the equation for the desired trajectory,
ayd(t,') - S(t) d t (6-1)
~~~~~~-1)at a 9 .) )
indicates that S(t) is considered to be one of several controls and that
linear control theory is not directly applicable.
Remark 6-3 : In our formulation of the problem, we assumed that the
control u(t) is not constrained in magnitude, thus allowing us to use
linear control theory. The effect of preview is expected to become more
appreciable when u(t) is bounded in magnitude, and this condition is
considered to be the case in many practical situations. Although a solu-
tion may not be obtained analytically for this problem as was done for
the problem considered in this thesis, the problem remains of practical
importance, and further work on this problem is necessary.
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Remark 6-4 : In this thesis, the results were obtained for both contin-
ous and discrete time system. However, in practical situation, especially
when a digital computer is used to decide control, the problem has to be
solved discretely even when the original system is continuous. In this
thesis, it was shown the kind of correspondence that exists between dis-
crete and continuous problems. This should be of use in making the trans-
formation from the continuous to the discrete case. For further details,
[271 28good sources are Bryson and Ho 7] and Meier et al. 28]
Remark 6-5 : As was mentioned earlier with the presentation, it would
be interesting to consider the dynamic controller with the problem dis-
cussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Since we have already shown how to include
the dynamic controller in the case of a deterministic command generator,
it would not be difficult to develop a similar discussion for a command
generator with random inputs.
These remarks conclude Part I of this thesis. In Part II, the
present theory will be applied to analyze the human controller in the
manual preview control task.
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PART II APPLICATION OF THE OPTIMAL FINITE PREVIEW PROBLEM
TO MAN-MACII[NE SYSTEMS
CHAPTER VII
INTRODUCTION
7.1 The Preview Problem involving a Human Operator
Perhaps the best example of a preview control situation involving
a human operator is the operation of an automobile as was mentioned in
Chapter 1. It is not difficult to find other examples from normal life
experiences walking on a crowded street, walking in the darkness with
a spot-light etc. Judging from how a human reacts in these situations,
it is evident that information about the future is utilized very efficient-
ly. We also see that "preview" is very essential in the performance of
the daily tasks stated above. Let us assume that the front glass of a
car is covered, preventing a driver from looking ahead, and that one hole
is made in the floor of the car allowing him to look at the center line
on the road. Then the driver has to respond to an instantaneous error
and steer appropriately. Even if he had enough training, he would never
be able to drive a car on the road safely.
Another example is the manual preview tracking experiment which is
presented in this thesis. In this experiment, a human operator has to
control the output of a system by moving a joystick so that a dot on the
display, which represents the output of the system, can follow a desired
trajectory whose future value is displayed as well as the present state. A
more detailed description of the experiment will come later.
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In the operation of a car, we experience the following. In order to
stay in the middle of a lane, we adjust not only the direction of the car
by steering but also the speed by an accelerator and a brake. When the
road winds sharply or when it is very foggy, we reduce the speed . On the
other hand if a road is straight and the weather is good, we increase the
speed. This is the case of "self-paced" tracking, in which an operator
can decide how fast he should follow the trajectory or how fast he should
move towards the future. On the other hand, in the case of "forced-paced"
preview tracking, an operator has to follow the trajectory at some fixed
speed which he can not change.
7.2 Previous Experiments and Models Related to Manual Preview Control
[33]Sheridan et al 33 examined several aspects of human preview behaviour
by using a pen recorder continuously generating a target function and
providing a pencil for the subject to generate a response function. By
taking the smoothed error as a performance measure, they compared 1) no
preview 2) forced-paced preview with sufficient preview, and 3) self-
paced preview with sufficient preview. They also examined the relation
between the bandwidth of the reference trajectory and the tracking speed
in the case of self-paced tracking. The effect of the preview length, in
the case of forced-paced tracking was also studied. The performances from
different preview distances were compared by smoothed error in the case of
3Iboth 1) "point" and "open beyond t at preview and 2) "open before ta
preview, where ta is the preview length. "Point", "open beyond ta" and
"open before ta" imply that a subject can look at "yd(t+ta)", "yd(t+T)"
T>tia", and "yd(t+T); O<T<ta,"respectively. They concluded that there
was a preview time beyond which usefulness of the preview decreased.
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(341After more experiments, Sheridan 34et al, proposed the two time
scale model of manual preview control. In their development of the model,
the psychophysical limitations of the human were not considered. The
model was developed so that it had the response pattern which resembled
the human response. Thus the model fails to consider what internal effects
occur in the human during the preview control. For example, it is hard
to discuss 1) the changes which occur to a human controller during the
transition process from a zero preview to a finite preview, 2) how the
parameters (reaction time, for example) change as the preview length
changes etc. The work in Ref. [34] was extended to that in Ref. [3]
mentioned earlier in Section 1.2. In Ref. [3], three models of preview
control were proposed, applicable to situations beyond manual control.
[35]Wierwille et al 35] have reported that the extended convolution in
Ref. [3] explains the human automobile driving better than the conventional
tracking model, which operated only on the present amd past values of the
error signal, neglecting the fact that the driver views the road ahead.
[8]More recently, Reid and Drewell have conducted a manual preview
tracking experiment. They studied the case in which the controlled plant
is a pure integrator and the reference trajectory is a time correlated
filtered random signal with a cut-off frequency of 4.0 rad/sec. They took
the mean square error as the measure of performance, and reported that
preview beyond 0.4 sec had little effect on the performance measure.
They assumed an 8-parameter model, which is called the "Extended Crossover
Model", and proceeded to fit parameters to the describing function data
from the experiment. The following trends were found in the preview range
up to 0.2 sec 1) increase of the subjects' DC gain 2) decrease of
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the time delay term, 3) no apparent influence of preview on the lead term
and 4) increase in the crossover frequency and reduction in the phase
margin. As will be shown in the next chapter, the preview tracking experi-
ment in this thesis is very similar to the one conducted by Reid and
Drewell, and the comparison of the two experiments will be made. The
modelling methods, however, are quite different between the two works.
They tried to examine how the crossover model, which has been originally
developed for compensatory tracking, can explain preview tracking by
changing parameters. Thus, in their model time delay etc. should be
considered as the equivalent time delay after a human has compensated by
looking ahead. Furthermore, this type of approach has its limitation
since the effect of preview is not introduced in the model in any apparent
ways. They could adjust parameter up to a 0.2 preview case to give reason-
able explanation, but they did not report fitted parameter, for the larger
preview cases such as 0.4 and 0.8 preview. On the other hand, the preview
control model in this thesis will be developed so that it can represent
the experimental situation including the direct consideration of the effect
of preview. It will be shown that the model can explain the preview track-
ing experiment over a whole range of different preview distances.
7.3 Organization of Part II
In Chapter 8, a manual preview experiment and its results will be
stated. The single degree of freedom forced-paced manual preview tracking
experiment will be presented.
In Chapter 9, the human model of the preview task as considered in
Chapter 8 will be presented. It will be developed from the theory present-
ed in Chapter 5 in which the optimal finite preview control problem, with
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noise and time delay corrupted measurement, was studied.
The conclusions and the recommendations for future work along the
line of this thesis will be stated in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER VIII
tUNUAL PREVIEW CONTROL EXPERIMENT
8.1 Description of Experiment
[8]An experiment similar to one performed by Reid and Drewell [] was
performed for two reasons : 1) to examine the applicability of the
optimal preview control theory developed in Part I to the manual preview
tracking problem, and 2) to obtain more understanding of the human
controller in the preview situation.
8.1.1 Configuration and quipment
The experiment was the single degree of freedom forced-pacedmanual
preview tracking, and the overall picture is illustrated in Fig. 8.1.1.
In the figure y, d, e and m indicate an output of a controlled system,
a desired trajectory, an error between the system's output and the desired
trajectory and an input to the system respectively. In the experiment, a
subject was asked to control a plant by moving a joystick up and down so
that the output of the plant can follow a desired trajectory. The system's
output and the desired trajectory are displayed on a CRT display. The
portion of the desired trajectory from the present time to some fixed point
in the future was displayed allowing a subject to have a preview of the
reference input signal. As shownM in the figure, both digital and analog
computers were used. The analog computer was used to realize the control-
led plant. The digital computer was used to provide for the following
a desired trajectory (random signal) generator, a shift register for stor-
ing present and future desired outputs, and a data aquisition system.
These operations were all done on line, which determined the time in which
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the computer could finish one cycle. Actually it turned out that it took
approximately 0.0265 sec to finish one cycle. Fig. 8.1.2 explains these
operations.
In the following, each component in Figs. 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 is ex-
plained in detail.
Display : A CRT display with a 5" diameter was used. The display was
iIIx tcovered by a black paper with a 2 x3 window making the rectangular
screen. Fig. 8.1.3 illustrates the preview display used. This preview
display allowed a subject to look at the reference trajectory at constant
preview settings which could be varied from 0.0 sec to about 2.6 sec. The
present and future desired outputs were stored in the shift register, and
were displayed on the screen. The desired trajectory on the screen was
comprised of a sequence of dots (100 pts. at the maximum setting). The
point at the left edge of the wave pattern represented the present refer-
ence position. The wave pattern moved from right to left across the
screen, and new points were supplied from the right edge. The preview
length was changed by changing the number of dots which appeared on the
display but not their relative spacing. The length of the displayed
trajectory was about 2" at the maximum preview (shorter for less preview).4
1Te range in the vertical direction was about 2".
Thile output of the controlled system was displayed by a dot on the
same vertical line as the lefthand side of the desired trajectory, and
it was illuminated more intensely than the desired trajectory so that
it was easily distinguished from the desired trajectory. In case of no
preview, the display reduced to a kind of pursuit display, in which case
just two dots were displayed, the brighter one representing the output of
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the system.
The movement of the dot which represented the system's output and
the movement of the joystick were set in the same direction ; i.e. when
the stick was moved upwards the dot moved up and vice versa.
The distance between subject and display was about 20".
tC4
Desired Trajectory ..
I
..~ ~~~~.
I :
%,'
/ 
Output of the
System
L
3"
Fig. 8.1.3. Preview Display (Real Scale)
Desired Trajectory : The desired trajectory was a time correlated random
signal. First, the Gaussian white signal was produced by calling the
random signal generator routine[36] whose output was fed into a second
order digital filter to produce the time correlated random signal. The
second order digital shaping filter was obtained as an approximation of
the following continuous second order filter.
1
2 2s + 2bs + iG(s) - (8-l-1)
-
-- t ' !
- , _- I I I I I
.- - · - - -
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This G(s) was approximated by the second order digital filter
] *1lL -~+ -[.1 ..j j[ IJWj 812Xi+l $11 $12 xi 0 . (+ Wdi (8-1-2)
Xi+l $21 $22 At
1
Ydi M x i (8-1-3)
where
11 1
$12 =
$21 
$22 
At
22i.At1i
1 - 2wiAt.
Three w's (1.5, 2.5 and 4.0 rad/sec) were chosen for the experiment, andi
C was set at 0.7. In this thesis, wi is refered to as the bandwidth of
the desired trajectory. As stated before, At-0.0265, and the coefficients
in Eqn. (8-1-2) were calculated as in the following table.
W (rad/sec) 1.5 2.5 4.0
· . .....· , i,,
21 -0.059625 -0.165625 -0.424
22 094435 0.9075 0.85160 ~0.94435 0.90725 0,8516$22
Table 8.1.1 Coefficients in Eqn. (8-1-2)
In this fashion, the desired trajectory was generated on line. This
method was particularly favorable for our experiment, because one of our
-232-
V
1 .0 IU.U W(rad/sec)
UTIAS (University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies)
STI (System Technology, Inc.)
* I's (rad/sec) are given according to the definition in each
reference. There is not necessarily a correspondence of the
i's in the cases (A),(B) and (C).
Fig. 8.1.4 Input Power Spectrum Densities
1.0
0.1
TO)
0.0
( nn
0.1
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purposes was to check the applicability of the preview control theory in
Part I where the reference trajectory was modeled exactly in the same
fachion as in this experiment. The power spectrum densities of desired
trajectories are shown in Fig. 8.1.4. For comparison, the power spectrum
densities of forcing functions which appear frequently in the literature
are also shown.
Controlled System : Three kind of plants were implemented on the analog
computer. They were
1
a pure integrator: 1
5~~~
a damped first order system : (8-1-4)
s+2'
a double integrator :
2s
An attempt was made to include these plants in a part of the computer
program for the digital computer. However, it was finally decided to use
the analog computer to shorten the time in which the digital computer
could finishone cycle. Two small analog computers were used in the
experiment. One was the "Aesops" developed mainly for the laboratory
course given by the Mechanical Engineering Department of M.I.T., and the
other was one made by the Man-Machine System's Laboratory of M.I.T.
The former was used to implement the plant dynamics and the latter was
used with a joystick which is stated in the following.
Joystick : The joystick used was a Model 435 Hand Control by Measurement
System Inc. This stick enabled the subject to apply control just by wrist
or finger motion. The stick gain was different for each plant, but was
the same for all subjects and all trajectories.
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Data Acquisition Error (e) between the output of the system (y) and the
command signal (d) and the input of the system (m) were sampled for each
cycle, and w, e2 , mi and m2 were calculated by the digital computer on line
(T indicates the time average of ). In obtaining these averages, the
simple formula
I;N I
. ~x -iXi/N (8-1-5)
i=1
was used. Here, N is the number of sampling instants. Mean square
quantities were calculated because of their importance in analyzing the
data by the preview control theory developed in Part I. Also the chart
recorder was used to record the time history of y, Yd' e and m.
Sub~jet : Three graduate students at M.I.T. served as subjects. They
had a basic understanding of dynamics, and all appeared to have normal
psychomotor ability. Each subject tried almost all combinations of three
plants and three ramdom signals. Subjects had training for each combina-
tion. L.ater in this section the method of training will be discussed in
more detail. 0, 3, 12, 25, 50 and 100 pt. preview cases were conducted
for each combination with a few exceptions.
8.1.2 Instruction to the Subjects
Before the experiment, subjects were instructed about the purpose
and the procedure of the experiment. They were shown the following written
instructions at the beginning.
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Instruction to the subjcts
Purpose:
The purpose of this experiment is to study how a human operator
utilizes information about the future.
This is an extension of the ordinary tracking experiment.
Subject can see the future target track as well as the present
reference position and the output of the system he has to control.
Procedure :
You will adjust a control stick to minimize the error between
the target track and a dot representing the output of a controlled
dynamic system. Three types of dynamic system will be utilized which
we will call (A), (B) and (C).*
You will have ample time to practice tracking each system before
data is taken on your performance.
Your performance will be judged on the basis of a combination of
error (deviation of output from course) and stick movement, where
minimizing error and especially avoiding large error is most important,
and avoiding large excursions of stick motion is less important.**
Experimental runs will be three minutes. Just before the
performance test with each controlled system (i.e. (A), (B) or (C)),
you may have a 30 second wrming-up period.
If you have any questions about procedures, please do not
hesitate to ask.
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* Controlled
(A) 1st
system used will be
order system (no damping)
dty ku
y : output u : control
(B) 1st order system (with damping)
-z+ =y kludt I
(C) 2nd order system (no damping)
2
dt2
** Performance will be judged by
t2
J f e2 + ru2}dt/(t2-tl) e error r small number
tI
8.2
8.2.1
Results of Experiment
Running Sequence and Training
I)ata was taken in the following manner. Tere were three subjects
uid three plants. Table 8.2.1 shows the order of experiment of each
subject.
Table 8.2.1 Order of Experiment of Each Subject
Plant 1 1 1
Subject s s + 2 2
LRJ .1* 2 3
WJB 3 1 2*
PML 3* 2 1
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Each combination of a subject and a plant was done in one day except
for the combination with * mark in which case the experiment was done over
two days. Table 8.2.2 shows the number of experimental runs that were
made at each experimental condition. Also indicated, in the table, are the
order of the experimental runs and the number,of training runs.
Training Training was conducted in two ways. In one method, the subject
repeated the run exactly the same way as the experimental run. Namely,
e, e , m and m2 were obtained by his performance over 3 min. following
the 30 sec. warming-up period. T in Table 8.2.2 indicates the number of
this kind of training runs.' However, this type of training took too much
time, and in order to decrease the load to the subject, the following
method was also used. The subject was asked to practice without taking
data. A sliding cover was put over the window on the screen so that the
preview length could be easily changed by masking a portion of the
trajectory during the training. (During the experiment, the preview length
was changed by the number of dots displayed on the screen.) Every subject
needed the longest training period for the plant ordered as 1 in Table
8.2.1. Less training period was required for the second and third plants.
The most important point in performing well seemed to be to acquire the
proper feeling of the control stick. After acquiring the appropriate
skill, the subject did not have difficulty training himself for a plant
with diffcerent dynamics.
Fig. 8.2.1 shows the effect of training at the very beginning. This
is the case when the subject (LitJ) tried the preview control for the first
time.
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0.5
2 0 .4
e
--2 0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
ormance test
me over 3 min
ing a 30 sec
g-up period.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
,- Trial umber
Fig. 8.2.1 Learning Curve
1(Subject : LRJ, Planl : w - i 4. 0 rad/sec)
This was the first exposure to the manual tracking experiment for LRJ, and
thus a relatively large number of trials were needed before the graph
flattened. However, after he learned how to handle stick well, he could
easily adapt to different signals and different plants.
8.2.2 Experimental Data
Fig. 8.2.2 shows the results of the experiment. (See Appendix 8-1
for the numerical values of the data; In the figure, normalized mean
square errors and normalized mean square inputs with respect to the mean
square value of the reference trajectory are shown. It was found that
the A-l) conversion between the P)P-8 and the analog computers had some
-240-
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trouble, mainly due to the drift of integrators and sunmmers of the analog
computers. This did not cause any difficulties except in mesuring the
input. As stated before, the mean square error and the mean square input
were calculated on line, and for this the control input and the output of
the plant were sampled each cycle. Because of inaccuracy of the analog
computer and A-D conversion, some error was introduced in the measurement
of the control input. However, both the mean and the mean square of the
sampled variable were calculated on line, so it was decided that the real
mean square must be well approximated by
22 A  _( )2
mrel m _(iMe
real meas meas
with the assumption that mreal 0. In Fig. 8.2.2 and the table in Appen-
real!~
dix 8-1, m2 shows the mean square input mreal calculated in this fashion
from the measured data. As for the measurement of the output of the system
this kind of difficulty did not occur because the closed loop was composed
of the analog computer, the digital computer, the display and the subject.
e2 in Fig. 8.2.2 and the table in Appendix 8-1 exactly represents the
measured data. In Fig. 8.2.2 and the table in Appendix 8-1, the average
values are listed for the combination of the plant, the trajectory and
the preview steps, for which multiple runs were performed.
Before discussing the data, let us note the following Remarks.
Remark 8-1 In almost all cases, preview beyond 0.7 sec (Nza-25) did
2~ 2
not yield essential changes in either e or m . Furthermore, for the
combinations, (1/a, 1.5) and(l/s+2, 1.5) which were relatively easy
operating conditions for the subject, %O.3 sec preview (N a-12) seemed to
be enough for e and m to flatten. Here (x,y) indicates the combination
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of a plant (x) and a reference trajectory with bandwidth y rad/sec.
2This point is not so clear for the combination (1/ , 4.0), which is
considered to be difficult to control. Similar results have been reported
by Reid and Drewell 8 ] for the case in which the plant is a pure integrator.
This fact reminds us of the saturation of the cost functional and E[e 2 ] of
the optimal preview control system studied in Part I. In the next chapter,
detailed implications of this point will be given from the optimal control
point of view.
Remark 8-2 : Subjects claimed they fell into one of the following two
modes of viewing the display with non-zero preview.
i) Mountain range mode This was the usual mode, in which case
subjects felt that they were looking at a mountain range from the
window of a train. In this mode, subjects did not have difficulty
in tracking the trajectory.
ii) Flag mode : Once subjects fell into this mode, they viewed the
trajectory as a flag flapping in the air. This occured during
particular combinations of preview length and trajectory bandwidth,
and degraded the performance. Combinations (1.5, 12), (1.5, 25)
and (2.5, 12), where the pair corresponds to i and Na, tended
to frequently cause the occurrence of this mode. It was not the
case that this mode continued all the time in each experiment.
Performing in the mountain range mode a while, subjects claimed
they fell into the flag mode as if they were hyponotized. Subjects
reported that it was hard to control themselves such that they
did not fall into the flag mode.
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Remark 8-3 : The output of the system was displayed by the dot. This
confused subjects somewhat at zero preview in which case they were viewing
two dots on the screen, although the brightness was controlled giving
different intensity to the two dots. In the case of zero preview, the
display actually reduced to the pursuit display. However this was probably
the worst kind of pursuit displays, since usually a pursuit display is
0^ ~ designed so that the reference and the output of a system can be easily
distinguished[3 7 ].
_- ~ 8.2.3 Analysis of Experimental Data
As was show in Table 8.2.2 , many data points are decided by one
experimental run. However, still we can obtain the consistency of a
subject, and the intersubjects variation. To look at the subject's
consistency, the data of the subject WJB for the plant 1/s are plotted
in the following figure. Repetitions of the same symbol indicate results
of individual experimental runs under the same codiions. Fig.8.2.3 shows
that the subject WJB was pretty consistent in this case. Especially the
scattering of performance is very small for the signals with the bandwidth
1.5 and 2.5 rad/sec. The scattering of data for the signal with the
bandwidth 4.0 rad/sec is larger compared to that for the other two signals,
especially if we look at the plotting of the mean-square input. However,
the scattering is considered to be small enough for the data to be meaning-
ful. Standard deviations of this data are shown in the table in Appendix
8-1.
Next let us examine the variation among subjects. Figs. 8.2.4- 8.2.6
show the comparison of performances of the three subjects. From these
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figures, we can say at least that the data are not too much spread out.
The means and the standard deviations of e 2 's and m2 's among the subjects
for the same conditions are given in Appendix 8-2.
In Figs. 8.2.7 and 8.2.8 , the variability between subjects' perfor-
mance for the same condition is compared to that between runs for the same
subject (WJB).
The following have to be pointed out here in connection with the
scattering of data among subjects.
a) Figs. 8.2.4 - 8.2.6 with the order of experiment (Table 8.2.1 )
indicate that te effect of learning still exists in the present
data. The following two cases may be understood to come from the
effect of learning.
i) For the plant 1, the performance of LRJ appears to be worse than
those of the other subjects.
ii) For te plant -2 the performance of WJB appears to be worse
than those of the other subjects.
b) For the plant and 1- at the small preview, the performance of
s 2S
PML is very different from those of two other subjects. A big
difference first appears in the small values of mean square inputs
of PL. This may be understood to be caused by the special strategy
employed by PML. Probably he realized that it did not make much
sense to move the stick a lot at small preview in the case of
signals with high bandwidths since by doing so the improvement in
the mean square error may be small and the increase of the mean
square control ay be large. lie had some background in the optimal
control problem and apparently he put a heavier weight on the control
-256-
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than the other subjects. This was a rather exceptional occasion
where the subject considered the effect of the control. The suspi-
cious data concerning this point are circled in Fig. 8.2.4 and
8.2.6.
Figs. 8.2.9 and 8.2.10 show this difference of strategies
employed by PML and other subjects. In the case shown in these
figures, the mean square error of PL also turned out to be better
than that of WJB.
c) In connection with the above point (b), the scattering of data
1is large for the plant 2 . Also the mean square error is not
s
decreasing monotonically with respect to N a. To be more clear and
exact, more data are required. From the purpose of the experiment,
namely in order to examine the effect of preview on the performance,
subjects have to try to follow reference trajectories as best they
can within their limitations. Although the strategyemployedbyPML is
interesting, this needs to be examined separately. If subjects
decide that the best strategy is doing nothing, for example, it is
no longer a tracking experiment.
8.2.4 Comparison of the Present Experiment to Other Similar Experiments
By its nature, the preview display reduces to a kind of pursuit
display in the case of zero preview. However, comparison of the present
data to data obtained from previous pursuit tracking experiments is
difficult because of the following reasons.
1) It has been reported by Gordon-Smith[38] that the mean square
error becomes higher in the case of a filtered-noise forcing
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function compared to the case of a forcing function which is a
finite sum of sine waves. He found this point in studying a
compensatory tracking experiment. A similar result can be expected
to apply to a pursuit tracking experiment. Most of the previously
gathered data from pursuit tracking experiments were obtained with
forcing functions which were finite sums of sine waves.
2) As mentioned before, two dots (one for the output of the system
and the other for the reference input) were moving on the screen,
which confused the subjects. The zero preview case of the present
display is not a good pursuit display as was stated in Remark 8-3.
Therefore, a reasonable comparison may be made only with the data of
the preview experiment done by Reid and Drewell [8] They did the preview
experiment with the plant dynamics 1/s. Their preview display was not
exactly the same as was used in the present experiment. They displayed
the system output by a small circle instead of a dot, which should provide
better clarity than a dot at a small preview. Also the sampling interval
in their experiment was 0.02 sec compared to 0.0265 sec of the present
experiment. Also they isolated the subject, joystick and display from
all electronic equipment for performing and analyzing data, which was not
done in the present experiment.
In their experiment, they used a reference trajectory, the power
spectrum of which is given by B-3 in Fig. 8.1.4. From Fig. 8.1.4, the
B-3 used by Reid and Drewell is very close to the present A-b. Therefore,
the mean square error from their experiment is comparable to that of the
following combination of the present experiment. That combination is the
pure integrator and the reference trajectory with Wi-2.5 (according to the
-260-
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2
e
2
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Preview Length (sec)
Fig. 8.2.11 Comparison between the Present Experiment and
Earlier Experiment by Reid and Drewell.
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present definition). Fig. 8.2.11 shows the comparison. In spite of the
difference of experimental conditions, the comparison looks very good.
This confirms that the environment, which surrounded the subject, did not
affect him much, and that the data taken in our experiment are reasonable.
8.2.5 More on Effect of Preview
So far, we have shown and discussed the effect of preview in the
sense of the mean square error and the mean square input. However, we can
discuss qualitatively the effect of preview from the viewpoint of time
history.
Figs. 8.2.12 and 8.2.13 show the effect of preview on the system
output, the error and the control input. The subject was LRJ, the plant
1
was -, and i was 2.5 rad/sec. Arrow marks in the figures indicate the
s 
points where the same waveform appeared. We can see that both magnitude
and phase are improved as the preview becomes large. Appriciable phase
shifts exist for N a=0 and Na= 3. At Na =12, the phase shift is almost
compensated out. Further at Na=50O, the magnitude becomes more accurate
than at cases of less preview. This same kind of improvement can be
observed for different plants as well. (Figs. 8.2.14 - 8.2.17.)
8.3 Conclusion of Chapter 8
In this chapter, the manual preview experiment was described and the
experimental results were presented. Three plant dynamics with three
reference trajectories with different bandwidths were used in the experi-
ment, and the effect of preview on the mean square error and mean square
control input was studied. In looking ahead it was found that there
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exists a particular preview point beyond which there is no improvement in
the mean square error. The existence of this point was observed for every
combination of the plant dynamics and the reference trajectory. In our
experiment, Na= 2 5 (0.7 sec preview) seemed to be the critical point in
many cases. Since the experiment was not conducted by incrementing NSa
one by one, we can not tell where the critical point actually arises.
However in some cases it was observed that this could occur even at Na 12
(X0.3 sec preview). It is believed that this critical point is located
around 0.5 sec preview. For the easily controllable plant (/s, /s+21
with the narrow bandwidth (i=1.5 rad/sec) signal, it seemed that Na=12
was adequate preview. While, for the plant which was more difficult to
control (1/s2 ) with the larger bandwidth (i- 4 .0 rad/sec) signal, improve-
ment was observed even at N 50 when compared to the cases of less preview.
The present experimental data were compared to those by Reid and
Drewell, and good agreement between te two works was shown.
Finally the effect of preview was considered from time histories of
the experimental runs, and it was shown that both te phase shift and the
magnitude are improved by preview.
In the next chapter, the experimental data wilt be further analyzed
from the optimal control point of view, and the experimental results found
in this chapter will be explained in more detail.
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CHiAPTER IX
A MANUAL PREVIEW CONTROL MODEL BASED
ON THE OPTIItAL FINITE PREVIEW CONTROL THEORY
9.1 Proposed Manual Preview Control Model
In Part I, we developed the optimal preview control theory in a
general form. Several possible manual preview control models can be
derived from this theory. In this chapter, a possible model is proposed,
and the validity of the model is checked by fitting parameters such that
the results of the experiment in the previous chapter may be predicted.
Actually the experiment itself was designed so that comparison of the
predicted results and the experimental results is possible.
It was stated in Chapter 1, how modem control theory has been used
in the field of manual control. This chapter presents an attempt to apply
modern control theory to the manual preview tracking, situation. Several
[91ideas in this chapter are borrowed from the work by Kleinman et al , in
which a manual compensatory tracking experiment was analized by use of
optimal control theory. At this point we mention several differences
between the present experiment and the experiment of Kleinman et al.
The major difference is in the type of display used. Another substantial
difference is that we used a time correlated filtered random signal as a
reference trajectory, while Kleinman et al used a signal formed from a
finite sum of sine waves, as a disturbance to the controlled plant. Thus,
in the man-plant-display loop, the point of application of a random signal
is different. One consequence of the latter difference appears in the
Kalman filter equation as will be discussed later.
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The model proposed here is based on OFPCDNds. From the assumption
that the subject is behaving in a stationary fashion during an experimental
run, it was decided to use the infinite time result of OFPCDNds in Section
5.2. As in Part I, the subscript ds implies a discrete time system. It
should be noted that the discrete model is employed just for the mathemati-
cal convenience, and the discretization of time is made small enough so
that all equations in the model are good approximations of the experiment.
This choice has no bearing on the hypothesis that human is discontinuous
or intermittent in processing information[39]' [40]
Fig. 9.1.1 represents the schematic diagram in discrete form represen-
tation of the experiment to be analyzed. It is composed of the plant, the
desired trajectory generator and model of a human operator. Since the
desired trajectory was generated by the discrete shaping filter in the
experiment, the same equation can be used in the model for the desired
trajectory generator if the same discretization of time (At) is employed.
If this is not the case, It, Wd etc. have to be replaced so that the
physical meaning can be preserved. The plant was continuous in the experi-
ment, but it must be approximated by a discrete system for the purpose of
analysis. Such an approximation will yield the following
Plant (Experiment) Approximation (Model)
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It should be noted that mi actually represent ui+wmi, where u is the
control input to the plant and wmi is the internal noise due to the human
operator.
The present model of the human operator includes time delay and
so-called remnant. Remnant is represented in our model by observation
noise and motor noise. Of these two, we have already included motor noise
in the plant equation. Thus, mathematically speaking, motor noise appears
as a driving noise to the plant. Observation noise appears with the
measurement equation as will be subsequently shown. In the model, neuro-
motor dynamics, and nonlinear behaviour are not included. In this manner,
the theory in Part I can be applied in a straightforward fashion. The
inclusion of neuromotor dynamics and other possible models will be discus-
sed in the next chapter where recommnendations for future work will be given.
The human's observation process is assumed to take the following form:
Zi ' i-da + Vi (9-1-2)
Zd ' Y () + d () 0 < < (9-1-3)i i-db i
where Eqn. (9-1-2) represents the observation process with respect to the
plant and Eqn. (9-1-3) represents the observation process with respect to
the desired trajectory, and all variables in the expression have the same
mathematical meaning and properties as the corresponding variables in
Part . Note that an observation equation is assigned to each dot which
appeared on the display. In the experiment N a+l dots represented the
reference trajectory of interest. Physically da and db represent a human's
perceptional time delay which should be understood as the lumped
-273-
representation of the various internal time delays associated with visual
processing and neuromotor dynamics. vi and Vdi(Z) represent the observa-
tion noise, which a human operator generates internally. As in Part I, Na
is the number of preview steps available.
It is assumed that in the steady state a control input applied by a
human operator is actually the optimal admissible control which minimizes
J' (u) E[(y - Yd(0)) + Ru2
Pdoo
~~~~N ~(9-1-4)
- lim I [(Yi d (0)) + Rui ].
N- 1=1
The weighting factor R may be either objective (specified by the
experimenter or designer) or subjective (specified by the subject), but
in our experiment it was more subjective than objective. The difference
between Figs. 8.2.9 and 8.2.10 , in the previous section, may be explained
by this distinction. Since we do not know the value of R, it has to be
determined by a model-data matching procedure.
It is not difficult to notice that the situation as described above
may be handled by OFPCDNds. The solution of this optimal finite preview
problem can be easily found from the content of Section 5.2. Instead of
repeating the list of equations associated with the solution, we illus-
trate in Fig. 9.1.2 tile structure of the optimal system in detail which
can be called the "Manual Preview Control Model." In the figure all
notations and variables have the same meaning and properties as the cor-
responding quantities in Chapter 5.
At this point, it should be mentioned that the present model is
dependent on the trajectory characteristics in the sense that it includes
-274-
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an estimator which depends on the dynamics of a shaping filter and the
feedforward control gain of the state of the shaping filter. If we can
assume that a human has acquired the characteristics of the desired
trajectory, this is a reasonable assumption.
Some parameters associated with Fig. 9.1.2 as well as the weighting
factor on the control have to be determined by model-data matching proce-
dures. Parameters to be fitted include da, db, Wd, V, Vd, and R. As
defined in hapter 5, Vd is given by
Vd =
Vd(0,O) Vd(0,1) .... Vd(O , NSa)
VVd(1,0)
I VA(Non,O) · . . VA(NQ,NoQ)'
(9-1-5)
9.2 Parameter Fitting and Discussion
The fitting of parameters is presented in this section for the case
when the controlled plant is a pure integrator. The matching of model
to data is not an easy task. The primary reason for this difficulty is
that the present preview control model has many parameters. For example,
from V in EIqn. (9-1-5), we have (N a+l)(N a+2 )/2 parameters, and this
number becomes 66 even for N =10. Also the dimension of the filter
La
equations for the desired trajectory becomes larger as the preview length
increases, and this requires a huge amount of computer time to solve the
filter equations at each iteration of matching. Also the present
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knowledge about the observation noise process associated with reference
trajectory is very small, and extensive experimental work will be required
to better understand this noise process. Consequently, several assumptions
with respect to the observation noise have been made in fitting the data.
The procedure of fitting is presented in the following.
9.2.1 Procedure of Fitting
First, the time increment At of the model was chosen to be equal to
one computer cycle in the experiment. Specifically, At was set to 0.0265
sec. Thus, the shaping filter equation in the model is exactly the same
as that in the experiment. The plant equation, in this case, is
xi+ xi + 0.0265 u + 0.0265 . (9-2-1)i+l i i mi
Measurement equations are
zi Xida + v (9-2-2)
Z( - d () + vd ) (9-2-3)di i-db i
where Ydi(0 ) = Ydi is given by Eqns. (8-1-2) and (8-1-3).
Time delays da and db were set equal to d, and d was varied from 0 to
7, or equivalently from 0 sec. to about 0.186 sec.
As for the determination of the strength of motor noise wmi and
observation noise vi associated with a controlled plant, we followed
Kleinman et al to form a rough idea for their determination. They
recommended using the following formula to decide noise levels in the case
where a human operator is engaged in the continuous single degree of free-
dom compensatory tracking:
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wc = E[w2] =TrP E[u 2 ]
m m m
Vc E[v2 -P Ee 2
y
(9-2-4)
(9-2-5)
and they suggested using P 0.003 and P X 0.01 based on experimental
m-- y--
data. From the nature of preview display it would not be expected that the
values of P and P used by Kleinman et al apply in our preview experiment.
mn y
Thus in the fitting procedure, P and P were left as free parameters.
m y
Also, since we discretized the plant dynamics, which were originally
continuous, we modified Eqn. (9-2-4) and (9-2-5) in order to preserve
physical meanings. Specifically, the discretization was made as follows.
Continuous case
Plant x(t) - u(t)+w (t)ym -x(t)
y(t) - x(t)
Discrete case (approximation)
ti+l
Xi+l'Xi+0 .0265ui+It w(o)a
-xi+O.0265[ui+ 0.0265 J1 ft+ ( d ]
i 1 0~~~.0265 mW~ti
-xi+0.0 2 65[uiw ]
ii
yi '-xi
Covariance
of
Motor Ndise
E[w (9w (9 ]
=We6 (tl-t 2 )m 2
E[w w ] W 6
mi m m i:(.) .
t +t+.
W -1 .i+l i+l E w (~w (]dald 2
(0.0265) ti ti
Measurement z(t)-y(t-T)+v(t)
Equation
1 1 c
2 "m dO 0.0265 m
(0.0265) ti
Z~iny1 + I 1 t1 (0 ) doiYi-d+ 0.0265 iv( ) dti-l
MYi-d +Vi'
d 0 T0.0265
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Covariance E[v(tl)v(t2) ]
of V 6(tl t2 )
Observation
Noise
From this, it is clear that Eqns.
that
2]=W = E[W -i mi 0.0265
E[vi Vj] - V ij
Vs 1 f[IfE(l)V(a)]da da2t(0.0265) tV= if iiE(.)v(O.) Id~ d-(0.o265)t>il 1 2 2
1 t i 1 c
- 1~ -.2 V do0.0265(0.0265) ti_-
(9-2-4) and (9-2-5) are modified such
nP E[u 2 ] (9-2-6)
m
V E - 1 6 E[e 2 (9-2-7)
P and P were parameters in the matching of model to data.
m y
As was pointed out before, the determination of Vd was the most
difficult task. There was no previous data available for nonzero preview
cases, so it was decided to simplify Vd as much as possible. The first
assumption made was
(9-2-8)E[vd i() (k)] = Vd(i) k 6i]i Vd 6i
Namely, the observation noise associated with the desired trajectory was
assumed to be white in the preview direction as well as with respect to
time. This assumption decreased the number of parameters, but the manner
in which V (Z) varied with was still unclear. As it seems quite likely
that the observation noise associated with the output of the plant and the
observation noise associated with the reference trajectory have about the
same magnitude for zero preview case, we set Vd=V for Na=O.
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For the non-zero preview case,
Vd(L) Ai + B , < < N (9-2-9)
was assumed. Fig. 9.2.1 shows the change of the variance of observation
noise along the preview direction. This form was decided by the following
consideration.
When a subject is viewing a dot on the display which represents the
future reference position, he is considered to make perceptional errors in
two directions one in the horizontal direction and the other in the
vertical direction. Here let us note that the errors in both direction
can degrade the performance in our model. The error in the vertical direc-
tion directly affects the estimation of yd() and the control to be applied.
The error in the horizontal direction affects the estimation of yd(Z) and
the control, since yd(') ('), for example, may be taken as Yd( ) due
to the error in the horizontal direction. Let us assume that these errors
can be regarded as zero mean Gaussian noise vdv(1) and vdh(Z) with the
variances V(k) and Vh(t), respectively, where the subscripts v and h
denote "vertical" and "horizontal". Also we assume that the total error
introduced in this manner is represented as
Vd() - dv(t) + dh(t).
If the noise in the horizontal direction and the noise in the vertical
direction ire independent of each other,
Vd( ) - V () + Vh( )
where Vd(2) represent the variance of noise associated with the dot.
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Vd( )
B
L (preview distance)
Fig. 9.2.1 Vd(L) vs. 
The variation of V (L) and Vh(L) depends on the seperation of the dot
vh
from the vertical line on which the output of the plant is displayed.
'nis line will be call the "reference vertical line" in what follows.
If the viewing angle is not large (<5degree), V can be assumed constant.
v
vdh(i) is the error introduced In perceivingthe distance between the reference
vertical line and the vertical ine on which d(Q) is displayed. It is
easy to expect that a larger error may be introduced as gets larger.
In the present analysis, it is assumed that
Vh() , 'Const9.2
which can be regarded as a similar expression as Eqn. (9-2-5) or as Weber's
law. (Note that the above expression implies that the standard deviation
of vdl(Z) is linear with .)
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Eqn. (9-2-9) follows from this discussion.
Fitting was achieved for the cases in which Nla -0, 3, 12 and 25.
The following variable parameters are listed.
R : Weighting factor on the control input
d : (-da-db) Measurement time delay
Win: Covariance of the motor noise
V : Covariance of the observation noise associated with
the output of the plant
A, B : Vd(t) - A2 + B represents the variance of the observation
noise associated with the -th dot, and N+l dots represent
the future trajectory which appeared on the display in the
experiment.
Several iterations were made to get parameter values which gave a
good fitting. In the iterating process, iteration methods, as used in the
gradient method, the conjugate gradient method etc., were not used.
Reasonable parameter values were assumed at each iteration, by looking
at the previous results. In each iteration, d was varied from 0 to 7.
P and P B were initiated from the values recommended by Kleinman et al.
m y
The ratio of the mean square error and the mean square control were found
to be very sensitive to the value of R, and insensitive to the values of
the remaining parameters P P, A, and B. R was found by looking at this
ratio. lhe zero preview case (Nga-O) was fitted first, which gave us the
values of P and P . hese values of P and P were set at the starting
m y m y
values in fitting the case for NZa4O.
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Table 9.2.1 shows the values of parameters which gave a good fitting.
It is not claimed that Table 9.2.1 shows the best or unique fitting.
However, it shows qualitatively that the proposed model is reasonable, and
it also explains what could be happening in manual preview control. In
the following, this model data fitting will be discussed.
1) One notable point is that the time delay in the model is kept to
the same value for all preview cases. This is not an unrealistic assump-
tion if we consider human limitation in tracking experiments. Especially,
it is rather hard to believe that the time delay associated with the output
of the plant becomes smaller as the preview length increases, since the
new information from preview does not concern the plant but rather the
trajectory. The model demonstrates that the improvement in performance
can be accomplished without changing the time delay. This point will
become clear and will be discussed in more detail when we examine the
simulated results of the present model.
2) The weighting R decreases as the preview length increases.
This implies that the bandwidth of the loop, composed of the plant and
the subject, increases as the preview length increases, since a small R
implies large feedback gains in general. As the subject becomes more
confident about what will happen (having a longer preview), he tries
harder to make the error small, thus putting less weighting on the control
input.
3) W , V and B in the table are larger than the corresponding values
suggested by Kleinman et al, thus implying larger mean square errors.
This point is related to the discussion in Section 8.2.4., where it was
mentioned that use of the random trajectory which is an output of a
-283-
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shaping filter yields a larger mean square error. Another reason may be
that for the zero preview case, only two dots were displayed on the screen,
and this gave the subjects some difficulty in distinguishing between the
trajectory and the system output.
4) W and V are not affected by the preview length available. Also
m
the fact that the same values of A and B can be used in all preview cases
for the same value of W1 suggests that the quadratic assumption (9-2-9)
is reasonable.
5) Fitting was not done for the large (>25 pt. or (>0.7 sec)) preview
cases because of the increase in the dimension of the Kalman Filter
associated with the desired trajectory. This does not imply that the
computation is impossible, but it takes a very large amount of computatio-
2--i
nal time. It was mentioned, in Chapter 8, that e and m were not essen-
tially improved by preview beyond 0.7 sec. We can expect that similar
)behaviour will be observed in the model if the parameters are properly
selected. Basically there are two reasons for this. The first reason is
that a human can not make the bandwidth of the loop infinite, which implies
that the weighting R has a lower bound. The second reason is that in large
preview cases the desired trajectory seems to be devided into two segments:
one is the neighbourhood of the vertical line where the output of the plant
is displayed (Segment I) and the other is the remainder of the trajectory
displayed on the screen (Segment II). Segment I is the part of the
trajectory from which a human operator can extract the information and
process it. Segment I is the part of the trajectory from which human
operator can not extract and process the essential information.
Mathematically, this is interpreted by letting Vd(M)o in Segment II.
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This implies that there exists some limit in the quality of the estimator
for the desired trajectory. If the above mentioned two reasonsare true,
E[e ] and Em ] will also be lower bounded in the model.
6) It was mentioned before, in Section 8.2.3 , that the subject PML
employed a different strategy from thatof other subjects at small previews
with high bandwidths signals. It was explained that he put a heavier
weight on the input than other subjects. Fitting was made for the data
from the other two subjects LRJ and WJB.
7) It was stated, in Section 9.1 , that the point, where the random
signal was applied, is different between our preview tracking experiment
[9]
and the compensatory tracking experiment by Kleinman et al In the
latter work, the random signal was applied as a driving noise for the plant.
In our case, the driving noise for the controlled plant comes only from
the motor noise internally generated by the human, which is illustrated
Ln Fig. 9.1.2. In the fitting, we assumed that the motor noise level has
the same order of magnitude as that in the case studied by Kleinman et al.
The consequence of this was that the Kalman filter gain tended to be very
small. It gave a value of about 0.04X0.05, which appears to be very small.
This point should be considered more in the future. At the present moment,
however, since the model can give good fitting in the sense of mean square
quantities, we shall not discuss this in more detail but will leave it as
a mathematical consequence of the filter equation.
Fig. 9.2.2 shows the comparison of the mean square quantities from
the model and the experiment.
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9.3 Simulation of Model
In order to examine the behaviour of the model more closely, the model,
which resulted from the model-data fitting of the previous section, was
simulated by a digital computer. Interdata system of the oint computer
facility of the civil engineering department and the mechanical engineer-
ing department of M.I.T. was used for this purpose. The manual preview
control model in Fig. 9.1.2 without the desired trajectory generator was
included in the computer program. In order to closely simulate cAnditiksIn the
experiment, the same desired trajectory as in the experiment was used.
For this purpose, the random signal made by the PDP-8 was once recorded
in paper tape and was read by the Interdata during simulation. The motor
noise and the observation noise were all generated by the random signal
generator routine in the digital computer program. In Figs. 9.3.1 - 9.3.4,
the simulation results are shown for the case ien Wui-2.5 rad/sec.
In the figures, the reference trajectory (Ydi), the output of the control-
led plant (yi), and the estimate of the reference trajectory (di) are
plotted. Ydi actually represents di/i(O) (see Section 5.2 for this
notation), which is understood to be the signal that the human reconstructs
in his mind as the image of the actual signal. The structure of the model
indicates that the control acion Is decided based on the estimated signal di/i(t)
This implies that if the estimate is improved, the performance of the total
system is also improved. Figs. 9.3.1 - 9.3.4 show how the improvement is
affected.
Actually it is of interest to compare the curves Ydi and yi in these
figures with those in Figs. 8.2.10 and 8.2.11 which show the results of an
experiment at the same condition as the present simulation (plant:l/s,
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,i-2.5 rad/sec). The correspondence between the experiment and the model
is surprisingly good. We can observe that similar effects of preview as
in the experiment are occunrencein the model. When N aO, it can be observ-
ed in the simulation results that there exists about a 0.4 sec phase shift
between the peak values of the desired trajectory and those of the output
of the plant, and that the amplitude of the plant output is less than that
of the desired trajectory. Similar effects can be observed in the experi-
mental results, and furthermore, the time history from the experiment shows
that the amount of phase shift stated above is almost of the same value
as the model predicts. The simulation shows that at N 3 the amount ofla
phase shift decreases to ".25 sec, and that the amplitude characteristics
becomes somewhat better compared to the zero preview case. Again these
are well correlated with the experimental results. Also the model predicts
that, at Na-12, the reference trajectory is followed by the output of the
plant with only a slight phase shift and slight amplitude error, and that
the phase shift and amplitude error become almost zero at Nla- 2 4 . These
are similarly found in the experimental results.
Examining Figs. 9.3.1 - 9.3.4 , we find that these improvements are
caused by the improvement of the estimate (Ydi) of the reference trajectory.
As was mentioned earlier, di is understood to be the signal that the human
reconstructs in his mind to estimate di' and it can be imagined that the
human is operating on di in deciding a control. Since di can be improved
in this manner with increasing preview, we do not have, for example, to
change time delays, motor noise etc. explicitly. Thus time delay in our
model is considered to represent exactly a human's inherent time delay.
It should not be considered equivalent to the time delay that appeared
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in the model of Reid and Drewell[8 ] Roughly speaking, their model could
be regarded as
T 8
e p [crossover model], (9-3-1)
where Tp, a prediction time, results from preview. -re-r C+- could
represent an equivalent time delay in their model, where represents
the time delay term in the crossover model. They seemingly fitted this
Te to the experimental data, and they examined how this could explain
manual preview tracking. (Of course, they changed a lead time or lag
time in the crossover model as well as a delay term.) Thus the modelling
methods in their work and in this thesis are very different. The present
model is believed to consider the effect of preview in a more essential
manner than that expressed by Eqn. (9-3-1). Actually the model-data
matching and the simulation indicate that the present model predicts the
experimental results pretty well over a wide range of different preview
distances.
9.4 Conclusion of Chapter 9
In this chapter, one possible model of the manual preview experiment
was proposed. The discrete version of the optimal finite preview control
problem with noise and measurement time delay was employed in the model.
The choice of the discrete model was made for mathematical convenience,
and it had no bearing on the hypothesis that a human is discontinuous or
intermittent in processing information. The model in this chapter
included time delay, observation noise and motor noise. Model-data
matching was done for the case in which the plant was a pure integrator.
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Mean square error and input from the model and the experiment were matched,
and it was shown that the matching can be done with reasonable values of
parameters. Also it was shown that the human behaviour in the preview
tracking can be explained fairly well in terms of the parameters in the model.
Several interesting properties of the model which became clear from the
model-data fitting are 1) the time delay is not explicitly affected by
the preview, 2) the weighting on the control input decreases as the
preview length becomes large, 3) The motor noise level and the observation
noise level associated with the plant are not affected by the preview,
and 4) the quadratic assumption of the observation noise level in the
preview direction seems to be reasonable.
Finally the simulation of the model was conducted. It was found that
the time responses from the simulation correlated well with those from
the experiment. The model indicated that the better performance at a
large Na is mainly due to the better estimation of the desired trajectory
at a large Na.
The matching results and the simulation results indicate that the
proposed model fairly accurately represents the human operator in the
preview tracking over a wide range of different preview distances.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSIONS OF PART II AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER WORK
In this chapter, we briefly summarize the study of the manual preview
tracking problem made in this thesis, and discuss further research which-
may be undertaken.
10.1 Summary of the Present Work about Manual Preview Control
In Chapter 7, it was stated that a human does preview control on many
occasions, and previous research related to the manual preview experiments
and modelling were mentioned.
In Chapter 8, our forced paced manual preview tracking experiment
and its results were presented. Three plants with different dynamics and
three reference trajectories with different bandwidths were examined in
the experiment. It was found that in all cases, there existed a particular
preview point beyond which there was no improvement in either e or m.
Also the time histories recorded on charts showed that the phase error
decreased as Na became large until it became almost zero when Na- 2 5 .
Two tracking modes (named Mountain range mode and Flag mode) were observed
during the experiment.
In Chapter 9, a model for the manual preview tracking was proposed
and. model-data matching was made for the case in which the plant was a
pure integrator. The result of the parameter fitting was discussed.
Matching was done with respect to the mean square error and the mean square
control. The model resulting from the fitting was simulated by a digital
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computer, and it was found that the simulated results and the experimental
results were well correlated. The reasonable parameter values of the
model resulted from model-data matching, and the simulation results
indicated that the proposed model fairly accurately represent the manual
preview control situation.
10.2 Recommendations for Further Work
In concluding Part II, we shall discuss what future research relating
to the manual preview tracking problem should be undertaken. We begin by
discussing experimental and modelling points of interest in future research.
Display design : It was stated, in Section 8.2 (Remark 8-3), that the
subjects had difficulty at zero preview in distinguishing between the
system output and the command signal in the case where both appeared as
single dots on the display. Another facet of the experiment that was
observed was the occurrence of the undesirable flag mode at rather small
previews. It is of interest to design a display which can remove the
difficulties as stated above. Displaying the past trajectory (postview)
as well as the future trajectory (preview) seems to be one of the easiest
and most promising ways to remove these two difficulties. In that case,
the display would appear as in Fig. 10.2.1.
Another possible modification is to change the display of the output
of the plant from a dot to a small line, possible iclined, the slope of
which represents the derivative of the output.
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Fig. 10.2.1 Preview Display with Postview
Study of Observation Noise : Extensive experiment about the remnant has
b e en d o n e[4 1 ]
been done[ 1] for the usual compensatory tracking case. However, no
experimental data of the observation noise at the preview situation exists
I_ -at this time. The study of observation noise at the preview situation is
-> ~ important in understanding and modelling preview for the human.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Proposed Model : It is of interest to know
how the fitting is sensitive to parameters. From this, we can understand
.^ ~ the effects of each parameter's variation and ascertain in what respect
' -' each parameter is important, etc.
JDesired Trajectory
| off, Output of the Plant
Postview Preview
4--; b
-
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Development of Alternative odels : The model proposed in this thesis
was the first prototype of possible models from optimal control theory.
We can derive alternative manual preview control models from the results
in Part I. We did not include the neuromotor dynamics in our model.
It can, however, be accomplished in a similar way as has been done by
Kleinman et al [9 1 for the conventional manual compensatory tracking problem.
The rate of input () must be penalized and should be appropriately includ-
ed in a cost functional for this purpose. In Section 9.2, the variables
explicitly displayed on the screen were used for the observation equations
which represented the human perception process. Kleinman et al assumed
that if a quantity y is displayed explicitly to a human, he can extract
the time derivative of the quantity (). They assigned observation
equations for those implicitly derived variables as well as for those
explicitly displayed variables. They demonstrated that it was actually
a good assumption. A similar treatment is possible in our preview control
model. At zero preview, this modification might be accomplished for both
the output of the plant and the reference trajectory, fihile at non-zero
preview, it would be sufficient if the time derivative of the plant is
taken into account.
In order to check the validity of these alternative models, the
experiment has to l)e carefully designed. It would be useful in model-data
matching if the mean square errors of and e are taken into consideration
as well as the mean square errors of u and e.
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Other Types of Preview : The experiment in this thesis considered the
of
effect of preview of the type "open before t in the sense described
in Section 7.2. A more extensive experiment investigating the effects
of other types of previews, "point" and "open beyond ta" in the sense
in Section 7.2, would be worthwhile to undertake. The computer program
for PDP-8 used in the experiment in this thesis was developed such that
it can handle these situations. The minor correction of the theory in
Part I will enable us to model the human in the tracking experiment with
such types of preview.Specifically, the observation equation (5-2-5) for
the desired trajectory has to be changed to
Zdi(Z) - Ydidb(&)+Vdi(9), - Na for "point" preview
or
zdi(Q) - Ydidb()'+Vdi(l) N <a < Nf, for "open beyond tia preview
where Nf represents the point in the future and may be decided from the
experimental condition. The filter equations for the desired trajectory
may be derived with these observation equations in the same manner as
presented in this thesis and the remainder of the results of this thesis
may be applied without any change.
Other Types of Command Signals: In this thesis, the command signal was
the time correlated random trajectory. Other type of command signals of
interest are sudden step changes etc., and for this kind of signals, the
effect of the preview may be more drastical than for time correlated
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random signals. It was explained, in Part I, that the command ignals
must be random signals in order to discuss rigorously optimality.
However, suboptimal preview control models of the human for this kind
of task may be developed by use of the results in Part I.
These are the recommendations for future work which may be directly
connected with the work in this thesis. Other topics include the many
faceted problem of the self-paced preview experiment and its modelling.
The difficulty in analyzing the self-paced preview situation has been
pointed out in Chapter 6, where the recommendations for further work
with respect to preview problems in general were pointed out. This
difficulty must be resolved in order to establish the manual preview
model from the view point of the optimal control theory.
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Appendix 4-1 Detailed Expressions of Eqns. (4-2-53)-(4-2-57)
For NaO,
EQ_] Tr( [ CX] +Tr[ CX 
8 8 8
E TQu ]-Tr[G TGxXxx ]+2Tr[GT GXX ]+Tr[GTc x I
8 8 8
(A4-1-1)
(A4-1-2)
For N>1,
E TLQ] -Tr CT QCXx
3
]+Tr[QXdd (0,0) -2Tr[QCXxd ( ) (A4-1-3)
s S
E[Q,]-Tr[GxXxx ]+2Tr[GdGxXxd ]+Tr[GdGdXdd ]
Fisrst, X
88
-S
is determined by
T TXs s s +rwr
8 8S
Using this Xs , Xdd is determined
8 8
as follows.
X (0,0) X (0,1) Xdd (O add I Xdd ('1sL - - - -8 
Xdd (1,0) 
Ids I I I I 
Xdd (N,0)r - * * ( QaNi)
5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ dI l
r r
(A4-1-6)
(A4-1-4)
(A4-1-5)
Xdd
S
} t
I 
I
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with
Xdd (N asNa) Xs
an a -s
and an i-j submatrix is given by
Cr max{i- }X ( T)max{ -iM, 0CT
#i-Jx cT
8 88 8
S
i=N La, J=O,
=Nal i -O , ,Na-l
* ., N a-1
max {a,b3 {
For Na-O, 
a if a>b
b if a<b
IIQ is determined by
S
T - r[rs
8
r+ R-] r
For N>, Xxd is determined as follows.
Xxd - [Xxd (0) X (1):
r xd
r r
I Xxd (Na1) Xxd (N a ) ]}
r t
(A4-1-7)
xd (N La) X
Ba xsB ~~S
dJij= I ~Ti-iCx ($ O)5 Ss585
i,j=O, ' · , N -1
where
with
x - 'D X IT - TS It X (DTXs c Xs IS XS SS S,s a s s
* * -
a%1
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xd (N -i)- cXxd (N. a) C-T
s 8
N
'{a (i)p'CTQC x (T)NtA-kCT
k-l s
+S 4 x cT}Xs s ss S
s S
N 
xd ( L)- %Dxd (2+)T{,[' (4' ) c QC a
N -2+1
+S ( ) Qa x T }
x S 
x -~ x JTT{-[ (JT)k-CT QC x
xs C X 8 c s s kl s
T(4 )8
M
{k--1 0}X (,trmax{ +-k,0 }j
sSS
(b, --', N a- 2 )
N a-k+l
+S X
xS S 888 S
4~}8
T rr Ts r + R-1 iT.
xx
S
For N a=O, X is determined by
T TJ T
8 X C C X S XS8 SB 8
+TS X T S T.X8 8 88 8 Xs8 8 8
For N>1, X is determined by
x - X T _TEJ-t ETT
xx c xx c C C5 8
N -1
+T[ I T k-1 T
k, 2,,1 cs
il T S(k,L)QC(4 c ) +F+F +BX 5 5 B ]T
where
and
X = -X 4' -TS
xx c xx c xs8 S
_ I
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where
B,, -( T) a CTQC + S 
c 8 Xs SS
N la
E ' ( c)k- QX (k)T + S sF k=l Bds ( s 
N La k-i
F - BXdd (Na,k)QC(Dc)k.
k-1 s
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-* Appendix 4-2 Derivation of Solution for OFPCPM
Region II
First we solve the problem in Region II which has a desirable form
so that it is easily extended to Region I. Using the definition of J*PC
-_ ~ ~ in Eqn. (4-3-9), it can be shown easily that the following has to be
- satisfied in Region II.
dj II
1 T. T CdJ*Imin (Y~) (t)R~~u~t) i 1=0mi ((t)-d(tO)) Q(t)(y(t)-yd(tO))+u t (t) (t  dt
~~~~~~~~~~_ 1u(t)
(A4-2-1)
To proceed, we assume that J* (xd, dt) takes the following form
_~~~~~~~~~~ pc
in Region II.
1 I
JII -1 (t)K(t)x(t)+ f d(tK(t,)yp - -_dttd
tf-t t-t
-- + ~ft ~ dL+dIf+ If. y Yd(t·&l)K (t tlQ2)d (t ,t 2 ) d~ld&2
0o o
t -T T ftT+ -i(t )K (t)Xd(t )+x(t),f Fl(t,Z)yd(t ,l)d+x (t)F (t)x(t)=, . ~~~~~~o
-2-d fd-df-dltf'-d 2 Sd f
tf-t
-' x (t f ) |4 3 _ yd(tQ)d + T(t) (A4-2-2)
o
I, -
By setting ttf, the followings are easily obtained.
._ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~C~
K(tf) - CT(tf)Q(tf)C(tf) (A4-2-3)
TKd~tF) - C8(t )Mt )c (t) - (A4-2-4)
K(tf) - C(tf)Q(tf)Cs (tf) (A4-2-)Kd~~~~tf) - T ~~~~~(A4-2-5)
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(tf) - (A4-2-6)
dJ*II
To get PC let us expand J* (x(t+At) ,(t+At ,) ,X(t+At+t t++At).dt PC --
From now J -II(x(t+At) ,y(t+At,), d(t+At+ta),tt) is denoted by
J* (x, _dt+ht) for simplicity.
Jpc (x,y~,x ,t+At) -
PC L-xy"t.LY-dt't,2i35td2d4L
kt
_ o pc t - (t x (t +-2-ut t) i yj t) d
.- t t-t'
_~~~~~~~ lt(tt1 1'
....2- ' )t ,dL
at~~~~~~~~~~'jq 2t at&)
_; -2-~~fft, R)t, ,) d~t tcfF x 1( ,-t) t , )4p1j,t .iy+F(t ,tt) I~s _ ~+2r (Y BuQKY~ t+ -~)(t ) d(t,1)b 0t+2-,, t)3j flit ) t ) dl
0 t:Atd at R(Ax+Btdt 't aQ
_ t-t ayd~~~~~t ,Q) t-t ~~~ayd(t ,Q)
+o' _ (t) [1t ) "at: AtdZa(t)fFs(t'&) at AtdL+o(At) (A4-2-7)
where o(Att) implies lim O(t).
A Atot
From this we can get d . We take the derivative of
· d J*I ,c"(yt)(t)- (tA,0) ) 4) tA ) Idtc
with respect to u(t), and set it to zero to obtain the expression for
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opt
u Pt(t). Doing this, we obtain
tf-t
opt -1 T~t 
u (t)=-R- (t)B (t)[K(t)x(t)+ F (t,)yd(t,I)dI+F2(t)x~tf)]
0
(A4-2-8)
dJ*
Substituting Eqn. (A4-2-8) into - , and using Eqn. (A4-2-1),dt
- we can obtain the following equation
-x~~~~~~~~l~ ']t~)
_ ,4~~~~~~~~t- !-x't) I[Q-KBRBiK+K+AiT-KBR BTK+KA-KBR 'l]x(t)
-+x(t) f[KB'i¶+tjKB+T F,-2-R FF+-KB ,BF,- ;( y(tdt 11d
_~~~~~~~~~~~~ ''~ -iT 1tt I B[,t t)q(t)
tx t't
' _*t[4B iF+3132t3~ ,O)j - (A4-2 -9)
- t 'ed ) t ? BR '0 '(t '0) + - ,0+x7t [- ,,)Q -(t ,) dt,)-yO 0QydQQ
Here, the following relations were used.
tTt 1
T
j at K',(t)ytO)d(t3L)K 2,(tL) at
-2 00t aK+(tZ)d
0
(A4-2-10)
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Proof of Eqn. (A4-2-10)
0f dT{d(t.i) K+Y(t t)Yd (t , )jd t- Y-d(t, t )K i(t' )- tto
-Yd (t ,O)K~(t ,0)a(t,O)
The left hand side is equal to
t Nyd(tQ) + aK (t , )
0
yd (t , 101 a K 9t 'i)Y-d(t, Q)<dt9' at Q ) d (t ,Q)T _ y(t, )K(t , )d~
ayd(t,Q) ayd(t,i)
But Yd(t,i) satisfies a2datR = ydt). From these, Eqn. (A4-2-10)
at at
follows. 
2f~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~lC~ l at |K (t °` R2 Q)Yd (t,Q) d2f- Q11 
ltltl~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 JY(t, ) aQt- 00 0
1 T( ) , )d( , A )d
whee00 T ' 1
--f f d(ty~l) a0 0 1l
d(tL )d9,ldi~
where1 was used.
at at 
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1tlt T. ,al~( , d ~(t'9.2 >
c) u$ tl)Kt L(t l.2)-a - dld2if ~ ~ ~ 'i) t Yd d 2
o o
-$ Z K(t (tQt )dtyd(tt -- ltr (t,I)K9(t,X,O)d&~(t, >
|f Y-(t ) Q 1g 2-- (ttt)d t (A-212o 0
T1t)| (2 t ,PY dl , (A4-2-12)
-1~ ~ ~~~~t~2 d Yd. 9z
oT t1 ad T Td) x (tl I FI(tatdd bx_ (t)F t ,t 1)yd (ttl)xt (t) F1(t O)Xd (t ,)xTDFI(ttI/ (A4-2-14) .
-x ( ay - d(t'~')dl
0~~~~~
t~~~~~~~~~~te) xT~tt F (t )-- dxT(t F3 (t,tl)d Tl)d (t)F(,,0d t~)1 F3(t at )V~'l-Ad1F- - OIdtO0~~~~~~t lF (t ,&)
-. XT t ) f1 3 y (tI~dI (A4-2-14)
f) yd(ttf-t ) Xd(tf) C(tf)d(tf) (A4-2-15)
In Eqns. (A4-2-10)-(A4-2-14), t1 actually represents tf-t .
In order for Eqn. (A4-2-9) to be valid for all x(t),Zd(t,L),Xd(tf),
the expressions inside the blackets have to vanish. From this we can
obtain the following set of equations for the optimality, which are
defined for tf-t1 t<tf O< ,l, 2 <t-
t .
dK(t).T- dt) -K(t)A(t)-AT (t)K(t)+K(t)B(t)R (t)BT (t)K(t)-CT (t)Q(t)C(t)
dt
(A4-2-16)
K(tf) - C (tf)Q(tf)C(tf) (A4-2-17)f f  ~~~~~~~A42-7
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aF (t,L) -1 T ) 1 (t, Z)1t - -(A(t)-(t) (t) (t)K(t) (t R) aZ
(A4-2-18)
Fl(t,O) = -CT (t)Q(t) (A4-2-19)
dF2(t)2 = -(A(t)-B(t)R- 1 (t)BT (t)K(t))F 2 (t) (A4-2-20)
F2(tf) = -CTtf )Q (tf)C 8 (tf ) (A4-2-21)
aK9(t,) aK9(t, )
-at a -aQ (A4-2-22)
(A4-2-23)Kt(t,0) - Q(t)
aK (t, 1,z2 ) 23K (t, l,~2) ;KZ(t,Zl,&2)
a + a 2
+FT(t, 1 )B(t)R (t)B (t)F1 (t, 2)
K9(t,O,z 2) K (t,2, 1 0) - 0
(A4-2-24)
(A4-2-25)
dKd (t) d - (t)B(t)R (t)B (t)F2 (t)dt 22 (A4 -2-26)
(A4-2-27)K d(tf) C(tf)Q(tf)C(tf)
aF3 (t,Y,) aF3 (t ,) -1
at a + F(t)B(t)R (t)BT(t)Fl (t,z) (A4-2-28)
F3 (t,0) 0
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dS~dt 0 °(A4-2-29)dt
optThese equations determine the optimal control u Pt(t) and the optimal
cost to go in Region II.
Region I
Next we solve the problem in Region I. We can see that Eqn. (4-3-17)
is a natural extension of Eqn. (A4-2-2) to Region I. At ttf-t a,
J, and J*II become identical with each other, and the values of K(t),pc pc
K+(t,) etc. of Jc can be set equal to those of J*l So what we have
2 pc ~~~~~pc
to do is to decide the form of optimal control and derive the necessary
equations.
Let s expand Jpc (xYdXd,t+At) first. (Look at Eqn. (4-3-17))
Here one point to be noted is that we have to expand J*I up to the secondpc
order with respect to Xd(t+tLa) because of Eqn. (4-3-13).
JPc (X Xd d't+At)
pJc -j ,d , t)+{2-_(t)K(t)x(t) 1 tAI )tk L)y jtX(xy- 'E't+{-_2 ) f4(t
0
42-ht i tK t, d x-t) t+§ta)xT(t) f# tt )d(t.g)d1
.a)t , dNotK)-' ,qd,
+At X i)4t+t" h4:It' D t'l),~dd 2o ) (t) E? dit
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ty(t , )d
~y&(t~t2)Kt '.(t t d~+(~t+)At+B,~t~to)Q~ (+)At0B(t 4tt)tK Bt )
·A(t+t t+ )At+Bt)(t+tt a+y(t 1 +4t+1z) Ag~,Q) m td(A~ t^ 4W t~s)tB~fW t s )dKt&) A
*(# t~t>)4 t t )At+B5(t % a)Aw~t~t&))+ 8At) ( 4-2-30
From this we can obtain lir E[ -tC, which combined with Eqn. (4-3-16)
At+o
gives the optimal control in the following form.
opt
0
(A4-2-31)
Substituting Eqn. (A4-2-31) back to Eqn. (4-3-16), we can obtain
the following equation.
½x1 t) [(qc+-KBR K+K+Ai-KBR' K+KA-KBR1 Bix(t) tft -tv t T
+xRt) KBRtiF1+F1-1KBR IFk-iKBRB+ T -KBR ~Fi- -] dt,L)dQ
x(t)[KBRBI+--KBR BFF~KBR BzF(tst~)(t+hc )]-KBRlIF+FWt ~)]x$t+)422Ixt %,) f.; (t L- - At Qd 2+2 (A(t ,taFqttQU)B s(t ,+\ -
-2F1t:,l)B BU), ldt\)~~2 Alta) ttF + Ctt K a ) KIttt)
(qttvtU)?t+53-A+B+F3)(tt,~)tt)+ (At ) 3(Al)43)
+xopt (t) R )BF T (tt-)x(t)t^,) (t )t, tdk t t Ri~t R ~
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+Ajt+jt)F3- Ttl ,) d -\( (t,)](tO)+x(t)-Cat)Q(t)
P1 T
-Ff(t ,0) (t,0)t
-12~t,) ),O 4t,Q)d,-2 tt,Z) q t,9,O)dfydt0
-~(t+t) F3(t ,0)(t,0)+[ +-Tr[W(t+ty& t+t N)K(t ) Bs(t+t&)]]=0
(A4-2-32)
Here again, Eqns. (A4-2-10)-(A4-2-14) and y(tta)yd(t+ta)
Cs(t+t a)xd(t+tga) were used. in Eqns.(A4-2-10)-(A4-2-14) represent t .
In order for Eqn. (A4-2-32) to be valid for all x(t), yd(t,L), d(t+tZa)
the expressions inside the blackets have to vanish. From this, we can
obtain the following set of equations for the optimality, which are defined
for t < t<tf-t 0< i a, t (Terminal conditions at ttf-t a can be
easily obtained from the equation for Region II.)
d_ -K(t)A(t)-A (t)K(t)+K(t)B(t)R - l (t)B (t)K(t)-CT (t)Q(t)C(t)dt
(A4-2-33)
3F (t, ) 1 T(t,
-- - -(A(t)-B(t)R (t)BT(t)K(t)) F(t, , ~I (A4-2-34)
--dt- -(A~t)-B~t)R (t~z~t)K~t)) F2(t)-F2(t)A8(t~gat
dF 2(t) T
d -(A(t)-B(t)R(t)f(t)K(t)) F2 (t)-F2(t)As(t+t f)
(A4-2-35)
-F (t, t )C(tt 2la)
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(A4-2-36)
Kg(t,O) = Q(t)
aKL(t,kl,2)
at
aKY(t,tl,E2) aKk(t,'l, 2)
ai1 + - at2
+F1(t,el )B(t)R- (t BTF 1(t, 2)
Kk(t,O, 2) - K(t,L 1,O) 0
(A4-2-38)
(A4-2-39)
aF (t,k) aF3 (t,L) T. T -1
t -
_-As(t+t )F3 (t,)+F(t)B(t)R (t)BT (t)F1 (t,E)at ay L 
T )K t t ic K(t )-ic(t+t - tt)K (t,k,ta) (A4-2-40)2s Y.La ' ta' 2s La)
~Kd (t)Ad ( T T -1 T
-t -AsT(t+t a)Kd(t)-Kd(t)A(t+t a)+F2 (t)B(t)R (t)B (t)F2 (t)
-Cs(t+t K(t ta)C(t+ta)-F3(t t a)C (t+t a)
-Cs (t+t )F3 (t tea)
s La) 3'L (A4-2-41)
d -TrW(t) (+t)B(t+t Kd(t)B(t+ta)]
dt d L s L d s La (A4-2-42)
These equations determine the optimal control uopt(t) and the optimal
cost to go in Region I.
Two sets of Equations, Eqns. (A4-2-16)-(A4-2-29) and Eqns. (4-2-33)-
(A4-2-37)
. ,
3K 2,(t Y- K )tx
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** (A4-242), are integrated backward, and completely determine the solution
over the entire interval.
_ .,
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-'~ ~ Appendix 4-3 Equivalence of the Solution of the Tracking Problem in
Section 2.2 and the Region II Solution of the Optimal
i!-~,~~ ~Preview Problem
''t ' ~Here w  show the equivalence between two solutions by showing that the
solution of the optimal preview control in Region II is the one for the
tracking problem in Section 2.2.
Comparing Eqns. (2-2-10) and (A4-2-2), we can see that equations
f-t
f (t) f Fl(t,)yd(t,Q)d1 + F2 (t)d(tf) (A4-3-1)
P o
_.~~~~~~~ i
tf-t T +
c (t) - (t,9)K(t, ) yd(tl)di
po
.f-t tf-t T
+ f yd(t, l)Kt(t , Il, 2)d (t,t2)dhd 2
0 0
4?E~tf) (t2Sdtf)22S~tff F (t,L)Wd t, E0di (A4-3-2)
(f)d i t 3 tf+2 ft-0
have to satisfy Eqns. (2-2-7) and (2-2-11). If these are shown we can see
-'> ~ that two solutions are equivalent in Region II of our preview problem,
since K(t) appears in the same form in two solutions and f(t) in (A4-2-2)
is zero in Region II.
-'~ ~ First let us check whether Eqn. (A4-3-1) satisfies Eqn. (2-2-7).
Ap(tf) F2 (tf)2d(tf) - -C(tf)Q(tf)Cs(tf) (tf)
-C(t f)Q(tf)yd (tf)
So the terminal condition is satisfied.
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t -t Fi(t, Z)
*Ep (t) = -F1(t ,t f-t)ydd (t ,t f)
+ F1(t, Q) ad(t' ) .+ F(t,) at d9 + F2Xd(tf) (A4-3-3)
Using Eqns. (A4-2-13), (A4-2-15), (A4-2-18), (A4-2-19) and (A4-2-20),
Id t -t Tt )
-p(t) f-(A(t)-B(t)R- l(t)BT(t)K(t))TFl(t, )d(t, )d9,
0
-1 T
-F1 (t, O)yd (t, O) -(A(t )-B(t ) R 1 (t )B (t )K(t ) ) F2 (t )d (tf)
= -(A(t)-B(t)R (t)BT(t)K(t))[ fFl(t)d(t,)+F(t) 4 ]
0
-F1(t 'O)Yd(t,0)
·- (A(t)-B(t)R -1(t)BT (t)K(t) )g (t)-C T(t)Q(t)yd(t)
(A4-3-4)
Thus, it has been shown that g (t) satisfies Eqn. (2-2-7).
Next we check c (t). First, we can easily show
P
I T T~ ~ ~T C(cp(tf) x Kd(t (f) dt) (tf)C s(tf)Q(tf)C(tf)d(tf)
~(tf)Q(tf)Xd(tf)
and the terminal condition for Eqn. (2-2-11) is satisfied
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dc (t) Ttf-T ~t2 )
-P " ' IY- dt d (t tf -t)K j(t tf -t)yd(ttf -t) [ a K(t )d(t
0
T ___ (t_ T + _d_(t I
t I ) at -Vd (t ,) Q)%(t i) K 2(t Q) -at ld 
T t - t
0
0
tf-t tf[ i
-/Zd(t , i)K (t 1 t f-t) d1Zd(tt f-t)O
+Jf I at Ke (t Q, 1 2)yd(t t Q2)
o o
T K,(t i Q1Xt2 , 
+Z~(t' Il) at Zd(t 2)
+d (t Q1)K 9(t , Q'l Q) i2 at ' d~) 2
dK d(t)
:( dt ~(t 2-2~(tf)3 ( t, tf-t)Yd(ttf-t)
T t f 3( ') ad(t )
+2x(f)J [ yd (t , )+F3(t'Q) at ]dQ (A4-3-5)
0
Using Eqns. (A4-2-10),(A4-2-11),(A4-2-12),(A4-2-14),(A4-2-15),
(A4-2-22) -- (A4-2-28),
0
dc (t) t ft
cit m-yd(t ,O)Kt(t ,°)d t2(t K) Lt )yd(  * 2)dQ2
0
0
tf-t
-| (t , )Kg L1 )d(t,O)dt 1
0
tftt tT
+1 f yd(t,-)F (t,z )B(t)R (t)B (t)F (tY2)yd(t,92)d9ld2
0 o
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I2xd(tf) )F2 (t)B(t)R (t)BT ( F (t, )Yd( t ,Z)dF
f _ B(t)R3Ed(tf) (t) t)
0 t -t0tf-t[fF 1(t , )y d(tZ)d+F 2 (t)Xd(tf)]B(t)R -1 (t)BT (t)
O
that
T T -1 T1 Fl(t)xd(tf)]--Yd )d
-d(t)Q(t)d(t) + g (t)B(t)R (t)BT(t) (t) (A4-3-6)
Thus it has been shown that c (t) satisfies Eqn. (2-2-11), and the
Pequivalence of the two solutions has been shown.
equivalence of the two solutions has been shown.
-1
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Appendix 4-4 Derivation of Eqn. (4-3-88)
Solving the steady state matrix Riccati equation,
/- 1
K 
8 1 
and A becomes
c
c 
0 1
-1 -/o]
For this A , a transition matrix is given by
r
1/2
e
2,
[cos-
1S
+ sin -]
VT
1--,
/% -e sin-
1t
e [co9e [coCS
/%-
Using this we can find
1
-e [ cos ' +
/% /s
sin-
/%2
F2 s can be found f rom
A
1
F2
1
F2 s
+ - FF2
F2 S
a Fls(t ka)
(A4-4-1)
(A4-4-2)
fc ()-c 1
- e
s i
(A4-4-3)
-i
- sin-=]
F1 (Q') - (A4-4 -4)
(A4-4 -5)
I
- =k
- /2- er2
-321-
opt
and we are particulary interested in 2 for determining u P(t).
Eqn. (A4-4-5) gives
F2 -_ rI
2s l+a(a+2)
o-+ (+a
Substituting, Eqns. (A4-4-2),(A4-4-4) and (A4-4-6) into Eqn. (4-3-79),
we can obtain Eqn. (4-3-88).
(A4-4-6)
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Appendix 5-]L Derivation of the Filter Equation for YZ(t,Q) and (t+tta)
(for T = T = 0)a- b-
First, let us write the filtering problem for the present situation.
The system is given by
aYd(t,) ' ayd(t, )
at at O < <t_ Qa
Yd( t t i a ) = Cs ( t + t Pa ) Xd (t + t La )
dad (t+t a)
dt -' A (t+t ) (t+t a)+B (t+t a)Wd (t+ta )
__d(t,) = d(t,Q) + vd(t,L)
where
{d(t oS) Xd(t +t a) Wd(t), vd(t,) are independent
d(to, ) i gaussan with E[ (td (t)) and'L
yd(t ,k) is gaussian with E[y~(t L] ~ ()and
(A5-l-l)
(A5-1-2)
(A5-1-3)
(AS-1-4)
E(y dol ) ( (to, 2)-ido ( 1)) d(t Zy o ( ( 2)) y(l'
Xd(t+tis gaussian with E (t +ta)] - d(to+ta) ,
E[ (otQa)d (to+ta))(d(to+ta)- t+  ))T . £aso
E[(-x_(to ta) (to+'Ca))( (t ,Q)d(j)) T ] = . ()
--di o ia-d(to Lt9a))(Yd(tzy o BSy 0
E (t ,g)wCs(to+t)y CM), (t a)= cT(t +t
o L~
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wl(t) is a white gaussian process with E[w(t)]O and
T
[d(tl) (t2 ) ] - Wd(tl)6(tl-t2), Wd(tl) > O,
V (tt) is a white (i time) gaussian process with
E(vd(t,L)]-O and E[Vd(t,2l)Vd (t lL 2)t( 2
tla T'
vd(t,Ql,R2)>O (which implies f m (t,Ll)Vd(tl,1 2)m(t,L2)dldZ 2>O0 0
for all m(t,))
The problem is to find the conditional expectation of d(t,i) and
sd(t+t a) given dt {(at): toa<t, O<t-a}
This problem can be viewed as a special case of the distributed
filtering problem with a randomly excited boundary and distributed
observation. In this appendix, we show that this problem can be solved
by a method similar to one employed by Tzafestas [ 2 5 ] . He solved the
distributed filtering problem in the general form but assumed the
homogeneous boundary condition. However, his method still applies for
the case when the boundary is randomly excited as will be subsequently
shown.
The derivation of the filter equation relies totaly on the following
theorem.
[25]Learning Theorem (Tzafestas [ 25] ) : If the generalized random variables
X1(D) - {X1 (x),xrDl and X2(D) - X2(x),xGD) are gaussian with mean values
XA(x) - E 1 (x) (x) E (x)x1( x ) - E.[Xx)] 2( x- E[2x]
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and covariance matrices
1(xlX 2) - E[(X1(x1) - X(x))((x2)-Xl(x 2 ) ]
A ^ T
2 (X1,X 2) E(X 2 (X1 )-X2 (xl))(X2 (x2)-X2 (x2 )) ] (is positive definite)
(X T
12 ( ,Lx2) E[ (X1(xl-X1 (x1 )) (X2(x2)-X2 (x2)) ]
then the conditional generalized random variable
X(D) X1(D) given X2 (D)
is also gaussian with mean value
X(x)-. (x)+| D DE12(xx')Z 2(x', x [2(x")-X2(x")]dD'dD" ; xD
(A5-1-5)
and covariance matrix
E( 1 ) E(xlX2) l ID2(X1X ) (x x )Z12(x2x")d D 'dD" ; X1X2C D
(A5-1-6)
where the generalized inverse a (x',x2 ) of a nonsingular (positive-definite
or positive-negative) mm matrix function (xlx') , x2 ,x'CD is defined by
fa(xl,x')- a4 x',x2)dD'-Im6(x-x 2) ; XX 2 D
I)
(AS-1-7) I
Let us note here that in our problem D-[O,tZa). To avoid confusion
we assume t a>0. (For ta-O, the filter becomes the usual Kalman filter)
To begin, Eqns. (A5--1)-(AS-1-4) are formally discretized in time
as
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Ydk+l (E)-A'dk ( ), A'(I+At-) ; 0 < < ta
k+lt a ) C klx+ ,'C 8 =C (to+t ha+At k)Y-d k~~~~~~~l l  8~~~k+£~-d +l' k+l~ 
dk+l k 8kAtBdk
(A5-1-8)
(A5-1-9)
(A5-1-10)
O ' (I+AtA ), A A (t ° +t +Lt k), Bk B(t+t +At k)
X - (t +tia+At-k), _ - d(to+t +At k)
dk( = Ydk +dk
O <<t
where At is a sampling interval.
Let us denote by ,k- i() and xd+
Yk+ll|k-l . k+l1|k-l the conditional random
variables "d ( and d given (), z(L)' ' l)" and
by k+1d 1k-
A(2) and x
:dk+l 1k-1
their mean values. Then we can obtain
A
k+11Ik-i
(Q) A d
kA |k-(t )
zdk+ Ik-i
A
x 1
H:~k+l k-l-
(&)
A
sk+l jdk+l k-i
A
x
k I|k-il
Also, we have
(2P) - | k-
Y-klIk-l
< < ta
(A5-l-ll)
(A5-1-12)
(A5-1-13)
(A5-1-14)
A
z
=dk |k-l (A5-1-15)
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which is the mean value of "(L) given do(Q), Zdl(Q),- ,z (Q)
The covariance matrices of these conditional variables are given by
(l , ') A'Y
Yk+llk-1 Ykk-I
T (A5 -1-16)
(A5-1-17)
-'~ k 1c + At B W BT
Ik+llk-l a ik k-l k dk k
(A5 -1-18)
(Q,')'
Ykik-1 YkIk-1
SZklk1 Yk k-l
(,Q') = k
Yk k-1
YkI k-1
(zt'I)+A,~y a (L, ')(f ' k-1
(A5-1-19)
(A5-1-20)
(A5-1-21)At dk
where Wd and Vd in the original equations have been replaced by Wd / At
and V d / At to preserve physical meanings.
Let y iIk (Q) and (l,Q') denote the mean value and the
Yk+l |k
covariance matrix of the updated random variable " (Q) given
k+1
() ()'" ( - )" given "z () given Z (), d (),-.-,
z (9) ",, Learning Theorem gives
k-1
A (aP k d tRa(Q) + Atf (E
0 o0 YkIk-1
YZkIk-i
Zk k-i
· (AtZ (Si s2)+Vdk (Sl's 2) ) t(>zk 2(s2 _ (s2)) ds1s2
(A5-1-22)
A'
E 1 s 
(Z+A~sE~ 0
( , )+ta "sl 
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YI (l Ik( 1 Q2)
WE
Yk+l I k-1
(l,L2)-At (E
0 o Yk k-l
( t Ykl (Ss 2)+Vdk(Sls 2 )) t(E k (L 2' 2 )+At a- (L29 82 ))As1 ds 2
(A5-1-23)
Using Eqns. (A5-1-12) and (A5-1-16),
dk+l I k d
At
( ) A ( J) tRa
k k-l - dk k-l.~~- irt
*(t
k~k-l
- ja J ' Ykk-,
o o Yk k-1
(S , S )+V (S )t A
1 Yk k-l 1
(82 ) ds lds 2
(A5-1-24)
(Li, £2 Y 1k (ik-11 2
Yk+llk Ykk-1 
At
' - -y l (t1lt 2)+~El E. (91 2 )
at 1 kjk-1. 2 at 2 Yklk- 2
,a ,-1 2 + _1 a k 1(,)
+la2kYIk-l o akIk-l 1 kIk-
(AtEYklk1 (818s2 )+Vdk(Sl's )( Yk l 2 '2)+ a2 k k (2 ') 
'ds ds 2
(A5-1-25)
Taking the limit At+O of these expressions and setting t, t+At,
t-At instead of k, k+l, k-l, we can obtain
Ay (tQlt) aA (t L it) tiasat
adat -d t-d) +ff E (t,, S1)V (tsls 2{Z(t,s 2)
0 0y-d (t821 1t)] dslds2 (A5-1-26)
a
- I _ I
m · ·
m i
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and
a ay 
0 0
(A5 -1 -2 7)
AUsing the similar notation x and 
dk+l Ik k+l |k
gives
A A
x .-x
dk+l k -k+l k-l
+Atf f CZ
o o sYk I k-1
.(AtE
Yk | k-1
, the Learning Theorem
(Sl)+AtA Ek- (s l ))
k 5yk k-1i
(2)-ydkk (s 2) )dslds 2
(A5-1-28)
8k+llk k+llk-1
%ra
-Atf c
0 0 (S1)+AtAs ks k (S1))k kk-1
(s1' 2) +Vdk (Sl s2) )
( )+AtA (s2)) Tds ds2
s kIk-1 2 k Sykk-i 2 2
(A5 -1-29).
sYk I k-1
(AtEy
Y kik-1
(Si Is (Si Its ) (z
2')--Wdk 2 :-dk
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Using Eqns. (A5-1-14) and (A5-1-18)
A A
x -X
:dk+l I k Ak I k-i
At
1'
A 
8kk I k-l
+f f (E (sl)+AtAk (sk))
o syklk-1 k kjk-1
Yk I k-1dk( 12) )(k2) -d I kk-2 1 2
(A5-1 -30)
sk+l k sk k-1
At - A i8k 8k Ik-1
+£ AT + A . AT
ak I k-1 k 8k Sk I k-1 k
+B W B -f f( (s1 )+AtA 8 (s 1 ))
k dk k o¢ZYkIk-1 1 "k "~kIk-1
·(AtZEy (8s 8) +Vd (8l2) ) (£8 r (8i-)
+AtA 
8k SYk Ik- 1
(A5-1-31)(S ) )Tds ds
, 2 1 2
Taking the limit Atto of these expressions and setting t+tga, t+t a+At,
t+t a-At instead of k, k+l, k-l, we can obtain
dx (t+t
dt La A (t+t )> (t+t t 
+f f E (t's )t'S)( s~~s t)dsld
+/ 0 Sy(t 1)Vd1(t'S2) (Ed(t s2)-Yl(ts2 t)d2d182
o o
(A5-1-32)
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dr (t) 
dt s a(t+t)s ) (t)A(t+ta)- (t+ta)Wd(t+t )B (t+t )
00 /syt ldTt 2
- I EBY(t'Slvd(t SlS2)Sy(t s2)dsldS2 (A5-1-33)
From Eqns. (A5-1-22) and (A5-1-28)
(x -A
k+.l Ik-%+l k'
A
-k+l I k-1 A+i k-1> ck+1 k-1
-Atl J a
0yk I k-1 (l)+ mA 8k 8 Yk k-1 (81 , 2)+V (s,1's2 ))t
(dk Ik-l (2)dk k-l
0 0 k+l'Ik-1
(s2)+
-
k(S) (Ydk+1 ik-l ydk+l |k- 1
L AXk-
_dk+l 1k-1 k k-1
k Ik-1 ( s2S1)+Vd 2 'S,81))
ttat0ta
0 0 I f f (EB
o o o o Ykik-1
( s ) )Tds ds1 2t 0 (sl a
k kk- 1 Ykk-1 k
(dklk-1
(At E
Yk I k-1
(8 3,s4)+Vd (a 3,s4)) t( )+(A) a Zs 4))
klk-1 4 'L Yk I k-1 4
dsIds2ds3ds 4
(r ))T
, A ^
Lk-1
( ) Tdsds
, Ti
)( y (L) Ay ~
(S 1)) ( ht E
Yk lk-1
ka )lk k2), . I
2 _)y-d 2 -Ld BI) ( 3) _y-d 3 3)Cl~(b)~
(A5-1-34)
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From Eqn. (A5-1-34)
Syk+ ()
sYkil |k
tatRa
= ()-Atf (Os (S )+A S S (S ))
yk+1 jk- o o YkIk1 kYkkl1
(AtZ
Ykl k-i
t
Yk k-1 ( s 2 ' k-
(S22, ) ) ds1ds2+O(At2 )
Using Eqn. (A5-1-17)
E y (k+9ik S(-(.)Sk+1 Ik 5 k k-1_ __ 
- A 
sk sk k-l
(Q a
1:2, 5sk k-1
(i)+AtA'k k-i
-f f (E (sI)+AtAS ky (¢s))
o o k I k- k-1
(tE Yk I k_ (S , 2)+V dk (s1 2) )
( (s2 , )+At ( 2 9,) )ds ds+O (At)
Taking the limit At-tO of this expression, we can obtain
3 SY (t, ) a
at a La sy ' '
-If sy(ts1)Vd(tslS2)y(t's2Q)dslds2
o o
(A5-1-35)
And finally Eqns. (A5-1-26), (A5-1-27), (A5-1-32), (A5-1-33) and
(A5-1-35) give the set of filter equations. From Eqn. (A5-1-13) and the
At
(9)
(Si P2) +Vd(S 2))
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definition of covariance matrices, the following have to be satisfied.
(t .. tt A
yd( t X ttalt) s (t+t (t~ ttait)
Zy(t, tia,Q) - Cs(t+tLa)Zsy(t, )
Ey(t t) (t)CT(t+ta)Sy la S L etc.
For ta-O, it is well known that the conditional expectation of
Sd(t), given Zdt, is generated by the Kalman filter. Here, we show that
the Kalman filter for ta-O can be derived by taking, carefully, the limit
of Eqns. (A5-1-32) and (A5-1-33).
For this purpose we set ta-EC and assume that is sufficiently
small. Over the preview interval O<t<e, we assume
d ( 'l 12) - Vd (t)(12)
c
(A5-1-36)
Also in order to preserve the physical meaning of the observation process,
we have to set
(A5-1-37)Vd (t) - eVd(t)
where
Vd - E[y (t) T(t)].
Let us note that Vd (t,L 2) becomes
1 Vd (t)6(kl-2 2 )
Now Eqns. (A5-1-32) and (A5-1-33) become
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d t - (t+ lt)+ |
0 0
((t' ,2 ) i d(t '82 t) ) d 1d 2
A e'% (t+cit +LE (t, -1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 _ 
dE (t) 
dt A (t+E)- (t)+E (t)A (t+e)+B (t+e)Wd(tt)B (t+)
- Ts~~~~~~~ 1IE[z (t s -(6(s -s )E (t's )d d2
1_ £
T~~~~~~
A (t+s)E (t)+E (t)A (t+E)+B (t+C)W)
-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-
-/ / ?sy(t'Sl)Vd (t)sy(t ts2)dsld
O O
Taking the limit e0O of these expressions, we can obtain
d2 (t It)
-. _
, ' dt ' s (t)(t  t )+Zs (t) cT()Vdl(t) ((t)-C' (t)d(t t))
(A5-1-38)
dr. (t) d~(t) T T T -1A (t)Z (t)+ (t)As (t)+B B ( W (T cO(t) (dt s 8 (t)W d (t)Bs(t)-Zs (t)c(t)v(t)Cs(t) s (t)
· K~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~(A5-l-39)
which represent the well known Kalman filter equations.
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. ~ ~ Appendix 5-2 On the Innovation Process d(t,Q)
We would like to show that r (t,l) is a white gaussian process with
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
E[ (t,Q)]-° and E[ (t , ) (t2, 2 )1Vd(tl, 2 ) 6 (tlt 2 )
The results are well known for taO so we will consider here the
case when ta>O. From the definition of rd(t,l), it is obvious that
Kd(t,Q) is gaussian distributed. Thus we have to show that d(t,l) has
the same statistics as _ (tQ).
.~~~~~~~~
-d-l= r  t,) - id(t,Qit)
Zd(t,L) + d(t,yI) - id(t, ]t)
(A5-2-i)
-Y-d(t,) + (t,) (A5-2-)
where
Y-(tQ) - d(t,Q) - zY(t,2[t)
Since
.E[yd(tR)] E[E[d(t,L)1Zd ],t
E[rd(t,Q)] - E['(t,i)] + E[Vd(t,l)]
= 0. (A5-2-2)
T T ~T~
E- (t 1 )-r (t2 '2) ]- E[ (tlil)Zd (t2 2) ]+E[ (tl'l )~ (t2 2)
~~~~~ , ~ ~~ 
+E[v (t 9 ) (t t)]+E [dtl 1) (t2
(A5-2-3)
Let us notice that Eqn. (5-3-28) can be written as
0
> ffi -at- - g ~~+| N(t,,s)(d(t,s)- (t,sjt))ds (A5-2-4)
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where t
tQa
N(t,,s) =f Zy(t, t~sl)Vtd(t,sl,s) ds
y 1 d 1o
From Eqns, (A5-1-1) and (A5-2-4)
aYd(t, 8Yd(t, Z) tiak - Q -f N(t, Qs) ( (t,s)+d(t,s))ds (A5-2-5)
o
Z(to,Z) (Q)
with
d(tt a) - C(t+t a)Ed(t+t La) (A5-2-6).
Similarly
dxd (t+t )
dt = A (t+t a) (t+t ) + Bs(t+ta)W(t+t )
ds ~~(A5-2-7)
-t"M(t,s) ((t ,s)+vd(t,s)) ds (A5-2-7)
-(to+t La) = _d
o
where
la
(t,s) ' |/ y(tsl)Vd(tsls) ds1
Let us formally write tht solution of Eqns.(A5-2-5), (A5-2-6) and (A5-2-7)
using the generalized Green's kernels
d(t,)- a d(t ,;toS)d(tos) ds + £(t,i;t )(to+ta )X-d 0 9Yd o o-d o L~a
0
t ta ta
t Qa
+ '(t ,2;T)[B (T+ta)(T+ta)-f M(T,'s)Vd(,s)ds]dT
to 0
(A5-2-8)
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tad
(t+t )= (t;tos) (t s)ds + (t;t) (t+t )2S L 0Y- 02E 0 L
ttQ t
-f f (t;T,s)[f N(s,s')V (,s)ds'dsd, V ds 
L o
t 0 
+f|J(t ;T)[B (T+t a)Wd(T+t a)-f M(T ,S)_(,s)ds]dT
o o
(A5-2-9)
where
1 (t,L,T,s) is rxr, and is defined on TX[O,t ]XT[O,t), tT
T- [to ,)
Jd(t;T,s) is txr, and is defined onTXTX[O,tLa) 
q (t,k;T) is txt, and is defined on TX[0,tLa]XT,
x (t;T) is txt and is defined on TT, t>T
and these kernels satisfy
~d t) d Lad
,Q~r s) -a (tQr )Nt,~ ')d~t, T8d
0 ta
a) tTS).. d La;s0d;t s (t a (t;T S) -N (t ,')2d(t ,s ' ;T ,s ) ds '
o
~)J~~t;TS)= As(t+t. aW (t;T )-f M(t,t )~d, a;Ts)d
d(T,; - 6(-s) for all T
f N(t, S')q(t,s';T)ds'o
t>T
t>T
(A5-2-10)
(A5-2-11)
(A5-2-12)
0 
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ta;J(tT aat A)(t+tLa W (t,T)-/ (t, s')99'(ts';T)ds' (A5-2-13)
^~~~~~~~~A ( o o
Cs (t+t a)KtT)' - (tt ;T)
(T,T) - I for all T
9(-T,S,1) 0 sia
It is easy to check that Eqns. (AS-2-8) and (A5-2-9) satisfy Eqns.
(A5-2-5) and (A5-2-6), the initial conditions and the boundary conditions.
Let us use these expressions to evaluate covariances.
t 0
E[~ (tltl) (t2,12)] J 9 (t l ;toS)E[ (t 4 (t2,P2)]dS
0
-_>.~ ~ ~0o
T
(t1'1kto) E [2d (to a id(t2 , 92 ) ]
tlta tia I La L
-f / (t1,lt 1;T ,s)[ N(r,s,s')E[d(T,s)(t 2, 2) ds']dsdT
t o
o
0
t0
£Qa
T
-J M(T,s)E[Vd(T,s) (t2,,2 )]ds]dT
,.^. ~o
- ~~~~~0
From this expression, it is easy to derive the following.
For t<t2
~E[-(till) (t2 2)] 0 (A5-2-14)
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For t t2
tea tLa
-f 9d(tlt;tls) NTs,s,')
0 0o °1
t a . 2Vd(tls ', 2)dds
1 11 t1;tr 18)2 Vd(t l ' 2)d-~( l1 ;tf, 0
tea
- if - (tlt 1;t l s)Ey(t
0
- r (t,y 11 O<l<t (A5-2-15)
O<2<t 
where the last equality comes from the definitions of Qd and and their
domain of definition.
Fort I>t2
E[' (t- T ·
Yd, 1) d (t2', 2 ) ]
tea tLa
m -f 9d(t l1;t2,s)[f N(t2 ,s,s')Vd(t 2 ,s',L2 )ds']ds
0 0
t 9.-
-_t(tl, l;t 2)I M(t2 ,s)Vd(t2,s, 2)ds
O
t a
d
01
0
Similarly we have,
For t<t
I.. (t 1,;t 2,s y8) (t 2 s t2)ds- (tl I ; t2) sy (t 2 x2)
(A5-2-16)
E[' tit T(
Is~ )d- e(tl
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tka
= -f y(t ,
o . .
dT 2 ;tl s
(A5-2-17)
For t1=t2
Yd 2 (A5-2 -1 8)
(A5 -2 -1 8)
For t:l1 >t 2
E[Vd(tltl)(t 2, 2 )] = 0
Next, we obtain E[Yd(tl, l)YdT(t2,Q2 )].
For tt 2 , from the definition
E[Yd (tl,l)(t 2, 2 )] (tl 2 )
For t<t 2, T(t2 ,L 2 ) can be written as
t 
~LadT 2 2 ). d; (t2 2itls)^"(tits) ds+ (t z ~t)x (t +t )
o
t a tga
f (t2 2;T,s)[f N(T,s,s')vd(T,s')ds']dsdT
'1° o
ta,
t
1
La)wd (T+tR a)- f M(T ,B)Vd (T ,s)ds]dT.
From this , for t t2 we have
(A5-2-19)
E[yd(tl, -y I
Y-d
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~~~~~~~~TE[ (t ,t )d d(t2 t2)
tea 'El'SId (t , 2 t1 s)ds- ?(t ,J 1(t ' 92;tl)
- i (tl 1, 2 ,5. 2 ' , 1 sy' 1 1 2'2'l0
(A5-2-20)
Similarly, for tt 2
E[> (tl,~l) Q(t2, 2)]
tta
=-/ qd(tlQ 1 t2,S)E (t2,, 2)ds- (tl,9 1;t2 )sy(t 2,2 )
0O
(AS-2-21)
From the definition,
E[ (t , ) T(t2 2)]= Vd(tl,l 1, 2 )6 (tl-tt2 ). (A5-2-22)
From Eqns. (A5-2-14)-(A5-2-22),
T
= d(tll,9 2 )6(tl-t 2 ).
(A5-2-23)
Eqns.(A5-2-2) and (A5-2-23) show that the innovation process rd(tR)
does have the same statistics as the observation noise process v (tI).
-d
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Appendix 5-3 Derivation of the Solution for the Problem Minimizing Jpc
subject to Eqns. (5-3-38)-(5-3-40)
Here we mention the manner in which the solution in Appendix 4.2
must be modified to be applicable for the above problem.
In order to apply D.P., we must define the "optimal cost to go"
from time t: in the following way.
J* ((tlt), %d(t, It),Xd(t+talt) ,t)
pc - ' '
mn 1min ME[2(Ct Wx~tf It (tfO[t f))TQ(tf) (C(t f)x(tf it )- (t [ t ))u(T) II Ydf f fi--
t<T<tf
+2 (C(u)T | T)- ,OI¶))TQ(T) (C(T)(T T)-Yd(T ,OIT))+U (T)R(T)U(T) }dT]
t
(A5-3-1)
In the following, we shall write J*(, d Xd, t) instead ofPC-' '. Id' )isd o
J-*((tit) A (t, It) Id(t+t at),t)-
PC -( I 2d L
Applying the principle of optimality, we can show the following
relation
min [{ (C(t)x(t |t) (t ,O|t))TQ(t) (C(t),x01(tjt A t) (t ,O| )^t~ut
u(t)
AJ*
+lim E [ C ] ] 0 (A5-3-2),
At-o Ar(t) At
Ard(t,9.)
which is the basic equation to obtain the optimal control.
Let us note that Eqn. (5-3-38) is formally written as
(A5-3-3)4~S(tt) [A(t)x(t It)+B(t)u(t)]At+L(t)A(t)
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where
is a random vector with
t+At
Ar(t) = 
t
E[Ar(t)] - I
t
t+At
E[r(T)] dT
-O
T t+At t+At
E[Ar(t)Ar (t)1 - I
t t
E [r ( 1) r (T2 ) ld 2
= V(t) At
Similarly, Eqns. (5-3-39) are formally written as
aA (t '9z t) tz
y (t ,Q[t) -- A t+/ aN(t,9,s)Ard(t,s)ds, <Q<t
~Y~d (97 ' -)0
(A5-3-7)
^d(t t Iat) = C (t+t a)AX(t+t ait)Y-d La S La2d a
A ~~~~~~ ~t
x (t+ t) A( t+t )(t+t)At+f aM(t,s)Ard(t,s)ds
0
(A5-3-8)
where
t+At
rd (t,8) = t
rd (,s) dX
is a random vector with
r(t) dt (A5-3-4)
and
(A5-3-5)
(A5-3-6)
(A5-3-9)
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t+At
E[(A(t,s)] f K(Cs) dt
t
=0
t+At
EAd (t, 2.)4(t, t2) t
t+Atf E[d(Tl, 1 )rd(T 2 ,' Z2)]dTTlT2t
= Vd(t,lAl2) At (A5-3-11)
_ .
First we solve this problem assuming t >O.
Region II
In this region, we assume that J*II takes the similar form asPC
Eqn. (A4-2-2). Namely
J l t It)K(t)i(t It) + f t ,t)K(t,) tt)dpc 2-- _ d00
tf-t
+ 0
t -tJ A( t I )K- ( t ^ It)dtldL2
0
+ (tt) Fl(t1,)Yd (tt)dL+_tt)F (t)Y(ttf-tit)
o y.
(AS-3-12)(t,tf-t t) F3y (t , (t t)d+(t)+Y~ ~ -t -
Note that ?d(tf) in Eqn. (A4-2-2) has been replaced by yd(t,tf-t It),
and consequently, Kd, F2 and F3 have been replaced by Kdy, F2 y and F3
respectively.
and
(A5-3-10)
_ s
+ A t1 tOK W,(tttt
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We can repeat the same type of argument in Appendix 4.2. The only
difference comes from r(t) and rd(t,Z). When we expand J*II(t+At) around
J-*(t), all terms corresponding to those in Eqn. (A4-2-7) appear, and
we have to consider the following extra terms due to r(t) and rd(t,L).
1 % (t t -t 
Extra terms = 2A(tlt)K(t)t_(tlt)+/ a^d(tilt)K(t,L)ayd(t,Zjt)d1
0
ltf-t t-t
1tt)K (t i 1 2^ s2lt)dild2+Y/ } d dit&Z t , , `2)a-d2
1 AT
+2Fd (t .tf-t it)Kd(t)Ad(t t f-t It)
> +T(t, t tit)f F3y(tpQ)&Y (t,Q1t)dQ (A5-3-13)
0
Substituting this expansion into Eqn. (A5-3-2), we can find the
optimal control given by
t -t
u P(t)--K(t)Bjt)[K(t)x(t t)+f Fi,) I Itt)d1+F2y ( t'trtIt)]
0
(A5-3-14)
Substituting Eqn. (A.5-3-14) into Eqn. (A5-3-2) again, and using
the same procedure as in Appendix 4.2 , we can obtain
d(t)--K(t)A(t)-Alt)K(t)+K(t)B(t)1 (t)Bit)K(t)-Ct)Q(t)C(t)
(A5-3-15)
K(tf) - CT(tf)Q(tfCtf (A5-3-16)
aFl(t,) aFl(t,Q)
at = -[A(t)-B(t)Rp(t)Bjt)K(t)FI(t)' )' ' (A5-3-17)
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Fl(t,O) - -CT(t)Q(t)
dF2 t:) -1 T
- = -[A(t)-B(t)R (t)B (t)K(t)]F2 (t)dt f
T
F2y(tf) = -C (tf)Q(tf)
(A5-3-18)
(A5-3-19)
(A5-3-20)
(A5-3-21)
aK(t,) K(t,
at a 9
K+ (t,0) - Q(t)
K9(t , l,2i)
at
aK- (t ,Q ) aKp(t,9 ,1 2 ) T
1 2 + 9 2 +F(tl)B(t)R (t) it)F,(t "Y
K-(tO,z2) = K- (t,Z,O) 0
dKdy (t ) T 1 T
dt =~ F2 (t)B(t)R (t)B (t)F2 t)dt y y
Kdy(tf) Q(tf)
3F3 y (t, ) aF 3 (t, 1 T
t Fy (t)B(t)R (t)B (t)Fl(t,Q)
F3y(t,0) 0
(A5-3-22)
(A5-3-23)
(A5-3-24)
(A5-3-25)
(A5-3-26)
(A5-3-27)
dT -{Tr[V(t)L (t)K(t)L(t)]
dt
4-f tf a/Tr[Vd(t,sl,2)N (t,,,Sl)K1 (t,L)N(t, k,s2 )]dslds2dL
0 0 0
_ 
-1
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9-t'iRt tatla
+1 f f Tr[V d(tsl1s2)N tlzsl)K(t l,2)N(t , )dyd
0 o o 
t0t
+f aTr[Vd(tSlS2)N T(t ,tf-t sl)Ky (t)N(t,f-tts 2 )]dslds2
X ,o o
~~ s +2! ~fia Tr[Vjt,s1,q it,tf-t,)F (t,2Q)N(t,2,9]ds1d dI
0~~~~ 00 ~~~~~~(A5-3-28)
§~(tf)- '0 (A5-3-29)
These equations determine the optimal control u pt(t) and the optimal
cost to go in Region II.
Region I
Next we extend the solution into Region I. As in Chapter 4, we
assume that J*I takes the form.
pc
At)K(t, 
J*I~l2xT (t It)K(t)x (t t)+~ ° Zd(t,Qt)Kj(tQ) k (t,Qt)dQ
-~~~~~ >
+ll (t ] ,llt)K (t l2)Zd(t, 2 lt)dtldR2
o o
iAT t^
0+~x (t+tFa t)Kd(t)Xd (t+t t a t)+  T t)L (t,.)Zd(tt[t)d~
+X (t I t )F2(t) xd (t+t t a t)+ (t+t haIt ) rF 3( ,)Zd ( ,t t ) d+l t)
(A5-3-30)
's.
Again, we expand *I(t+At) around J*I(t). The expansion is carried
PC pc
out in the same fashion as before, and especially we must take into
account the following terms due to r(t) and rd(t,Q) :
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Terms due to r(t) and r (t,Q)
' AT (tIt)K(t)a(tIt)
+1 rt 9,a^T K +(+;4- A Y-d (t,9,lt)K 9(t'9')Ajd(tstlt)dZ
0
~~(t,9~K('9lkI~
21li f &Y1t Q |)gtl,2)&id(t'Y'2 i~d 92
o 0
+_d(t+tgaLI t)Kd(t) d(t+t a It)
(A5-3-31)+atT tY ( ^+Xd(t+t Il t) a (t ,)h""'(t,X Jt)d9K
_d a 3 AO
Substituting this expansion into Eqn. (A5-3-2), we can find the
optimal control given by 
opt ~ 
u P(t)-RK(t)B(t)[K(t)'(t~t)+j F(t,Z) tQ't~dZ+Fjt) ~g~3
0
(A5-3-32)
Substituting Eqn. (A5-3-32) into Eqn. (A5-3-2) again, and using
the same procedure as in Appendix 4.2 , we can obtain the following
set of equations for optimality defined for Region I.
Same Equations {(A4-2-33) - (A4-2-40)} (A5-3-33)
- (A5-3-40)
and
- $
t
'On
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__ _ T
.+=-{Tr t J t[VKd(tslts2)N (tLs (t,)N(t,,s 2 )]dSlds2d
+I a i Tr [V(t,Sl 2)NT (t S0 0 -0
+1 / I I Tr[Vd (tsSlS2)N (tilsl)Ki(t,~lS'12)iN ( ' 2 2 Rd !0 0.0 0
t t
+2 kaf'r Vd(ts 1 ,s2)MT(t ,sl)F 3 (t)N(t,s 2) s2) dS dSd 2d}.
o o
. K ~ ~ ~ 0
·-* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~(A5-3-41)
.
..
Terminal conditions for these equations at t=t-t ta can be obtained from~~~~~~~~~~ .
the equations for Region II, and especially,
.W F2(tf-tgatF y(f-t a) F2 C(tf) (A5-3-42)2 f La 2 yf La s f
F3(t f-tua,) - CT(tf)F3 (tf-ta,) (A5-3-43)
Kd(tf-tia) C T(tf)Kd(tf-t (A5-3-44)S d -9C(tf)
These equations determine te optimal control u°Pt(t) and the
"optimal cost to go" in Region I , which when coupled with Eqns. (A5-3-14)
-(A5-3-29) completely determine the solution for the whole time interval.
For t -0, Region II disappears, and we can solve in a similar wayLa
as was done in Region I. However Eqn. (AS-3-41),slould be changed to the
following
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dy(t V(-{Tr [ t)L (t )K(t)L(t ) ]+Tr[Vd(t) L(t)Kd(t)L (t) ] } (A5-3-45)dt d s ds
'? (tf) = 0.
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Appendix 5-4 Modifications of the Learning Theorem
In this Appendix, we presents the modefied forms of the Learning
Theorem which are used to consider the conditional generalized random
variables "X1 (D) given X2(d) (dCD is a point)" and " (D) given X2 (S)
(ScD is a subset of D)". (X(D)-{X(x), xDJ)
A~~~~~~codn oTaets25']
According to Tzafestas,[25 we use the characteristic function of
a distributed generalized random variable X(D)-{X(x), xD}, defined as
C(jX(x), xED) - E[exp{JDX (x)X(x)dD} ] (A5-4-1)
In particular, the characteristic functional of a gaussian generalized
random variable X(D) is given by
C (JX (x),xED) - exp [JDXT (x)i(D)dD1 Df)DT(x)Zx (x,xl) k (x1 )dDdD1]
(A5-4-2)
where, by definition,
X(x) - E[X(x)]
1 (xxl) " E[{X(x)-X(x) {X(xl)-X(x1 ) i (A5-4-3)
Now let us consider a gaussian generalized random variable X1 (D)
and a gaussian random variable X2 (d) where dD is a point. To obtain
the conditional generalized randop variable "(D) given X2(d)" denoted
by X(D), we define
Zl( x) - X(x) + K(x) X2(d)
Z2 (d) - X2 (d) }
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and choose K(x) (xCD) such that Z(D) and Z2 (d) are uncorrelated.
This implies
z (x,d) E12 (x,d) + K(x)r2 (d) - 0 (A5-4-5)
z1 2
Postmultiplying 2 (d) 1 in this expression, we obtain
K(x) - 1 2 (x, d) 2 (d)-1 (A5-4-6)
Substituting Eqn. (A5-4-6) into Eqn. (A-4-4)
Z1 (x) - X(x) - 1 2(x,d) Z2 (d)- X2 (d)
} (A5-4-7)
Z2 (d) - X2 (d)
From this
A
Z1 (x ) (x) E12 (x,d) E2 (d) X2 (d)
> (A5-4-8)
A
Z2 (d) - X2 (d) 
and
Z (X'xl) ' l(Xxl)-E 12 (x,d)r 2 (d) -1 
(A5-4-9)
2z(d) - E2(d ) , Ez (x,d) 
In order to show that X(D) is gaussian, we must evaluate
(XlX (JX(x),xcD) - E[exp{JfDXT (x)Xl(x)dD}1X2 (d)] (A5-4-10),
which is equal to
E[exp{j fDXT (x)[Zl(x)+El2 (x,d) 2 (d) lz 2 (d)]dD}IZ 2 ] 
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Since Z (D) and Z2.(d) are uncorrelated (i.e. independent), we can write1~~~
C {J (x) xCD}
-E[exp{JfD T (x)Z1(x)dD exp[JIDX (x)E12(x,d) E2 (d) -Z 2(d)dD]
exp [JfDT (x) l(x)dD 2fJDfDX (x)z (x,x')X(x')dDdD']
1
exp[JD (x)E 12(x,d) 2 l (d)X2 (d)dD]
XT~~x) A -1 A
exp [JDX(x) {X1(x) - 1 2 (x,d)E 2 (d)X2 (d)}dD
+jfD T(x)El2 (x,d) Z21 (d)X2(d)dD-JD, T(x)z (x,x')X (x')dDdD'](x).El2 2 2f~fDX (x)Z1
exp[ D T (X) {X (x)+12 (x d)2 (d) (X2 (d)-X2(d))}dD-exp[JfD)x) l(x)+El 2 ( ,d E2 d) X2 -'X2 d)d
-2 j DX(x) (x,x')X(x')dDdD' ]!f~f' ()'z1 (A5-4-11)
This shows that X(D) is indeed Gaussian, and the following is concluded.
Learning Theorem (odified Version I) : If the generalized random variable
X (D)-{Xl(x), xD} and the random variable X2 (d), deD, are gaussian with
mean values
(x) - El[ (x)], X2 (d) - E[X2 (d)]
and covariance matrices
.h i
,> .
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1(xl,x2) E[(X (x)-X(xl))(X (x2)- x 2)) T
I>(d) E[(X2(d)-X2 (d))(X2(d)-X 2(d))T] (is positive definite)
11 2(x,d) E[ (X (x)-X 1(x))(X2 (d)-X2(d))T ]
then the conditional generalized random variable
X(D) X1 (D) given X2 (d)
is also gaussian with mean value
X(X) - xl(X)+2 (x,d)Z 2 (d)-[X 2 (d)-]2 (d)], xED (A5-4-12)
and the covariance matrix
(XX2) (Xl'X2) 12(Xld)Z2(d)- T(X ,d), x,x 2 D(A5-4-13) I2 1 1 2 12 ~. E2( 12 2 , x2
In a similar fashion, we can conclude the following
Learning Theorem (Modified Version II) : If the generalized random
variable X(D) - {Xl(x),xCD}, and the generalized random variable
X2 (S)-{X2(x),xES D} are gaussian with mean values
. l (x) - E[l (x) ], X2 (x) - E[X2 (x)]
and covariance matrices
-A A T
Z1 (x ,x 2 ) - E[(X1 (Xl)-X1 (x1)) (X1 (x 2 )-X 1 (x 2 )) 
2 2 (x 2 )E[(X 2 (x 1 )- X2 (x 1 )) ( X2(x2 )-X2(x2 )) ](is positive definite)
E (x1 , x 2 ) - E[(X (Xl)-X (Xl))(X 2 (x)-X2 (x)) 
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then the conditional generalized random variable
X(D) - (D) given X2 (S)
is also gaussian with mean value
X(x) 8 X(x)+S/S. 12 (x,x')2(x' ,x")IIX2 (x")-X2 (x")]dS'dS" (A5-4-14)
xeD
and covariance matrix
Z(x1 ,x2 ) - 1(x1 ,x2)-ssZ 2(x ,x ')4(x' ,x") z(x2 ,x"l)dS 'd "
x1,x2 CD (A5-4-15)
i
where E2 (x ',x 2 ) is defined by
S2(XlX')(2(x'x2 )dS' I6(x-x2). I
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Appendix 5-5 Derivation of the Filter Equations for x(t) (for Ta>O)
The system is given by
a_(t ,h) ~a(t,h)
at ah ; - <h<O
T(t,O) C(t)x(t)
dx(t)
dt ' A(t)x(t)+B(t)u(t)+w(t)
z(t) C(t-T)x(t-¶a)+v(t)
- _(t-Ta)+V(t)
(A5-5-1)
(A5-5-2)
(A5-5-3)
(A5-5-4)
where t(toh), x(to)1, w(t), v(t) are independent
(to,h) is gaussian with E(to,h)]=C(t+h)I(t +h)=4o(h)
E[(-(t o )-o(hl))((to h2)-~(h2))T ] ( ,0 - OD -o 2 0
Tx(t ) is gaussian with E[x(to) ]-XoE[(x(to)-X)(x(t)-x ) =Zxo
w(t) is a white gaussian process with E[w(t)-O,E[w(t )w (t2 ) T]
=W(tl) 6(tl-t 2) ,W(t1) >O
v(t) is a white gaussian process with E[v(t)]-O,E[v(tl)v(t 2 )T ]
=V(tl)6(tl-t 2 ) ,V(tl) >0
The problem is to find the conditional expectation-of x(t) and (t,h)
given Zt {z(a);t <ac<t}.
To begin,Eqns. (AS-5-1)-(A-5-4) are formally discretized in time as
h
_ z
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H' (I+At-), -T < h<a- O (A5-5-5)
k +(0) = Ck+ltk+l
-k+l = A + Bk + wk
A (I+AtA(tk)),
E[k] = o,
(A5-5-6)
(A5 -5-7)
Bk = AtB(tk),
E[Wk] = AtW(tk)
-= (;-T) + k (A5-5-8)
E[yk ] = 0, E[k v T] = V(tk)/At=-kk
Using the same notation as Appendix 5.1,
E+l{k l(h) H' Ikl(h)
A
k+1 k-(0)= k+l-k+l k-i (A5-5-10)
--k+l k-l kkk k-l + Bk
!k k- = )kk-i( t)
(A5 -5-11)
(A5-5-12)
The covariance matrices of these conditional variables are given by
(A5-5-13)
k+lIk-l(hlh') k H' k
~~k~ljk-l < jk-1
XCk+l k-l k X'klk-1
(A5-5-14)
A kkAk T +At W(tk)
Xk+1Ik-1 Xklk-k
-k+l(h) H'k (h),
(A5-5-9)
(AS-5-15)
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hTa (h,-T )
.a (h " |k jk-1 a
(AS -5-16)
Xzk k-1 K XC | k-1 (-Ta)= }-aXklk-1
(-a a ) t+V1k
( a)+AtA(tk)zxk (- a)
(A5-5-17)
(A5-5-18)
Using Learning Theorem (Modified Version I) in Appendix 5.4
+1 Ik(k) = + l-l(ikk)+t (ik k
'(At kk- (-T ,-Ta)+Vk) (Zk-k k-1 (-"a)) (A5-5-19)
Ek+l k (h h2 k+ 2
-At (kk
"k Ik-i(h, -T a)+ At a-' 
a ) )
'({(t-k ( a ,-T -Vk) i
( k- (h2 -Ta) +At2a k 1(h - ) )
klk-I 2' a ah 2 klk-1 2'
(A5 -5 -20)
-k+l k k+l k-1 t XFk k_1
-1 ^(-Ta, qra)+V k ) (Zk- Ikk-l(-Ta))
E~z (h)H'E h-a= 
Ez =E
k1k.-I k I k-1
-T 
(-Ta)+At(t k) EXr/ * -1 a) )
- (AtE E (A5-5-21)
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£ E -At ( (-Ta)+AtA(tk)E X (-a))
Xk+lIk Xk+l]k-1 xkk-1 a)x k-l
-~k[ a ,-T a)+Vk) - a)+AtA(t )x (-Ta )lk-1 kk-1 kk-1
(A5-5-22)
Also, from Eqns. (A5-5-19) and (A5-5-21),
EXE ' (h)-E XC (h)- At(E X& (-Ta )+AtA(tk)E (-T a))
X k+llk k+llk-l ' k[ k-l aXkk-l
·( AtE (-T ,-T )+Vk) -1(
klk-l a a k-1
( ta klk (-Ta ))( a h)+t/k -
(A5-5-23)
Applying Eqns. (A5-5-13)-(A5-5-15) to Eqns. (A5-5-19)-(A5-5-23),
taking the limit At-+O, setting t, t+At,t-At instead of k,k+l,k-l, and
noting t(t,-TaIt)=Cs(t-ra)_(t-Talt), we can obtain the desired filter
equations (5-3-73)-(5-3-77).
-a
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Appendix 5-6 On the Innovation Process r(t) (for the case Ta>O)
,>~ ~ From its construction, it is obvious that r(t) is gaussian distributed.
In order to show that it has actually the same statistics as v(t),
we write
r(t) = z(t) )-(t ,-T I t)
= (t,-Ta)-(t '-a t)+v(t)
a a
= _(t ,-)+v(t) (A5-6-1)a 
where
(t Ta) a (t,-T a -(t -a It)
In the same manner as Eqn. (A5-2-2),
E[r(t)] 0 (A5-6-2)
Let us note that
a/(t ,h) a_(t ,h)
aii - ~~~~~~~~ (A5-6-3)Dt = h N(t'h) [.(t-Ta)+V(t)] (A5-6-3)
t(t o,h) = C(h), -T <h<O01 a- <a-
d X"( t )
dt-i A(t )(t )+w (t )-M (t -a)(t-64 ) 
[.(t,() - C(t)x(t) ~(to) 'x0 0
where
lb*~~~ ~N(t,h) = (t,h,-Ta)V (t) (A5-6-5)
,W~ - ~M(t) = Zx(t,.-Ta)V (t) (A5-6-6)XC ~~~~~~~~~~A--6
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Formally, we can write the solution of Eqn. (A5-6-3) and (A5-6-4) as
~(t,h) =f qd(th;t ,s)%(s)ds + ~ (t,h;to)X
0
t o
-f f d (t,h; ,s)N(t,s)v(T)ds dT
t -T
o a
+ftg (t ,h; r) [w(T)-M (T)v(T)Id (A5-6-7)
to
to
0dX(t) =/ >;iod(t;t ,)%(s)ds+(tto)^_o
-%a
-/t~Zf(t;%,s)N(%,s)v(%)ds d%
to o
+f~(t ;T) [w(T)-M(1)v(T) ]dT (AS-6-8)
t
0
where
t >T
q (t,h;T,s) is rxr, and is defined on TX[-T ,O]xTx[-a,0), as  T=[to,4
0
d4 (t,i,s) is nxr, and is defined on TXrx[-Ta,0)
q 2 (t,h;T) is rxt, and is defined on TX[-a,0]xT[ t>
(t;i) is nm, and is defined on TxT, t>
and these satisfy
II~-t|]-') -" -(-h--'s -N h) d (t-as
at ah''
b L Cs d~tt~ (t? Nith~lR (t,-\;Ts) (A5-6-9)
qd(tT ( h;tS) = 16(h(t;,)--(s) for all T-
c(t ~ (t ;% ,s) ( ~dt ,0 ;z ,s)
qd (%,h ;,s) :I (h--s) for all T
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(A5-6 -11)
d4 -(t) (t;T (t 
- dt A~~~t)9d (A5-6-12)
C(t)3#(t;T) q'(t,O;T)
A (T;T - I for all T
Then, repeating te same argument as in Appendix 5-2 , we find
E[r(tl)r (t 2 ) ] = V(tl)6(tl-t 2) (A5-6-13)
aO~t~hT). j~tLh;T -N(t~hhqBt~h;T
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Appendix 5-7 On the Steady State Filter for x(t)
t+h
~(t,h) C[(h+r a)(t-TaIt)+f (t+h-a)Bu(Co)do] -T <h<O(AS-7-1)a - a .a---
E-IL
a
From Eqn. (A5-7-1)
3~_(t ,h) (It
at C[O (h+ a){A(t-Ta [t)+Bu(t-Ta)+oCTV-l[Z(t)-&(t-T a I t ) ]}
t+h
+Bu(t+h)-$(hr )Bu(t-T a)+Af (t+h-O)Bu(o)d&Js
_ a - a Ut-T
and a
aD (t,h) t+h
= C[A(h+Ta )(t-T at)+Bu(t+h)-f (t+h-a)ABu(a)da].
t -T
a
(t,h,-T )V-1 [zt) (t,- It)] C(h+Ta) oCTV-1 [z(t)-C(t-a t )
Noting MA-AO, we can check that Eqn. (A5-7-l) satisfies
(t ,h), (t h)+.[s (h,-T )V-1 [z (t)-L(t -TaIt)]
at Dh - a
Setting h-O in Eqn. (A5-7-1),
t
- c[40(a)a(t- a t)+f 4(t-o)Bu(l)doJ - C'(tIt)
t-T
a
We will show that this i(tjt) is actually (t|t).
- b
9, b
dx (t -Tait) T -1
. A(t-T It)+Bu(t-T )+E C V [Z(t)-a(t-T ItmA5-7-2)dt a - a 0 - - a
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dt I t (a)[A-(t-a t)+Bu(t-Ta)+oC TV-1 [z(t)-CA(t-T It ) ] ]
t
+Bu(t)-(T a )Bu(t-Ta )+Af (t-O)Bu(O)do
t-T
a
t
= A(Ta)(t-Tat)+f $(t-O)Bu(J)do]+Bu(t)
t -T
a
(-T a a3A(t |t)+Bu(t)ZE, s(-Ta)V-l[z(t )-I (t ,-, |t)]3
Therefore (t it) actually represents 'x(t It), and the boundary
condition is satisfied.
.
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Appendix 8-1 Experimental Data
__,. _.
w i(rad/sec) 1.5 2.5 4.0
Plant NQ a e2 / 2 2 / 22 2 2 e2 / 2 m2 /y2Plant NZ e~ /y~~/yda /Yd d e d d2a
0 0.417 2.78 0.721 5.87 1.246 6.94
3 0.237 2.86 0.508 6.89 0.929 13.51
1 12 0.0757 3.86 0.240 7.62 0.548 17.29
s 25 0.0809 2.17 0.162 4.74 0.196 14.04
50 0.0532 1.90 0.0816 5.27 0.178 12.17
100 0.0451 2.07 0.0799 5.54 0.187 13.74
0 0.268 3.37 0.547 5.42 0.897 3.29
3 0.143 3.79 0.344 7.03 0.782 7.85
1 12 0.0572 3.23 0.113 6.35 0.290 13.02
-S+2
~+2 ~ 25 0.0648 2.59 0.0559 5.65 0.122 13.59
50 0.0267 3.04 0.0489 5.58 0.105 13.56
100 0.0304 2.82 0.0491 5.77 0.135 14.11
0 0.914 0.735 1.161 1.705 2.005 0.843
3 1.884 1.696
1 12 0.686 0.638 1.139 1.483 1.302 2.005
2
S2 25 0.571 0.496 0.347 1.466 1.137 3.230
50 0.203 0.316 0.318 1.443 0.703 2.748
_ _ __ _ 100 0.187 0,294 0.384 1097 0.760 2.021
Table A8.1.1 Experimental Data (Subject : LRJ)
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i (rad/sec)
Plant
1t
S
1
s+2
1
s
Na
0
3
50
0
3
12
25
50
100
0
3
12
25
50
10C
1.5
e / Yd
0.351
(0.0102)
0.207
(0.0055)
0.0310
(0.0021)
0.409
0.209
0.135
0.0634
0.0308
0.0290
1.275*
1.164
0.878
0.357
0.335
0.327*
m / d
2.77
(0.109)
3.12
(0.172)
2.18
(0.114)
2.56
3.14
3.86
3.08
2.94
2.85
0.693*
0.731
1.22
0.295
0.371
0.308*
2.5
-2
e / d
0.715
(0.024)
0.510
(0.017)
0.081
(0.058)
0.669
0.463
0.305
0.105
0.0666
0.0686
1.635
1.677
1.017
0.471
0.455
0.455
--2 --2
m / Y
6.22
(0.585)
5.91
(0.111)
5.71
(0.213)
3.50
4.40
6.70
7.08
6.42
6.04
1.021
1.109
1.539
1.166
1.275
0.964
-2 -27
e / Yd
1.025
(0.039)
0.836
(0.013 )
0.153
(0.011)
1.001
0.929
0.500
0.177
0.177
0.177
2.254
2.138
1.454
0.828
0.739
0.771*
t Data indicate the averages of three experimental runs.
deviations are shown in the parenthesis.
* Averages of two experimental runs.
Table A8.1.2 Experimental Data (Subject : WJB)
4.0
m / Yd7l '
6.77
( 0.595)
10.06 
( 1.43 )
14.95
( 1.17 )
2.69
6.93
11.11
14.97
14.20
14.30
0.606
1.675
2.054
2.974
2.101
2.428*
Standard
--------
_
-
_- - --
_-
_-
_
_ _ .'
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w(ndVsez) 1.5 2.5 4.0
2T2 -T-2- 2 - -2 2- - T-2-
Plant Nla e /Yd m Yd e /Yd m /Yd e/d m /Yd
0 0.458 3.34 1.196 2.18 1.293 4.51
3 0.245 2.67 0.744 4.18 0.879 7.82
1 12 0.0903 2.64 0.236 7.22 0.290 14.34
~s 25 0.0413 1.91 0.193 5.43 0.130 13.74
50 0.0331 1.94 0.0729 4.36 0.134 11.39
___o0... 3i 7 ..2....02 0,Q0708 4.51.... 0.136 11.60
0 0.306 3.02 0.688 2.98 1.008 4.47
3 0.188 4.74 0.473 6.52 0.700 9.40
1 12 0.0722 3.39 0.0635 6.35 0.166 14.84
s+2 25 0.0380 2.86 0.0521 5.99 0.109 14.68
50 0.0368 2.64 0.0445 6.21 0.0918 15.04
0 _ . n3L o 3.2 .0,0464 647 0.0808 13.66
0 1.056 0.294 1.238 0.241 1.833 0.121
3 0.910 0.220 1.555 0.275 1.353 0.078
1 12 0.581 0.265 0.500 0.506 1.588 0.702
s 25 0.392 0.214 0.613 0.717 0.951 1.201
50 0.230 0.189 0.276 1.001 0.572 1.382
_ _____ LJ 1 v ,A2Li_212 0260 0L281 0.592 0,633 1.002
Experimental Data (Subject : PML)Table A8.1.3
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Appendix 8-2 Variation among Subjects
Mean Square Error Mean Square Control
N
Mean(m2) Stand.Dev(o ) Mean(m-2) StandDiv(c-2 )
(rad/sec) e e m m
.. , - . . , 
0 0.409 0.044 2.96 0.266
3 0.233 0.019 2.88 0.184
12 0.0830 0.0073 3.25 0.610
1.5
25 0.0611 0.0198 2.04 0.130
50 0.0391 0.0100 2.01 0.124
100 0 .0413 0.0038 2.05 0.025
0 0.806 0.288 5.10 2.08
3 0.587 0.1108 5.66 1.12
12 0.238 0.0020 7.42 0.200
2.5
25 0.176 0.0155 5.09 0.345
50 0.0785 0.0040 5.11 0.562
_. 100 0.0754 0.0045 5.03 0.515
0 1.194 0.120 6.07 1.11 
3 0.881 0.038 10.46 2.34
12 0.419 0.129 15.81 1.47
4.0
25 0.163 0.033 13.89 0.150 !
50 0.155 0.0180 12.84 1.53
· n 0.162 0.0255 12.67 1.07
1
Table A8.2.1 Intersubjects Valiability (Plant : )8
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Mean Square Error Mean Square Control
N
~i Na Mean(m-2) StandDev(Q7 ) Mean(m-2 ) StandDev(C- )
(rad/sec) e e 
0 0.328 0.060 2.98 0.332
3 0.180 0.028 3.89 0.657
12 0.0881 0.034 3.49 0.267
1.5
25 0.0554 0.0123 2.84 0.200
50 0.0314 0.0041 2.87 0.170
100 0.0301 0.0008 2.90 0.088
~~~~.. . . .. _ . .. _ _ . _ . _ . _ ._ _ . . . . . . ..............................
0 0.635 0.062 3.97 1.049
3 0.427 0.059 5.98 1.139
12 0.161 0.104 6,47 0.165
2.5
25 0.0710 0.024 6.24 0.610
50 0.0533 0.0096 6.07 0.357
100 0.0547 0.0099 6.09 0.288
0 0.969 0.051 3.48 0.739
3 0.804 0.095 8.06 1.019
12 0.319 0.138 12.99 1.523
4.0
25 0.136 0.029 14.41 0.594
50 0.125 0.037 14.27 0.606
10Q0 0.131 0.039 14.02 0.269
Intersubjects Valiability (Plant : 1
s+2 )Table A8.2.2
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Mean Square Error Mean Square Control
xi N 2a Mean(m-2 ) StandDev(o-) Mean(m-) StandDev(- )
e e m -m(rad/sec) e e m
0 1.082 0.148 0.574 0.199
3 1.037 0.127 0.476 0.256
12 0.715 0.123 0.708 0.393
1.5
25 0.440 0.094 0.335 0.119
50 0.256 0.057 0.316 0.045
100 0.242 0.061 0.287 0.020
0 1.345 0.208 0.989 0.598
3 1.616 0.061 0.692 0.417
12 0.885 0.277 1.176 0.474
2.5
25 0.477 0.109 1.116 0.308
50 0.350 0.076 1.240 0.182
100 0.373 0.071 0.887 0.211
0 2.031 0.173 0.521 0.300
3 1.792 0.327 1.150 0.758
12 1.448 0.117 1.587 0.626
4.0
25 0.972 0.127 2.468 0.902
50 0.671 0.072 2.077 0.558
...._ 100 0.721 0.063 1.817 0.600
Table A8.2.3 Intersubjects Valiability (Plant : 1 )
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Appendix C-1 Assembly Program for PDP-8 used in the Experiment
In this appendix, the assembly program used in the experiment is
listed. This program is combined with the FLT2* program developed by
DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) for use in the experiment. The flow
chart of this program has been given in Fig. 8.1.2 already.
C-l-l Requirement
C-1.1.1 Storage
This program occupies address locations 1-3777.
C-l.1.2 Equipment
PDP-8 with a Type RM-503 Oscilloscope. Users in the an-Machine
Systems Laboratory of M.I.T. employ the following :
AD-1 for sampling the output of a controlled plant on an analog
computer,
AD-2 for sampling the control input of a controlled plant on
an analog computer,
DA for recording a reference trajectory on chart paper.
C-1.2 Usage
1) Assuming the program is in :nemory, place the starting address 0201
in the switch register (SW) and press the LOAD ADDRESS key.
2) Set the SW 0000, and press the START key.
3) Then type the numbers (in decimal) to determine a shaping filter.
* Floating-Point System
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Four numbers, 12 *21 *22 and have to be subsequently typed, where
these numbers represent the following shaping filter :
Xi+l ] 11 12 Fxl [[-+ J [ 21 22 i J+ l [Y] Wd (AC-1-1)22i
xi+1 $21 22 ¥i s
Eqn. (AC-i-1) is almost identical to Eqn. (8-1-2). In Eqn. (AC-i-1)
11 is set equal to 1 and ys has to be changed in order to adjust the
1 2
magnitude of xi and.xi .
Then the variance of wdi(Wd) is determined for use in (AC-l-l). From
Wd the number to be typed (Nt) is determined by the relation.
2
W = Nt / 4 (AC-l-2)d
Typically, for the command signal with wi-2.5 rad/sec, these numbers
can be typed in the following way.
0.0265 .. 12
-0.165625 *.... 21
0.90725 22
0.555 *' Ys
10-lO00 ***- Nt
4) Then the numbers to determine the display have to be typed. The
following three numbers in octal have to be typed.
Max Preview Steps (PS): This number determines the maximum pos-
sible preview length. The time that the computer can finish one
cycle of Loop A in Fig. 8.1.2 can be adjusted by changing this number.
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Starting Display (SD) (SD4PS) : This number determines the point
in the future direction where the displayed trajectory begins. In
the experiment in this thesis, this was always 0, allowing subjects
to look at the future trajectory from the present time.
Finishing Display (FD) (SD<FD4PS) This number determines the point
in the future direction where the displayed trajectory finishes, thus
deciding the preview length.
In the experiment in this thesis, the following numbers were typed
for a 100 preview case.
150 *.. MPS (1508 1 0410)
.... SD
144 .... FD (1448 - 190)
Note that "point", "open beyond t at and "open before ta" types of
previews in the sense stated in Section 7.2 can all be realized by
assigning suitable numbers for SD and FD.
5) At this point the future trajectory is displayed on the screen. To
start a performance test, switch on any of SWl-SW11, and to finish it,
switch on SWO. Then the five numbers (in decimal) are typed out in
E-format. Those five numbers indicate :
1) The number of sampling instants
2) W
3) el
4) m
5) m2
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6) To repeat the experiment under the same condition, place 0417 in the
SW, press the LOAD ADDRESS key, place 000 in the SW, and press the
START key.
7) To repeat the experiment with the same shaping filter but with a
different preview length, place 0400 in the SW, press the LOAD ADDRESS
key, place 0000 in the SW, and press the START key. Then go to 4) of
this section.
8) To repeat the experiment with a different shaping filter, go to 1)
of this section.
C-1.3 Listing of the Program
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x .) 5 1/-~.b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 12 1(CC I  .f+Sl 210 6m~ 1  0561 XAXI J0551
AS521 1067 ISY 0600 XDN 1I060
AS22 1072 K212 2642 FIX 0557
A 12S 0231 K215 2641 xi 1 100
A21S 0232 LBS 023/ XS2 1103
A22S 0233 LND 333 Z 1240ZE~GO 1240
BRIGHT 3660 LISN 2643 ZERO 327
B S 1075 LOAI' 1062e
CONT 3253 LAH 0553
(C()UG 1I252 L SI 0235
GOLINT 3657 LXF 0657
(; '.IAH] 36 0) WM 1 0451
I)AIA 3240 M 046 4
D CY 6061 M3 (504
I (;I 2613NF1 23) 13 N F. X I 0d2  6
DISF 0437 NEX2 0556
DONE 2222 NEX3 1063
D LIMM 3224 NE`X4 0661
D AL 6053 NLA 0414
DYL 6063 NLAL 1061
DYS 6067 NORM 1210
_E 3313 NJOL 3464
, ~ 5EL 3465 N101 3327
,EN) 3400 NtIMH 2637
EI<hOI 224 ONE 3277
E S 3316 ONEL 347 1
L 3 46 t 333'|, aS, t~~~~~~e)fS itl 333P.
A. l F ' };' }N 3001;
t' i J '. L 1~ . 1 1 t1
}' l) 1u S b i i , i < E. ':. ', / t. ,1 ,I I. : 1(4 I 12/6
_ l l Al C§(1L1!5 ~~~~~~~',N .~thl)I NLA 4 : . '->5 04
FINI.SH 0554 l 3214
F . X "2200 p 04 17
t~~~ . SPY 3UX ! 1243FNLA 0552 YI)M I 0611 
-
K~NOR 7000 1 FLE 2a600F IN I 0 WW16 F IUN 6000 (EMUtE 33000
$ar GAUlS 1057 ~I'EX 330j5
-~ ~~ ~ 
0547 1 fjb'r3 1 1 ('6eFINISH 0564 1 (; 2/
1 JStY 056t3 -y~ zt
I NPU 33:)3 1 Y 2650lM 3214F I 2200 -- I :1 0 1
IRN 1 251 JMi. 3417FMPY 3000 13-4
- S2IFNLA 0552S 34FNO 00 SY-IF M01I LE 2600
. . ~~~F PUTI 6 00 0
F SUB 2000 mu 33W
6 A tj 1200 Mi 37I t:.MU 10
CAUS 105~7 IEMX 3305
I I HA  5;N I/ 7 b
~~~I I 6 t
[ I Y 5 ;3 1
I NPU ' 3 3i'k 3..r- 
I I P- I-,) I 3 b,4
¢..~~~~~ ~ tH P I 0iml 332' 1
I S-N 1 52 ' 3!
J S. 3a'l f
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*5
740,
7200
7 00.
7200
0007 5600 -5600
*70
0070 2600 2600
-*72
0072 2200 2200
/ SYSIEM: X(I+1)=AX(I)+bU(1)
/ FILTER: XS(I+1)=ASX(I)+BS- I)
/ SECOND ORDEK F ILiFR
/ W : GAUJSSIAN WHIIE SI(-NAL
*200
HLI
CLL CLA
KCC
TLS
JMS 5 /kl AD
JMS I 7
FPUI I A12S
F EXJ
JMS I 5 / EAD
JMS I 7
FPUlI I A1'
F E I
J~4-; I :) /,1 AD)
JMS I 7
F iIJ I I IAP;'J5
F kX t
JMS I 57 /i. Al)
JMS I 7
F'U I I Lis
Ft. Xi
JM1S I 5 /hEAD
JMS I 7
F PtI I LSIC
F E X [
JMP I NEX 
A 2S., AS 1)
A2 I S, A',2 
A2.2S, A,2 2
L I S 1 CM
NFX A1,4 ).0
AS 1 (= 12)
As2 (21)A '21)
A - 2 2 ( 2 )
fS (Ys)
VAiIANCE OF (;-W SIGNAL(-Nt)
F E XI =0000
F ADD= I (00O
F SUt5=2000
FM1 P Y =3000
F IV= 4000
FOE1 =5000
1 H'il' =6000
F N()k= 7000
. .UARE= 0001
0006 5
0 006
0200
0201
0202
0203
0204
0205
0206
0207
0210
0211
0212
0 .' 1 7
0220
}2 10 2 6O art 1
01223
02240 22 0225
0226
0227
0230
0231
0 232 
0233
0234
(0235
0 ; 36
7402
7300
6032
6046
a 405
4407
6631
0000
4405
4407
6632
0000
44'05
f, (;,i 33/leoI}
z .z F k)44(17
.4 ( 7440574/-4 P17
0000
5636
1064
14 67
1 072
1 07 5
1246
0 4 t011
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*400
CLL
-JMS
CMA
CLA /F.AD INF.
I 70 /READ MAX.
AiiOl.T DISPLAY
LOOKAHEAD SEeS (OCIAL)(MPS)
DCA NLA
JMS I 70 /EAD WHERE 10 STARI(0 FOR PRESENT TIME)
CMA (SD)
DCA
JMS
CMA
DCA
JMS
JMP
SPD
70 /R!.AD WHEI.:E TO FINISH(FD)
FINI
I IIR /INIT
STAR1
NL.A, 0
SPE), 0
FIN I 0
SIARI ,CLA
TAD (4777)
DCA 10 /INIT.
1 AD NLA
DCA LOAH
DCA I 10
ISZ LOAH
JMP .- 2
JMS I ISN /INI
JMS I IISY/INI
JMS I I I;H/'P/I
CLA
TAD F IN 
GM A
A NI. A
I PC I LA
l AL) NLA
DCA FF NLA
TAD FINI
DCA FINISH
TAD SPD
DCA SPDI
TADL) (4777)
DCA 10
TAD (777,)
Ml,DCA XAXI
ISZ SPDI
JMP . +2
JMP . +7
lAD I 10
CLA
' A) XAXI
lAD (-21i)
1$Z FINISH
JMk M 1
DYS
M2,TAD XAXI
. kAND. SIG. GE.
SHIFI kEG.
T. STATISTICS P
T. SYSTEM
NIT. SHAP. Fl.!.
RO.
0400
0401
0402
0403
04050 ^05
0406
0407
01410
0411
0412
0413
0414
0415
0416
0417
0420
0 4 21
0422
04230 4230424
0425
0426
0427
0430
0431
01432
0/133
0 16 3 4
D A 3 5(1,35
0 437
0 4 -11 (1440
0441
0442
0443
044450 445
0446
0447
0450
0451
0452
t)453
0 454
01455
( 456
0457
(1'46 (7
(A 461
0462
0)463
0 464i
7300
447 0
7040
3214
4470
7040
3215
4470
7040
3216.
4747
5217
0000
0000
0000
7 200
1377
3010
1214
3353
3410
2353
5224
4762
4763
4764
7200
121¢,
1 1 70/,0
7200
1352
3355
1216
3354
1215
3350
1377
3010
1376
3351
2350
5255
5263
14 l I 1
7200
1351
1375
c.3 ')4
5251
6067
1351
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0465 7012 RTR 0547 300 IIR,3000
0466 6053 DXL 0550 -000 SPDI,0
0467 7006 RIL 0551 .000 XAXI,0
0470 1375 TAD (-24) 0552 ! 00 FNLA,B
0471 3351 DCA XAXI 0553 D00 LOAH.0
0472 1410 TAD I 10 0554 v.000 FINISH,0
0473 1374 TAD (4000) 0555 !000 FFNLA,0
0474 7012 RITR 0556 v611 NEX2,SYSTEM
0475 6067 DYS 0557 00 XFIX,0
0476 7200 CLA 0560 5000 REFE500
0477 7012 RTR 0561 3214 IST,ST
0500 6067 DYS 0562 3200 ISN,SN
0501 7200 CLA 0563 .'600 IISY,ISY
0502 2354 ISZ FINISH 0564 1000 IISHAP,ISHAP
0503 5264 JMP M2 DXL=6053
0504 1351 M3,TAD XAXI DYS=6067
0505 7012 RTR 0573 (,013
0506 6053 DXL 0574 ,'000
0507 7006 RTL 0575 7754
0510 1375 TAD (-24) 0576 7774
0511 3351 DCA XAXI 0577 /777
0512 1410 lAD I 10
0513 7200 CLA
0514 7000 NOP
0515 7012 RTR
0516 6067 DYS
0517 7200 Cl A
0520 7012 "<1 
f/ 52 I ' (,' 1 }YS 1 ' f06.7 . 1)Y S
f,() ' '-22 7 .1 ( (; I1. A
,23 "3,' , FN FNI \
(1,) ' ' ')3'(44 JMP M3
0525 136 l AD (777z4)
0526 7)012 RIR
0527 6053 DXL
0530 7200 CLA
0531 1357 TAD XFIX
0532 1374 TAD (4000)
0533 7012 RTh
0534 6067 DYS
0535 7200 CLA
0536 7200 CLA
0537 1760 TAD I [EFE
0) .40 30/45 ')A 'i5
(4541 137/3 lAD (13)
15 42. 3 0411 1 )(Ah /i1A
054z3 34, 4. I) (.;A z 46
0[4 , 6 (') 3 D X L
0 /1.) i ' JM. ! 1 l 1
0546 5756 JMP I NEX'
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*600 /SYSTEM t OtJATION
ISY,0 /INIT. SYSTEM
CL A
DCA 44
DCA 45
DCA 46
JMS I 7
F PUl X
FEX1
JMP I I SY
S Y ST E M, CL A
6542
600Z /AC
TAD (
DCA 4
TAD (
DCA 4
DCA /
JMS I
F PUI
FEXI
JMS I
DCA I
IAC
6 542
6 0 
TAD (
DCA 4
1 l) (C
DUA 4
D)CA /I
I LOADED)
4000)
'5
13)
1i
6
7
X
72
LXF
400(G)
5
'3)
4
6
/U IS IN AC
JMS 7
F PI U
F EX 
TAD I RRkEFE
1 AD (4000)
CIA  A
R R
RAR
6512'  I,
6 5 
x IM, I N Xi
(4)
C)
IJ, Ig
1)
LXF . XF X
k RREF E, 5 (1 00
NEX4, SHAPE
0600
.~.. 0601
0602
0603
0604
_ 0605
- .~0606
0607
0610
0611
0612
- 0613
'-^ 0614
0615
0616
0617
0620
062 1
0622
0623
0624
0625
0 626
0627
_ 0630
0 631
A 132
0633
0634
0635() 0i3 @636
0637
0640
(4641
0642
Vi64 20643
06,4
0645
-'. 6(1646
(1647
* #}~~(651
s -, 1-){.tii 5 t
-_ t 5(') 65 2
(')653
O) 6 54
0657
0}660
! 661
} 776
(o777
0000)
7200
3044
3045
3046
4407
6251
0000
5600
7200
6542
6004
137 7
3045
1376
3044
3046
44 7
625 1
0000
447'?
3657
7001
6542
6004
1377
3045
1376
3044
3 046
4407
62P54
0000
1660
1377
7041
7012
7010
6512
6 5 1 414
66 1
t.} (4 lt£3 0(1
(1000
¢;}00(J
, 557
5000
1012
0 13
40f0 "
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· I, j,§,t 1 .)65 0000 0
1 ()0) 0 }O[ I iIPA , (A<, !)66 0000 0
1001 7200 CLA 1 v)67 0000 AS21,0
1002 3044 )GA 44 1 970 0000 0
1003 3045 )DCA 45 107 1 0000 0
1004 3046 DCA 46 1 072 0000 AS22,0
1005 4407 JMS 7 1(q73 0000 0
1006 6300 FPU1 XS1 1 074 0000 0
1007 6303 FPLtI1 XS2 I .175 0000 BS,0
1010 0000 FEX1 1'..76 0000 0
1011 5600 JMP I ISHAP I 977 0000 0
1012 4657 SHAPE,JMS I GAS 1100 0000 XSi,o
1013 4407 JMS 7 /SHAPING FILTEN 1101 0000 0
1014 3275 FMPY BS 1 102 0000 0
1015 6306 FPUi TEM3 1103 0000 Xs2,o
1016 5300 FGE1 XS1 1 04 0000 0
1017 3267 FMPY AS21 105 0000 0
1020 1306 FADI) 1EM3 1 106 0000 TIEM3,0
1021 6306 FPU1 TEM3 ) 107 0000 0
1( 22 5303 FE1 XS2 1110 0000 0
1023 3272 FMPY AS22' 1 176 5000
1024 1306 FAD[; TEM3 1177 4777
1 025 6306 'PUI T ERM3
1026 5303 FGE1 XS2
1027 3264 PMPY AS12
1030 1300 FADD XS1
103 1 6300 F PU'i XSI1
1032 5306 'GE1 1EM3
1033 6303 FPUI XS2
1034 5300 FOE] XS1
1035 0000 FFX1
1036 7200 CLA
1 037 447> JMS 72
1040 3260 DCA X/DN /XI;N=NEW DES. POIN,
1(041 1661 'AD [ NLAI /'HIF RfEG. SAR'i HERE
1042 7001 IAC
1043 3262 DCA iOAE
1044 1377 lAD (4777)
1 045 3010( DCA 10
I 046 1376 TAD) (f,))
I 47 301 1 I)CA I 
1 05) 11 1A ) I I 1 
1 0J5 1 34 1 ,, I)CA I 10
1 05 . 2;t(-,6.' I?5 I.()OAF
1 L353 525 JM}) .-3
I 0 54 1 '26f ' lAI) XN
1 055 341 [ { DCA f 10
1 056 5663 JMP I NEX3
1 057 1200 GAL,C GAI.1
1060 0000 XDN,0
1061 0414 NLAL,NLA
1062 0000 LOAE,O
1063 0437 NEX3,D 1I',
1064 0000 AS12,0
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1200
1201
1 202
1203
1 204
1205
1 206
1207
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1 220
1221
1 222
1 223
1224
1 225
1226
1227
1 230
1231
1 232
1 2'33
1 34
I :? :', 
I ;' 
I 24 37
12/10
1241
1 242
1 243
1244
1245
1 246
-3 I 1247
1 250
1 251
1 252
1 375
1376
1377
0000
44 07
524 0
6243
0000
1377
7041
3252
4651
7 1 00
7010
3045
3044
3046
4407
7000
1243
6243
0000
2252
5210
1376
3045
1375
3044
3046
/407
7000
1 2/1:;
0 00000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
3 0 0;0 03002000
0013
7775
(0 0 ', 6
*1200 /SUBROU1
GAU, 0
JMS I 7
FGEI ZERG
FPUI SUM
FEXI
TAD (6)
CIA
DCA COUG
NORM,JMS I IRN
CLL
RAR
DCA 45
DCA 44
DCA 46
JMS 7
FNOk
F ADD SUM
FPUT SM
FEXT
I SZ COUG
JMP NOkM
TAD (-3)
DCA
TAD
DCA
INE FOR GAU. WHITE SIG.
45
(13)
44
DCA .46
JM5 7
FNOi-F Ni
I /')I ';IM
!MPY ',I(,M
i; I X'I
JMPi I (m
Zk i(iG, 0
0
0
SLIMS 0
.0
0
SIGM, 0
0
0
I kN, 30 fl2
COM 0 G 0 [" ) ()
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*2200
F' IX,0 /CONVER'<I FLOA . P1. # 10 FIXED PT. #
CLA
TAD 44
SZA SMA
JMP .+3
CLA
JMP I F
TAD (-1
SNA
JMP DON
SMA
JMP ERR
CGMA
'DCA FXP
TA) 45
7141 .
E X H, 0
JMP I F
DONETAD 4'
JMP I F
ERROR CLA
TAD 45
SPA CLA
IAC
TAD (37
..JMP I F
IX
3)
O0R
I X
5
IX
77)
IX
*f'AV0 /."1) 1() 11' i INF. '-() (I;F I IN(, (I [AL.. #
'I 1- .!:, (0
1)(;DGCA
KCC
'I L S
1 AD
JMS
NI!MBL
K215
TYPE.
CLA
TAD K212
JMS TYPE
CLA
DIGI,JMS LISN
JMS TYPE
TAD (7563)
SZA
.. JMP .+2
JMP EXTE
TAD (7735)
DCA TEOC
CLL
TAD N.UMH
NkTL
TAIEoCTA!> F 0 E(C
,630 "-;37
2 631 '-, 1 3
2632 1-?42
2 633 4250
2634 7200
2635 1 237
2636 5600
2637 0000
2640 0000
2641 0215
2642 0212
2643 0'.00
2644 6!31
2645 5244
2646 6¢'36
2647 5643
2650 0000
2651 6041
2652 5 51
2653 ,6046
.654 7100
2655 ' (50
2776 7/35
2777 7' 63
D)CA Nt.4MF
JMP DI(61
EXTEPTAD K12
JMS TYPE
CLA
TAD NUMB
JMP I ELE
NUMB., 0
TEOC. 0
K21 5215
K212,212
LISN,0
KSF
JMP .- 1
KkB
JMP I LISN
TYPE, 0
TSF
JMp .- 1
TLS
CLL
,JM-' 1 I'V.F
9
2200
2201
2202
2203
2204
2205
2206
2207
2210
2211
2212
2213
2214
2215
2216
2217
2220
2221
2222
2223
2224
2225
2226
2227
2230
2231
2376
,2 377
I 600
'. 6 (0) I
2 601 ,
2603
2604
2605
2606
2607
2610
2611
2612
2613
2614
2615
2616
2617
2620
2621
2622
2623
2624
2625
2626
2627
0000
7200
1044
7540
5207
7200
5600
1377
7450
5222
7500
5224
7040
:3220
5600
1045
5600
7200
1045
77 10
7001
1376
560
3777
77 6'.
(loot.)
7200
3237
6032
6046
1241
4250
7200
1242
4250
7200
4243
4250
1377
7440
5221
5232
1376
3240
7 100
1237
7006
7004
1240
3064 3277
3065 3276
3066 3275
3067 5600
3070 0177
3071 7400
DCA 377
DCA 3076
DCA 3075
JMP I 3000
0177
7400
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3063
3077
3 000
3001
3002
3 003
3004
3 005
3006
3 0 07
3010
301 
3012
3013
3 014
3 015
3016
3 0 17
3020
3 021
3022
3023
3 024
3025
3026
3 027
3 030
3 03 1
3032
303330307
3 034
3 043 (5
3 13(,
3 037
30140
3 04 1
3 042
301,3
3 044
3045
3046
30147
3050
3051
3 052
3053
3 054
3 055
3 056
3 0573 06273060
306 1
30 6 'c
3063
0 
5263
0000
7200
1277
7004
027 1
327 4
1276
02700
127/4
7 006
7 O 4006
3272
1277
027 0
7 006
7006
7 004
1276
3273
7430
2272
7000
1277
7 1 014
71430
'27 3
' 4 1 07
7 000
7 1 00
1277
3277
2272
7 000
7 1 00
1273
327 6
1275
7004
1275
127 2
327 5
1275
56 102
7 000
720 1
I R * 0
JMP
RN, 0
CLA
TAD
RAL
AND
DCA
TAD
AND
TAD
RTL
RI L
RAL
DCA
1 AD
AND
RTL
RTL
RAL
I AD
DCA
SNL
ISZ
NOP
TAD
CLL
SNL
I ;7
N()P
CI_ L
' AD
DCA
AD
RAL
SNL
I SZ
NOP
CLL
TAD
DCA
I AD
RAL
TAD
'I A)
DCA
TAD
JM P
NOP
(CLA
3071
3074
3076
3070
3074
3072
3077
3070
3076
3073
SKP
3072
3077
RAL
SKP
3073
3072
307 /7
3077
3076
SKP
3072
3073
3076
3075
3075
3O72
3075
3 75
I 30 ,.'
IAC
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*3200
* 3'3200 0000 SN,000(4 /SIATi ST1ICS R01JTINF
3201 4407 JMS I 7
i 3 202 5274 FGE1. ZERO
3203 631:3 FPUT E
- 3204 6316 FPUl ES
,S ~ 3205 6321 FPUI UM
3206 6324 FPUT US
3207 6305 FPUi TEMX
.. ~.. 3210 6310 F PUTI TEMU
3211 6327 FPU1 NTOI
3212 0000 FEXT
3213 5600 JMP I SN
3214 0000 STl'000
3215 7200 CLA
3216 7604 LAS
3217 7510 SPA
-' ~ 3220 5734 JMP I LEND /END EXPERkIMENI IF AC IS NEG.
- S 3221 7450 SNA
3222 5224 JMP DLUMM /DUMM IS PUTI TO MAKE COMP. YCLF CONST.
3223 5240 JMP DATA
_ ,, 3224 4407 I)UMM,JMS I 7
3225 6302 FPUI TEMD
3226 5732 FGET I OU-l
327 2302 FSUBl3 TEMI.)
3230 6302 F PUti T EMD
3'-231 5733 FGEI I INH-l
8 ~.23, 630) F lltI 'I EMI)
2 33 5327 F(-'E I Nl TO'l
-"~~ 823/ !,'7/! FA1)!) ZEk()
· , ' ~ 8'3'G ,32 / 1JJI Nl 01
3 ,36 0 0 0' F i X'I'
3237 5253 JtFMP CONT
3240 4407 )DA'IA, JMS I 7
3241 6305 FPUl TEMX
' ^  3242 5732 F GET I OT
3243 P305 FSUB TEMX
3244 6305 FPUT TEMX
-* 3245 5733 FGET I INPI
'a 3246 6310 FPUlT TEMi
3247 5327 FGET NTO'I
' ~> 3'250 1277 FADD) ONE
3,25 1 63,7 F PLiT NTO T
325) 0 0() 0 F 1 XI
8;58 44117 (,CONT .. IMS 1 7
3'',58/'i 53t,)5 F (;Fi I EMX
3"55'. 13 1 F Ai) V
35', 63 I 3 F Pil l.
3E57 53i¢5 F GET T[ VMX
3260 00 I) '(WARF
3261 1316 FAI)D VS
3262 6316 FPil ES
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3263 5310 FGEI EMU
3264 1321 FADD UM
3265 6321 FPUT UM
3266 5310 FGET TEMU
3267 0001 SQUARE
3270 1324 FADD US
3271 6324 FPUT US
3272 0000 FEXT
3273 5614 JMP I SI
3274 0000 ZERO 0
3275 0000) 0
3276 0000 0
3277 0013 ONE 13
3300 0001 1
3301 0000 0
3 302 0 0 i MD, 
3303 0000 0
3304 0000 0
3305 0080 TFMX, 0
3306 0000 0
3307 0000 0
3310 0000 TEMU, 0
3311 0000 0
3312 0000 0
3313 0000 E.O
3314 0000 0
3315 0000 0
3316 0000) E',. 0
33 17 0000 0
: . I) g f4 j¢ O ,)
3' i, I OF 0 O U . [,J
3 ;322 0000 0
33,3 003 0 0'
.3324 0 0) t U', )
3 32 5 00) 0(4 ()
3326 00 ({ {" 0
3 327 g 0V 0 N'1 ( )
3 33 ' (3 0 O (.) 0
3331 t)')F;{) ¢
3332 106, 1 () ll X
3333 064 INPU), li
3334 3/(Fl LENE), END
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*3400
END, C LA
KCC
TLS
JMS I 7
FGET I NOL
FSU I ONEL
F PUI I NTOL
FEXT
JMS FERE /FEED AND RE1U\i;N
JMS I 6 /ViITE # OF POINT
JMS I 7
FGET I EL.
FD I V I NTOL
FPUT TEME
FEXT
JMS FERE
JMS I 6 /t!.IITE MEAN ERR)Ok
JMS I 7
FGET TEMF
S OUAfE
F PUT TEME
FGET I ESL
FDIV I NTOL
F SUB T EME
FEXT
JMS FEkF
JMS I 6 /,'. IF MFAN (0. }
JMS I I
F;E'i I I MI.
i,)IV I N'ljO.
F' 1.; X 'I
JMS F ' M 
JMS 1 6 /VW-,~.VI MkAN IN
JMS 7
FGEI I L'L
FDIV I NTOL
FE XI
JMS FEIhE
JMS 6
HLT
F E\E, 000
CLA
lAD (215)
1 F
JMP . -
1 LS
(. . A
lAD (212)
I SF
.JM}P .- 
TILS
JMP I F '. i<-
TAKFN
3464 3327 NTOL.NTOT
3465 3313 ELE
3466 3316 ESL,ES
3467 3321 UML, UM
3470 3324 USL, US
3471 3277 ONEL,ONE
3472 0000 TEME, 0
3473 0000 0
3/474 0000 0
3576 0t12
3577 0215
3400
3401
3402
3403
3404
3405
3 406
3407
3410
3411
3412
3413
311. 4 1434zi15
3416
3417
3 420
3421
3 422
3 423
3424
3425
3426
3427
3430
3 43 11
3432
3433
3 3 
3436
3 .Z437
3 442
3443
3 444
34 45
3.446
3 447
3 45 3.451
3452
3453
3454
3455
3)456
3 57
3461 0
3461 
3 462
34 /63
7200
6032
6046
4407
5664
267 1
666 4
0000
4250
4406
4407
5665
4664
6272
0000
4250
4406
4407
5272
0001
6272
5666
4664
2272
0000
4250
4406
4407
5667
6 
0 0 O
4250
4406
44107
567 
4664
{000
4250
4406
7402
f') O) 0 1:4l
7'1200
1377
60.41
5253
6 0J46
72 H t
1376
6 041
5260
6046
5650:
!. <0)<
M- S(.'- INP.
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*3600 /PROG'AM FOR CALIBRATING AD DA
3600 7200 CSTARTCLA
3601 1377 TAD (-14t4)
3602' 3257 DCA COUNT
3603 1376 TAD (-15)
3604 3260 DCA BRIGHT
3605 1375 TAD (4000)
3606 7012 RTR
3607 6063 DYL
3610 7200 CLA
3611 1374 TAD (7774)
3612- 7012 RIR
3613 6053 DXL
3614 7006 RTL
3615 137:3 TAD (-24)
3616 2257 ISZ COUNT
3617 5212 JMP --5
3620 7200 CLA
3621 1372 TAD (7000)
3622 7012 RTR
3623 6053 DXL
3624 7200 CLA
3625 6542 6542
3626 6004 6004
3627 7000 NOP
3630 7012 RTR
3631 6063 DYL /DI"PLAYINCG Yz(l
3632 2260 ISZ BkI; I
3633 5232 JmP .- 1
363I 6061 D CY
63 5 7200 C!_A
3, 36 1371 lAD (b5mv)
3637 7012 I< R
3640 6053 DXL
3641 7200 CLA
3642 7001 IAC
3643 6542 6542
3644 6004 6004
3645 7000 NOP
3646 7012 RTR
3647 6063 DYL /DISPLAYING U=0
3650 7200 CLA
3651 1375 TAD (4000)
3652 7012 RTR
3653 7010 RAR
3654 6512 6512 33655 651 64 3771
3656 52 yvJp 3772 7000
3657 0000 COU1-NT,'j 0 77 7754
3660 0000 BI<IGNJ ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 7 777 4:3775 4000DCY=606 1 :3776 7763
DYL=6063 3777 7634
-387-
Appendix C-2 FORTRAN Computer Programs
Included in this appendix are computer programs as follows :
C-2-1 : Model-data matching (Plant )
I
C-2-2 : Simulation of the model (Plant : - )S
Many other programs were used in this thesis in addition to these
two programs. However they are of lesser importance than C-2-1 and C-2-2
and for brevity are not included.
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1C-2-1 Model-data matching (Plant · 1 )
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